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Chapter 1
General introduction
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Figure 1: “Liber de Morbo Sacro”A 16 century reprint of the original Greek
manuscript ‘On the sacred disease’ by the Hippocratic Corpus. On the left the
original Greek text and on the right the Latin translation. The first paragraph reads
as follows: I am about to discuss the disease called “sacred”. It is not, in my
opinion, any more divine or sacred than other diseases, but has a natural cause,
and its supposed divine origin is due to men’s inexperience, and to their wonder at
its peculiar character. Now while men continue to believe in its divine origin
because they are at a loss to understand it, they really disprove its divinity by the
facile method of healing which they adopt, consisting as it does of purifications and
incantations. But if it is to be considered divine just because it is wonderful, there
will be not one sacred disease but many, for I will show that other disease are no
less wonderful and portentous, and yet nobody considers them sacred (Translation
W.H.S. Jones. Hippocrates, Harvard University Press). (image is from Wellcome
library, London, image # L0003014 from Opera quae extant, graece et latine)
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General Introduction

1. Epilepsy
1

1.1 Clinical aspects

 (epilpsis) — "seizure"

Epilepsy is one of the world’s oldest recognized disorders, one of the first
systematic descriptions of this disease already came into existence in the 5

th

century BC, as part of the Hippocratic Corpus (Temkin, 1971). This body of texts,
originally thought to be written by Hippocrates himself, contains a book entitled ‘On
the sacred disease’. In this book the author describes epilepsy as “a disease of the
brain”, which must be treated by diet and drugs, and not by religious incantations”
(fig. 1).
Epilepsy is the most common neurological disease after stroke; it affects
approximately 50 million of the world population (Strine et al., 2005) and as its
name suggests, it is a disease that is characterized by recurrent seizure activity.
Seizures are transient changes in behaviour caused by abnormal, excessive and
synchronous neuronal activity in the brain (1993). Epileptic seizures are
conventionally divided into two groups, partial and generalized. Partial seizures
only involve a localized part of the brain, whereas generalized seizures arise from
epileptic discharges that have no evidence of a localized onset, and affect both
hemispheres simultaneously. Partial seizures can sometimes also spread to other
parts of the brain, and become thereby secondarily generalized. They can be
further sub-divided into simple and complex seizures, where simple seizures do
not affect general consciousness and complex seizures do (Engel, Jr., 2001).
Approximately 50% of all forms of epilepsy develop without the presence of brain
lesions or other definable genetic, metabolic or neurological abnormalities; they
have no known cause. These types of epilepsies are classified as ‘idiopathic
epilepsies’. Beside idiopathic epilepsies there are also acquired or symptomatic
epilepsies, these are of known origin and often have an identifiable lesion in the
brain responsible for the seizure activity. Patients with this type of epilepsy often
have suffered a brain damaging insult perinatally or during childhood such as
complex febrile seizures, head trauma or brain infections.
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1.2 Temporal lobe epilepsy

1

Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is the most common form of partial epilepsy (Engel,
Jr., 2001;McKeown & McNamara, 2001). It is also the type of epilepsy with the
highest amount of drug refractory patients, as approximately 30-40% of the
patients do not respond to anti-epileptic drugs (AED). For these refractory patients
surgical removal of the epileptic focus is sometimes a treatment option (Engel, Jr.
et al., 2003;de Lanerolle & Lee, 2005). This rather radical treatment is very
successful as 40- 70% of medically refractory TLE patients are free from disabling
seizures, or achieve complete seizure freedom after surgery (Tellez-Zenteno et al.,
2005;de Tisi et al., 2011). Temporal resective surgery often involves the removal of
the hippocampus with varying parts of the neocortex. Resected epileptic tissue
can, and is used in this thesis, for research purposes to give insights into the
molecular pathophysiology of TLE.

2. The Hippocampus
2.1 Hippocampal anatomy
The human hippocampus is situated in the floor of the temporal horn of the lateral
ventricle (fig. 2). It consists out of three major units; the Ammon’s horn or cornu
ammonis (CA), the dentate gyrus (DG) and the subiculum (Braak et al., 1996). The
Ammon’s horn is further divided in four separate regions; cornu ammonis 1 to 4
(CA1-4). This division is based on differences in cell size and cell density (fig. 3A)
of the neurons in the stratum pyramidale (SP). Beside the cornu ammonis division,
the ammon’s horn contains four cellular layers: The stratum oriens (SO) and the
alveus (Al) are situated on the outside of the SP, while the stratum radiatum (SR)
and the stratum lacunosum moleculare (SLM) lie on the inside. In animals the term
CA4 is not used, and in both humans and animals this region is often referred to as
the hilus or hilar region (fig. 3B, C). The DG is arched around the hilar region and
consists of three layers. The granular cell layer (GCL) is the most distinctive one as
it contains tightly packed neurons that are called granule cells. On the hilar side of
this GCL lies the polymorphic layer (PML) of the DG and the outer side contains
the molecular layer (ML) of the DG.
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Figure 2: The human hippocampus
A) The human hippocampus is situated in the floor of the temporal horn of the lateral
ventricle. B) Its inner structure can be seen on a coronal view of the human brain, indicated
by the red circles, and C) on a surgical specimen obtained after surgery.

The hippocampal circuitry of neurotransmission is mainly a uni-directional network.
Its major input and output are to and from the entorhinal cortex, with the subiculum
as the transfer station. The entorhinal cortex mainly projects to the granule cell
dendrites in the ML of the DG. These granule cells subsequently connect via their
mossy fibres to the CA3 neurons in the SP. The axons of these neurons project
toward the CA1 neurons, which are considered the major output pathway of the
hippocampus, via the Subiculum, back to the entorhinal cortex and other various
brain structures (Amaral & Witter, 1989). This tri-synaptical pathway is a pathway
of glutamate releasing neurons, and hence excitatory. Regulatory circuits with
GABA-ergic interneurons are scattered throughout the Ammon’s horn and the DG
and inhibit, and hence modulate, this hippocampal pathway.
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Figure 3: The human and the rat
hippocampus
with
their
anatomical divisions.

1

A) a schematic overview of a
coronal section of the human
hippocampus with the four regions
of the cornu ammonis (CA1-4) and
the five cellular layers of the CA; the
Alveus, (Al), stratum oriens (SO),
stratum pyramidale (SP), stratum
radiatum (SR) and the stratum
lacunosum moleculare (SLM). And
the dentate gyrus (DG) with its three
cellular layers; molecular layer (ML),
granular cell layer (GCL) and the
polymorphic layer (PML). (Picture
adapted from (Najm et al., 2006)
B) a neuronal staining of a human
hippocampus from a post-mortem
control
without
hippocampal
abnormalities,
with
its
main
anatomical regions annotated. Scale
bar = 1000m
C) a neuronal staining of a (control)
rat hippocampus with its main
anatomical regions annotated. Scale
bar = 500m

2.2 Hippocampal pathology in TLE
The most common pathology detected in resected hippocampi from TLE patients is
hippocampal sclerosis (HS) (Blumcke et al., 2002;de Lanerolle & Lee, 2005). This
neuropathological abnormality is detected in approximately 60-65% of TLE patients
that undergo surgery.
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HS is characterized by neuronal loss, most notably in the hilus, CA1 and CA3
region which is accompanied by marked astrogliosis in these area’s. Additionally,
structural changes such as granular cell dispersion and mossy fiber sprouting are
present. The extent of HS varies between patients and is graded by a system
devised by Wyler (Wyler et al., 1992); A Wyler 0 grade refers to a non-sclerotic
hippocampus whereas a Wyler 4 grade is given to a hippocampus with the most
pronounced HS. Whether HS is a consequence of, or contributes to, the cause of
seizure activity in TLE patients is still unknown (Blumcke et al., 2002;Mathern et
al., 2002;Kalviainen & Salmenpera, 2002). It could well be, that it is implicated in
both processes.

3. Epileptogenesis
3.1 Epileptogenesis in TLE
Epileptogenesis is the complex pathophysiological process by which the brain is
rendered hyperexcitable to such extent, that it starts to display spontaneous
seizure activity (Pitkanen & Lukasiuk, 2011). In TLE this process is thought to span
over a significant amount of time, lasting up to years (fig. 4). TLE often starts with
an initiating event. Common initiating events in TLE are complex febrile seizures,
head trauma or an infection in the brain (meningitis, encephalitis). This initiating
event is followed by a ‘latent phase’ in which no outward seizure activity is
detected. Changes are taking place in the brain however, and after this deceptive
latent phase, spontaneous seizure activity develops. This last phase is often
referred to as the ‘chronic’ phase and seizure activity usually progresses even
further during this phase. A substantial proportion of TLE patients that do respond
to AED initially, in the early chronic phase progress to a pharmacoresistant state.
The molecular pathways underlying the process of epileptogenesis are thus far
unknown. Experimental molecular and cellular data propose that the following
processes play a role in epileptogenesis after a precipitating event: cell
proliferation and plasticity, inflammation and immune response, and inflammatory
cell adhesion (Pitkanen & Lukasiuk, 2011).
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Figure 4: Schematic representation of the temporal events that often lead to the
development of TLE.
TLE often involves a precipitating initiating event that triggers the process of
epileptogenesis. After a latent seizure free period seizure activity develops which
progresses to TLE.

3.2 Studying epileptogenesis
Thus, epileptogenesis is an ongoing dynamic process. The question therefore is:
How can we study this process in order to devise a method of intervention? Human
hippocampal tissue resected from pharmaco-resistant TLE patients gives
invaluable opportunities to study the molecular changes present in this excitatory
brain structure. There are however limits to this approach, as comparing this
surgically removed TLE hippocampus to a control hippocampus is only possible
using post-mortem resected hippocampi. Additionally, studying the actual process
of epileptogenesis is not possible on tissue that has already suffered from years of
seizure activity. Cause or consequence of certain changes in this tissue can thus
not be distinguished from one another. To circumvent these limitations, animal
models of epilepsy can be used. Several models exist that mimic the occurrence of
an initiating event. The most widely used method is to induce this event by the
induction of a prolonged generalized seizure, or Status Epilepticus (SE) (Majores
et al., 2007). This initiating event is then typically followed by a latent phase and
consequently a chronic epileptic phase with spontaneous recurrent seizure activity
(SRS).
The animal model that is used in this thesis is the juvenile lithium-pilocarpine
model, it is a model where this chemo-convulsant is injected causing one episode
of SE. This initiating event is induced at postnatal day 21(P21), an age comparable
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to a human age between a toddler and a peri-pubertal child (Haut et al., 2004).
This is a relevant age as TLE usually manifests itself in children or young adults
also. This event is followed by a seizure-free period of a few weeks, and
subsequently SRS occurs. As this model shares a substantial amount of clinical
and molecular features with human TLE, it is a good model to study the process of
epileptogenesis longitudinally (Sankar et al., 1998;Roch et al., 2002;Sloviter,
2008;Leroy et al., 2011). The ideal method to study the process of epileptogenesis
is using a comparative strategy between animal models and human TLE tissue.
Using this strategy the longitudinal molecular process can be followed in an animal
model through to the chronic stage of the disease. This final stage should then be
compared to the human situation to account for the obvious limitations of animal
models. The most obvious limitation being that most initiating events for TLE in
humans do not involve SE, even febrile seizures which are a common precipitating
event for TLE, only involve SE in 5% of the cases (Curia et al., 2008;Shinnar et al.,
1997;Coulter et al., 2002).

4. The immune system and TLE
4.1 The CNS is an immuno-privileged site
The immune system in the brain is very different from the ‘classical’ immune
system that monitors the periphery. This is due to the lack of a lymphatic system,
the presence of the blood brain barrier (BBB) that limits the molecular and cellular
trafficking into the CNS, and the limited amounts of cells that express major
histocompatibility complexes which allow for antigen presentation (Rivest, 2009).
Due to these properties the brain was long thought to be an’ immuno-privileged
site’. In the recent years however, it has been discovered that the immune system,
albeit through different mechanisms, is present in the brain and can play a role in
the development of the brain, neuroplasticity and even neurotransmission (MolinaHolgado

&

Molina-Holgado,

2010;Ransohoff,

2009;Tran &

Miller,

2003).

Additionally, inflammatory processes have been associated with various CNS
disorders including stroke, Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and Multiple sclerosis (Lucas
et al., 2006).
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Both beneficial and destructive effects have been described for the various

1

immune and inflammatory mechanisms in the brain, sometimes even for one
inflammatory mediator. It seems that the net effect of a CNS immune reaction
depends on multiple conditions such as the cell type, length of exposure and
subsequent cascades that are activated (Nguyen et al., 2002;Rebenko-Moll et al.,
2006;Martino, 2004). The activation of the immune system in TLE has been
studied thus far mostly through the investigation of three interleukins (IL-1, IL-6
and TNF), two chemokines (CCL2, CCL4), two adhesion molecules (VCAM1 and
ICAM1) and one small interfering RNA or microRNA (miRNA-146a). The results of
these studies are discussed below and summarized in table 1.
4.2 Seizures  immune response  Seizures
Experimental evidence
In rodent models for epilepsy it has been shown that induction of seizures triggers
a rapid induction of inflammatory mediators in the brain regions of seizure onset
and propagation (Vezzani et al., 2011b). Expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines
such as IL-1, TNF and IL-6 have been shown by numerous studies to be
activated immediately after a seizure. In turn, these proinflammatory cytokines
have been shown to promote subsequent neuronal hyperexcitability and seizures,
increasing the probability for seizure recurrence (Vezzani et al., 2011a;Vezzani et
al., 2011b).
Clinical evidence
In human TLE activation of the immune system has also been recorded after
seizures. Blood and CSF samples taken immediately after seizure activity shows
increased expression of IL-6 (Li et al., 2011) and increased levels of the natural
antagonist for
IL-1, IL-1ra has been detected in serum after seizures in TLE patients (Lehtimaki
et al., 2007). Additionally, children who have just suffered (febrile) seizures, a
common initiating event in TLE (Scantlebury & Heida, 2010), have increased
plasma levels of IL-6 and IL-1 (Choi et al., 2011).
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4.3 The immune response and epileptogenesis

1

Experimental evidence
Several longitudinal studies have been performed in animal models to further study
the initial activation of the immune system (Vezzani et al., 2011b). These studies
have shown that this activation persists beyond the time-scale expected for
conventional pro-inflammatory pathways, suggesting a deregulation of the,
perhaps initially normal and beneficial, neuronal immune response. As mentioned
above, the enduring presence of the activated immune system after an initial
activating event is likely to have a pro-epileptogenic effect. Interference studies
through inhibition of inflammatory mediators deemed pro-epileptogenic, or through
more widespread inhibition by using anti-inflammatory agents, have indeed led to
decreases in seizure intensity of frequency in animal models (De Simoni et al.,
2000;Fabene et al., 2008;Huang et al., 2010;Louboutin et al., 2011;Marchi et al.,
2009;Maroso et al., 2010;Zeng et al., 2009;Vezzani et al., 2002). Though no
complete abolishment of seizure activity has been reported once epileptogenesis
has commenced in experimental TLE.
The activated immune system in the pathogenesis of TLE seems to be an
intricate system that can have both pro- and anti-epileptogenic effects. Devising
the method and timing of interference has proved to be difficult. A relatively new
approach of targeting the deregulated immune system in TLE has been proposed
lately through targeting of the posttranslational repressor microRNA-146a
(Taganov et al., 2006). This microRNA has been shown to be capable of
influencing the expression of several pro-inflammatory proteins and was shown
differentially expressed in animal models for TLE as well as human TLE tissue
(Aronica et al., 2010;Song et al., 2011). The deregulation of miRNAs in TLE is
further investigated in this thesis.
Clinical evidence
Clinical evidence for a role of the immune system in epileptogenesis of TLE is
more difficult to obtain. Microarray studies on human mTLE tissue samples have
shown a clear overrepresentation of genes involved in the immune system (Lee et
al., 2007;van Gassen et al., 2008).
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Whether this up-regulation is a cause or consequence of TLE cannot be concluded
from these studies however. Immune-modulating or anti-inflammatory therapies
have been used in different types of medically refractory epilepsies such as
Lennox-Gastaut syndrome (Sinclair, 2003;Mikati et al., 2010), Landau-Kleffner
syndrome (Marescaux et al., 1990;Villani & Avanzini, 2002) or infantile spasms
(Pellock et al., 2010); yet only in the latter two epilepsy forms it has really been
shown to be effective in a significant number of patients (Tsuru et al., 2000;Mikati
& Shamseddine, 2005;Verhelst et al., 2005;Gayatri et al., 2007). Despite the
presence of animal studies that show that the immune system can have a proepileptogenic effect in experimental TLE, and the human data suggesting that this
de-regulation of the immune system is indeed present in the human TLE brain, no
effective immunological strategy has been devised thus far. No suitable
immunological target has been identified yet that can bring the deregulated
immune system back into its balance.

5. Aim & Outline of this thesis
More information is necessary to further elucidate the pathophysiological
processes that underlie TLE, as more knowledge is needed regarding key drug
targets. Surgically removed TLE brain tissue can give very valuable information
about these processes. mRNA profiling studies using this epileptic tissue have
given significant insights in the processes that are deregulated in the TLE brain
(van Gassen et al., 2008;Lee et al. 2007). There are however also posttranscriptional and translational processes involved in TLE (Aronica et al.
2010;McClelland et al. 2011). Thus mRNA profiling studies alone are not sufficient
to characterize the human TLE brain.
The aim of this thesis is therefore to further profile the human epileptic brain
beyond the mRNA studies, to obtain more insight in the molecular processes
involved in TLE. This is done through profiling studies of miRNA’s and
immunological proteins in human TLE tissue and CSF. Additionally part of the
uncovered changes are studied during the course of epileptogenesis in an animal
model for TLE.
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Chapter 2 commences with profiling all known miRNA’s expressed in the TLE

1

brain and comparing them to non-epileptic control brain tissue. This is to our
knowledge the first study to investigate the miRNA patterns in human TLE. It
shows that miRNA expression in the human TLE hippocampus can be very
different from the non-epileptic hippocampus, in both expression levels as well as
intracellular location. Additionally, this chapter illustrates which miRNA expression
profiles are changed in the sclerotic TLE hippocampus (mTLE+HS) compared to
the non-sclerotic hippocampus. The chapter also uncovers that many miRNA’s
with altered expression in the TLE brain may influence the translation of mRNA’s
that code for proteins of the immune system. Specifically, the study shows that
miRNA’s 221 and 222 can inhibit the translation of intercellular adhesion molecule
1 (ICAM1). These two miRNA’s are down-regulated in astrocytes of mTLE+HS
patients resulting in increased ICAM1 protein levels in the mTLE+HS
hippocampus. This first experimental chapter emphasizes that there are many
post-transcriptional processes that can influence the protein expression in TLE,
particularly in the immune system. Therefore, in chapter 2 we profiled the
expression of many inflammatory mediators at the protein level. Using a
multiplexed immunoassay we measured 40 proteins of the immune system in brain
tissue from mTLE-HS patients, mTLE+HS patients and controls. This study shows
that 21 immunological proteins are up-regulated in TLE brain tissue. Additionally,
using a principle component analysis (PCA) we illustrate that this immunological
activation can be divided into immunological networks. The identification of these
networks is important for determining which targets to interfere with in order to
prevent inflammation induced epileptogenesis. Remarkably, further analysis of the
PCA showed that mTLE-HS, mTLE+HS and controls could be discriminated solely
on the basis of the expression of their main immunogical networks. In chapter 4
we studied whether the changes that we detected in brain tissue of TLE patients
were also detectable in the CSF. Detecting potentially pathological immunological
changes in CSF could be of great diagnostic value, as CSF can also be obtained
using a lumbar puncture. In this study we show that the up-regulation of some of
the inflammatory mediators identified in the previous chapter, can also be detected
in subarachnoid CSF of TLE patients. We utilized the principle component analysis
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again to uncover immunological networks and to investigate segregation of
individual patients on the basis of their immunological profile.
Finally, in chapter 5 we investigated further whether the increases in inflammatory
protein expression that were detected in chapters 3 and 4 could be a cause or a
consequence of seizure activity. Using a rodent model for TLE, protein expression
of the chemokines CCL2, CCL4 and two of their receptors, CCR1 and 5 were
followed longitudinally. Both CCL4 and its receptor CCR5 are shown to be upregulated in sub-regions of the hippocampus in both the latent and the chronic
phase of epilepsy. This suggests that signalling through the CCR5 receptor already
takes place before the occurrence of SRS, implicating this type of signalling in the
process of epileptogenesis.
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Genome-wide microRNA profiling of human temporal lobe
epilepsy identifies modulators of the immune response
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Abstract
Mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (mTLE) is a chronic neurological disorder
characterized by recurrent seizures. The pathogenic mechanisms underlying
mTLE may involve defects in the post-transcriptional regulation of gene
expression. MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are non-coding RNAs that control the
expression of genes at the post-transcriptional level. Here, we performed a
genome-wide miRNA profiling study to examine whether miRNA-mediated
mechanisms are affected in human mTLE. miRNA profiles of the hippocampus of
autopsy control patients and two mTLE patient groups were compared. This
revealed segregated miRNA signatures for the three different patient groups and
165 miRNAs with up- or down-regulated expression in mTLE. miRNA in situ
hybridization detected cell type-specific changes in miRNA expression and an
abnormal nuclear localization of select miRNAs in neurons and glial cells of mTLE
patients. Of several cellular processes implicated in mTLE, the immune response
was most prominently targeted by deregulated miRNAs. Enhanced expression of
inflammatory mediators was paralleled by a reduction in miRNAs that were found
to target the 3’-untranslated regions of these genes in reporter assays. miR-221
and miR-222 were shown to regulate endogenous ICAM1 expression and were
selectively co-expressed with ICAM1 in astrocytes in mTLE patients. Our findings
suggest that miRNA changes in mTLE affect the expression of immunomodulatory
proteins thereby further facilitating the immune response. This mechanism may
have broad implications given the central role of astrocytes and the immune
system in human neurological disease. Overall, this work extends the current
concepts of human mTLE pathogenesis to the level of miRNA-mediated gene
regulation.
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Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is a neurological condition characterized by
recurrent seizures that originate from the temporal lobe. TLE accounts for one third
of all patients with epilepsy (Engel, Jr., 2001) and can be divided into several
subgroups including mesial TLE (mTLE). mTLE is associated with characteristic
pathological features and about 30% of mTLE patients are pharmacoresistant
(Wieser, 2004). The pathological mechanisms underlying mTLE are poorly
understood. Recent studies show that patterns of gene expression are significantly
altered in experimental and human mTLE (van Gassen et al., 2008;Lukasiuk et al.,
2006;Rakhade & Jensen, 2009;Pitkanen & Lukasiuk, 2009;Gorter et al., 2006).
Thus, the regulatory mechanisms that normally control gene expression may be
affected. For example, it was recently shown that transcriptional repressors play a
key role in acquired HCN1 channelopathy (McClelland et al., 2011). Insight into
how regulation of gene expression is altered may provide important new insights
into mTLE pathogenesis and could yield novel therapeutic targets.
During the past several years, microRNAs (miRNAs) have emerged as
important post-transcriptional regulators of gene expression, providing a
completely new level of control of gene expression. miRNAs are short (20-23
nucleotides), non-coding RNAs that recognize partially complementary target
sequences in select mRNAs and predominantly inhibit protein expression by either
destabilizing their mRNA targets or by inhibiting protein translation (Ambros,
2004;Bartel, 2004;Kosik, 2006;Eulalio et al., 2008;Filipowicz et al., 2008). miRNAmediated mechanisms have been shown to contribute to the regulation of brain
development and homeostasis (Kosik, 2006;Schratt, 2009) and can be affected in
neural diseases such as multiple sclerosis (Junker et al., 2009;Saugstad,
2010;Williams et al., 2009).
Recent animal studies support the hypothesis that miRNAs may contribute
to the pathogenesis of epilepsy (Aronica et al., 2010;Liu et al., 2010;Nudelman et
al., 2010;Hu et al., 2010b). To systematically assess the role of miRNAs in human
mTLE, we conducted the first genome-wide miRNA expression profiling study of
human mTLE patients. The observed microRNA signatures led us to 1) unveil a
marked aberrant expression and nuclear localization for miRNAs in mTLE patients,
and 2) identify components of the immune response as targets of the most strongly
regulated miRNAs in mTLE.
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Material and methods
Patient selection and tissue collection
Hippocampal tissue samples of pharmaco-resistant mTLE patients were obtained
after surgery at the University Medical Centre Utrecht. Patients were selected for
surgery according to the criteria of the Dutch Epilepsy Surgery Program (Debets et
al., 1991). The excision was based on clinical evaluations, interictal and ictal EEG
studies, MRI and intraoperative electrocorticography. Informed consent was
obtained from all patients for all procedures approved by the Institutional Review
Board. Immediately after en bloc resection of the hippocampus, the tissue was
cooled in physiological saline (4°C) and cut on a precooled plate into three slices
perpendicular to its longitudinal axis. The two outer parts were used for
pathological analysis. In the operating room the middle section was divided into a
part that was immediately frozen on powdered dry ice and a part that was
immersion-fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer for 24 hrs at
4°C. Following fixation, tissue was embedded in paraffin and stored at 4°C. Frozen
samples were stored at -80°C. Frozen and paraffin-embedded control hippocampal
tissue samples were obtained from post mortem cases without hippocampal
aberrations from the Netherlands Brain Bank (www.brainbank.nl). All control
material was collected from donors with written informed consent for brain autopsy
and the use of the material and clinical information for research purposes. Prior to
dissection, brain pH was measured interventricularly using a 18GA 3.50 inch spinal
needle. Detailed histological examination of the hippocampal material from all
patients used in this study showed that all samples were devoid of tumor tissue. All
patient samples used in this study had RIN values >6 (range 6.4-8.4; mean 7.2)
(Ibberson et al., 2009;Becker et al., 2010;Durrenberger et al., 2010) confirming that
all RNA samples were of excellent quality. Table 1 provides a summary of the
clinical data of all patients included in the study. Hippocampal specimens were
divided into 3 groups: a non-epileptic autopsy control group (Control, n=10), a
group of mTLE patients without signs of hippocampal sclerosis (mTLE-HS, n=10)
and a mTLE group with hippocampal sclerosis (mTLE+HS, n=10). The severity of
HS was determined by an experienced neuropathologist using the Wyler
classification method (Wyler et al., 1992) defining W0 as hippocampal tissue
without HS and W4 as tissue with the most severe type of HS. Wyler classification
was independently verified on paraffin-embedded tissue.
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RNA isolation and quality control
Nissl stained cryo-sections were generated to ensure that all anatomical regions
were equally represented in each sample. For the purpose of RNA isolation, 25 μm
thick cryo-sections were cut until approximately 20 mg of tissue was collected. This
material was stored at -80°C until all samples were collected. Then, all samples
were thawed and processed in parallel in QIAzol lysis reagent to prevent RNA
degradation. Total RNA was extracted using the miRNeasy kit (Qiagen) according
to the manufacturer’s protocol. RNA quality (RIN value; Table 1) was assessed
using a RNA 6000 Nano chip on the 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent) and RNA quantity
was determined using Nanodrop (Thermo Scientific).
microRNA array
1000 ng total RNA per patient sample and reference (pool of all samples) was
labelled with Hy3™ and Hy5™ fluorescent labels, respectively, using the
miRCURY™ LNA Array power labeling kit (Exiqon) following procedures described
by the manufacturer. Hy3™-labeled samples and a Hy5™-labeled reference RNA
sample were mixed pair-wise and hybridized to the miRCURY™ LNA Array version
5th Generation (Exiqon), which contains capture probes targeting all human (hsa)
miRNAs registered in miRBASE version 15.0 at the Sanger Institute. The
hybridization was performed according to the miRCURY™ LNA array manual
using a Tecan HS4800 hybridization station (Tecan). After hybridization,
microarray slides were scanned and stored in an ozone free environment (ozone
level below 2.0 ppb) in order to prevent bleaching of the fluorescent dyes. The
miRCURY™ LNA array microarray slides were scanned using the Agilent
G2565BA Microarray Scanner System (Agilent) and image analysis was carried
out using ImaGene 8.0 software (BioDiscovery). The quantified signals were
background corrected (Normexp with offset value 10) (Ritchie et al., 2007) and
normalized using the global Lowess (LOcally WEighted Scatterplot Smoothing)
regression algorithm.
The 130 miRNAs that passed the filtering criteria on variation across
samples were submitted to a principal component analysis (standard deviation >
0.50) to identify general similarities and differences. Aditionally, a univariate
general linear model analysis was applied with age and gender as covariates using
the top 30 changed miRNAs. This analysis did not result in loss of Bonferroni
corrected significance for any of the groups (see Online Resource 2c) and nor did
it result in significant p-values for either age or gender (p >0.05).
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As pH and PMD are potential confounders only in autopsy control patients, we
performed additional Pearson’s correlations tests on the top 30 changed miRNAs
against pH and PMD in this group. No significant correlations were detected for pH
and PMD.
Quantitative PCR
Based on the array profiling data, miR-29a and miR-423-3p were identified as
normalization miRNAs using NormFinder (Andersen et al., 2004) showing minimal
variation across all samples (SD=0.17). Total RNA from all control or nine
mTLE+HS (Wyler 4, excluding patient #22) patients was pooled and used for first
strand cDNA synthesis using a universal cDNA synthesis kit (Exiqon). Duplicate
cDNAs were generated for each RNA pool. Quantitative PCR reactions were run
on a 7900HT Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems) using microRNA LNAtm
PCR primer sets and SYBR Green master mix (Exiqon). All samples were run in
duplicate and the base for exponential amplification was verified to be 2 by
standard curve analysis for all primer sets. Ct values were determined using SDS
software (Applied Biosystems) with manual baseline and threshold settings.
Normalization and expression analysis based on the DCt method was performed
using Qbase version 1.3.5.
In situ hybridization
Non-radioactive in situ hybridization was performed on slides that contained three
sections, one of each patient group. Per group 6 of the 10 patients used for the
microarray study were analyzed. In situ hybridization and subsequent
immunohistochemistry were performed on 7 μm thick paraffin sections as
described previously (Obernosterer et al., 2007). Briefly, sections were
deparaffinated, acetylated (10 min at RT) and treated with proteinase K (5 μg/ml 5
min at RT). Prehybridization was performed for 1 hr at RT. Hybridization was
performed with 10-20 nM double-DIG (3’ and 5’) labeled locked nucleic acid (LNA)
probe for human miR-124, miR-20a, miR-92b, miR-193a-3p, miR-138, miR-221,
miR-222, miR-635, miR-637, or miR-665 (Exiqon) for 2 hrs at 55°C. The slides
were washed in 0.2x SSC for 1h at 60°C and blocked for 1 hr with 10% fetal calf
serum (FCS) in B1 (0.1M Tris pH7.5/0.15M NaCl). Subsequently, slides were
incubated with anti-digoxigenin-AP Fab fragments (1:2500, Roche Diagnostics) in
10% FCS in B1 overnight at 4°C. The slides were reacted with 5-Bromo-4-chloro3-indolyl phosphate (BCIP) and nitroblue tetrazolium (NBT) substrates (NBT/BCIP
stock solution, Roche Diagnostics) in B3 (0.1M Tris pH9.5/0.1M NaCl/50mM
MgCl2) for 6 to 20 hours at RT.
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Staining was terminated by washing the slides in PBS. Slides were mounted in
90% glycerol in PBS or further processed for immunohistochemistry. Sections
stained in parallel with scrambled LNA-DIG probe, a commonly used control for
miRNA-ISH (Jorgensen et al., 2010)), were devoid of staining.

2

Immunofluorescent double labeling
For double labeling, in situ hybridization was followed by immunohistochemistry.
Briefly, slides were blocked for 1 hr at RT in 1% FCS in PBS/0.2% TritonX100
before primary antibody was applied overnight at 4°C. Anti-glial fibrillary acidic
protein (GFAP) antibodies (1:6000, Dako Cytomation, Glostrup, Denmark) were
used to localize the astrocytic marker GFAP. Donkey-anti-rabbit Alexa 488
(Invitrogen, Molecular Probes, Oregon, USA) was used as secondary antibody.
Sections incubated without primary antibody were devoid of signal. Finally, all
slides were reacted with 4',6’-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) to fluorescently
stain the nucleus. Images were taken using Axioscop 1 and Axiovert 2
microscopes (Carl Zeiss). Some images were pseudocolored using Photoshop
CS2 (Adobe).
Target analysis of deregulated miRNAs
To identify mRNAs that are targeted by miRNAs deregulated in mTLE, a set of
genes involved in glutamatergic and GABAergic transmission, immune response
and K+/water homeostasis was selected and the validated and predicted miRNA
interactions of these genes were extracted from miRecords. The predictions were
generated based on a minimal overlap of 4 prediction algorithms. The overlap
between each miRNA interaction list and the fifteen most up- and fifteen most
down-regulated miRNAs was determined by Venn analysis using a web-based tool
(http://www.pangloss.com/seidel/Protocols/venn.cgi).
Bead-based ELISA
Bead-based ELISA was performed to determine CCL3, CCL22 & ICAM1 protein
levels (de Jager et al., 2005;Hulse et al., 2004). In brief, 20 mg of hippocampal
tissue from the same 10 patients in each of the 3 patient groups used for miRNA
profiling was homogenized in lysis buffer (Lysis M, Roche), sonicated, centrifuged
at 4500 g, filtered through a 0.22 m column and frozen at 0.5 l/l.
Bead-bound and capture antibodies for CCL3 (capture: mouse monoclonal,
detection: goat polyclonal), CCL22 (capture: mouse monoclonal, detection: chicken
polyclonal) and ICAM1 (capture: mouse monoclonal, detection: sheep polyclonal)
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were used in a 50 l homogenate. All antibodies were purchased from R&D
systems (Abington, United Kingdom).
Luciferase reporter assays
The psiCHECK™-2 vector (Promega) was used as a reporter for testing the ability
of individual miRNAs to inhibit protein expression. This vector contains the coding
sequences of both firefly and renilla luciferases. While the firefly luciferase gene is
constitutively transcribed and used for normalization, the renilla gene contains a
multiple cloning site (MCS) in its 3’untranslated region (UTR) enabling the
introduction of miRNA binding sites. miRNA binding sites predicted by at least 3
different algorithms in miRecords were cloned into the psiCHECK™-2 vector.
Oligonucleotides representing different predicted miRNA binding sites (Table 2)
were phosphorylated, annealed and cloned into the NotI and XhoI sites of the
MCS. For reporter assays, HEK293 cells were seeded in 24-well plates (8x104
cells/well) and transfected with 250 ng reporter construct and 25 pmol miRIDIAN
miRNA or non-targeting control mimic (cel-miR-67; both from Dharmacon) per well
using Lipofectamin 2000 (Invitrogen). Cells were harvested 24 h after transfection
for analysis of luciferase activity using the Dual-Luciferase Assay System
(Promega) and a Wallac Victor Luminometer. Relative luciferase activities were
obtained by normalizing renilla luciferase activity to that of firefly luciferase.
Table 2: target Oligonucleotides for microRNA binding sites
Forward

Reverse

tcgagGAGTGCCCAGGGAATATGCCCAAG
CTAgc
tcgagCATTGGCCAACCTGCCTTTCCCCAG
AAGgc
tcgagGGTCTCTGGCCTCACGGAGCTCCCA
GTCCTgc
tcgagGAAGTGGCCCTCCATAGACATGTGT
AGCATCAAAACgc

ggccgcTAGCTTGGGCATATTCCCTGGGCACT
Cc
ggccgcCTTCTGGGGAAAGGCAGGTTGGCCA
ATGc
ggccgcAGGACTGGGAGCTCCGTGAGGCCAG
AGACCc
ggccgcGTTTTGATGCTACACATGTCTATGGA
GGGCCACTTCc

ICAM1
miR-635
miR-637_1
miR-637_2
miR-221&222
CCL22
miR-625
miR-620
miR-665
miR-635

tcgagTGGGATTTGGGGGTTTTCTCCCCCA
gc
tcgagAACTCTCTGCATTCCCTGATCTCCAT
CCgc
tcgagAGGCTGGTCTCAAACTCCTGGGCTC
AAGCGATCCTCCTGGCTCgc
tcgagCAAGGCATTGCTCGCCCAAGCAGgc

ggccgcTGGGGGAGAAAACCCCCAAATCCCAc
ggccgcGGATGGAGATCAGGGAATGCAGAGA
GTTc
ggccgcGAGCCAGGAGGATCGCTTGAGCCCA
GGAGTTTGAGACCAGCCTc
ggccgcCTGCTTGGGCGAGCAATGCCTTGc

CCL3
tcgagTGGCACCAAAGCCACCAGACTGACA
ggccgcTGTCAGTCTGGTGGCTTTGGTGCCAc
gc
Primers used to clone predicted miRNA binding sites into the vector. Sequences are derived from the 3’UTR of Ccl3,
Ccl22 and Icam1 in addition to NotI and XhoI restriction sites (indicated in lower case). The strongest miRNA binding
sites predicted by at least three different algorithms were tested.
miR-622
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Western blot analysis
HeLa cells were transfected with 125 pmol miRIDIAN miRNA or non-targeting
control mimic per well of a 6-well plate using Lipofectamin 2000 (Invitrogen). At
48h after transfection, cells were washed in ice-cold 1x PBS and lysed in 150 μl

2

lysis buffer (20 mM Tris pH 8, 150 mM KCl, 1% Triton) supplemented with
protease inhibitors (Complete; Roche) per well. Cell lysates were separated on a
gradient NuPAGE (7-12%) polyacrylamide gel (Invitrogen) and transferred to
nitrocellulose blots. Blots were blocked overnight in 5% non-fat milk powder in
TBS-Tween. Next, the blots were incubated with primary antibodies in TBS-Tween
for 1h at RT [(mouse anti--tubulin (T-5168, 1:5000, Sigma-Aldrich) and mouse
anti-ICAM1 (sc-8439, 1:1000, Santa Cruz)]. Following secondary antibody
incubation, antibody binding was visualized using a chemiluminescence reagent kit
(SuperSignal West Dura; Thermo Scientific) and quantified using ImageJ software.
For each lane, the intensity of the -tubulin band was used to normalize the ICAM1
signal. All relative ICAM1 intensities were compared to that of control transfected
cells.
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Age

Gender

onset (yrs)

COD/Pathology

PMD

Brain pH

RIN

AED’s

Engel

1) Control
50
F
metastasized broncocarcinoma
4h
6.98
6.9
2) Control
58
M
unknown. ALS patient
7h
6.46
6.4
3) Control
62
M
unknown, non-demented control
7h
6.36
6.4
4) Control
73
F
subdural hematoma
6.5h
n.d.
8.4
5) Control
71
M
pancreas carcinoma
9h
6.64
7.5
6) Control
64
F
respiratory failure
4.5h
6.45
8
7) Control
70
M
sepsis with broncopneumonia
20.5h
6.68
6.5
8) Control
94
F
CVA
4h
6.68
6.8
9) Control
48
M
DMT I induced organ failure
5.5h
6.88
7.8
10) Control
74
M
pulmonary carcinoma
8h
6.87
7.9
11) TLE-HS
45
M
18
W0, FCD type1 to 2A in cortex
8.1
LTG, PHT
IA
12) TLE-HS
46
F
16
W0, MCD type 1 in cortex
8.2
CBZ, VPA
IA
13) TLE-HS
46
M
33
W0, epilepsy after head trauma
7.1
CBZ, VPA, TPR
IA
14) TLE-HS
42
F
20
W0, DNT WHO grade I
8.3
CBZ, LTG, LEV
IA
15) TLE-HS
34
F
24
W0, cortical cavernoma
7.4
CBZ
IA
16) TLE-HS
40
F
17
W0, MCD type 1 in cortex
8
LEV, LTG, CBZ
IA
17) TLE-HS
43
F
10
W0, therapy resistant epilepsy
8.1
PHT, LTG
IA
18) TLE-HS
47
M
16
W0, therapy resistant epilepsy
8.6
CBZ, VPA, LTG, LEV
II A
19) TLE-HS
28
M
12
W0, therapy resistant epilepsy
7.4
CBZ, TPR.
IA
20) TLE-HS
54
M
35
W0, ganglioglioma WHO grade I
8.2
OXC, LTG, CLO
IA
21) TLE +HS
49
F
12
HS W4
8
OXC, CLO
IA
22) TLE +HS
44
F
13
HS W2
7.9
CBZ, OXC, CLO
IA
23) TLE +HS
41
M
1
HS W4
8.1
CBZ
IA
24) TLE +HS
52
F
20
HS W4
8.1
CBZ, CLO, DZP
IA
25) TLE +HS
50
M
2.5
HS W4
8.6
CBZ, GBP
II A
26) TLE +HS
36
F
14
HS W4
7.6
OXC, LZP
n.d.
27) TLE +HS
42
M
0.7
HS W4
8.1
LEV, LTG
II A
28) TLE +HS
36
M
10
HS W4
8.2
OXC, PGB
IA
29) TLE +HS
41
M
0.6
HS W4
9.2
PHT, CLO, CBZ, LTG
IA
30) TLE +HS
42
F
8
HS W4
9.1
LEV, LTG, PBT
IA
COD = cause of death; PMD = post mortem delay; RIN = RNA integrity number; AED = anti-epileptic drug; CVA = cerebrovascular accident; ALS = amyotrophic lateral sclerosis;
DMT I = diabetes mellitus type I; W0 till 4 = Wyler score; FCD = focal cortical dysplasia; WHO grade = world health organization grading scale of malignancy; LTG = Lamotrigine;
PHT = Phenytoin; CBZ = Carbamazepine; VPA = Valproinic acid; TPR = Topiramate; LEV = Levetiracetam; OXC = Oxcarbazepine; CLO = Clobazam; DZP =diazepam; GBP
=Gabapentin; LZP = Lorazepam; PGB = Pregabaline; PBT = Phenobarbital.

Group

Table 1: Clinical data of mTLE and autopsy control patients.
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Genome-wide microRNA expression profiling in human mTLE
We determined genome-wide miRNA expression profiles in hippocampal tissue
from mTLE patients without (mTLE-HS) or with hippocampal sclerosis (mTLE+HS),
and in autopsy control patients (Table 1), an experimental design which has been
used previously (Proper et al., 2002;Notenboom et al., 2006;Rigau et al.,
2007;Loup et al., 2009). The miRNA expression data were subjected to unbiased
clustering by samples and miRNAs, and 130 miRNAs passed the filtering criteria
on variation across samples (Online Resource 2a). A principle component analysis
(PCA) of these miRNAs showed that miRNA expression patterns of individuals
within each patient group were similar, but that profiles between groups differed.
One mTLE+HS patient (Table 1; number 22) appeared to cluster with the mTLEHS (W0) group. Indeed, neuropathological reassessment of this patient revealed
only mild hippocampal sclerosis (W2 diagnosis).
Analysis of changes in the expression of individual miRNAs identified 165
miRNAs with p-values lower than 3.92*10-05 (Bonferroni corrected). Fifty one of
these miRNAs showed a fold change of >2.0 (Appendix 1) and were used in a twoway hierarchical clustering (Fig. 1B). This analysis revealed different patterns of
expression (Fig. 2A). One set of miRNAs showed increased expression in the
mTLE+HS group as compared to control and mTLE-HS (e.g. miR-193a-3p, miR92b). Another set contained miRNAs with decreased expression in the TLE+HS
group only (e.g. miR-184, miR-138). Interestingly, miR-221 and miR-222, which
are derived from a common polycistronic precursor, were also down-regulated in
mTLE+HS patients (fold change = 1.9). As expected, linear regression analysis
revealed strong co-regulation of these two clustered miRNAs in our data
(R2=0.976), supporting the validity of the microarray. A third group contained
miRNAs with decreased expression in both mTLE groups (e.g. miR-637, miR-665,
miR-642). Analysis of miRNAs displaying significant but less prominent fold
changes revealed additional patterns of expression changes, e.g. up- or downregulated expression in mTLE-HS patients as compared to control and mTLE+HS
(e.g. miR-890). Furthermore, the expression of a large set of miRNAs was similar
in all three patient groups (e.g. miR-191 and miR-130b) (Fig. 2A).
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Figure 1. miRNA expression
profiling in human mTLE
miRNA expression profiles were
determined in hippocampal tissue of
autopsy control (blue) and mTLE
patients without (-HS; red) and with
(+HS; green) hippocampal sclerosis
using an LNA-based microarray.
(A) Principle component analysis
(PCA) plot of the microarray data.
Clustering of the samples using 130
miRNAs with the highest degree of
variance
(Online
source
supplementary table S1A). The PCA
shows that individuals within a
patient group cluster together,
whereas
the
three
groups
segregate.
(B) A heatmap of 51 statistically
significant miRNAs with a fold
change of >2.0 depicted as a twoway hierarchical cluster (Online
source supplementary table S1B).
Blue
denotes
down-regulated
expression and red up-regulated
expression compared to the mean.
Grey boxes indicate probes without
signal.
Numbers 1 to 30 in A and B depict
individual patients (see Table 1).

To confirm the expression changes in the microarray data, eleven miRNAs were
assayed by qPCR. Candidates showed significant differences between autopsy
control and mTLE+HS patients and a fold change of >2 (miR-221/222 were
selected because of their genomic organization and hippocampal enrichment).
QPCR reactions (excluding patient #22 from the mTLE+HS group) for the selected
miRNAs yielded expression changes to those obtained by microarray analysis (Fig.
2B).
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Figure 2. Differential expression of miRNAs in human mTLE
(A) Scatter plots of log2 Hy3/Hy5 ratios of representative miRNAs showing different
expression profiles. Triangles represent individual patients. Gray horizontal bars indicate
group means. miRNAs-193a-3p and 92b are up-regulated in mTLE+HS, and miR-184 and
miR-138 are downregulated in mTLE+HS. miR-637 and miR-665 are downregulated in both
mTLE patient groups. Several miRNAs including miR-191 and miR-130b do not show
differential regulation between the three patient groups. (B) Validation of the microarray data
by quantitative PCR (qPCR) on eleven candidate miRNAs in pooled patient samples
(autopsy control and mTLE+HS). Graphs represent relative normalized expression with
SEM. miR-29a and miR-423-3p served as normalization miRNAs. * indicates significant
change p<0.05.
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Fig 3. Changes in miRNA distribution in human mTLE
The spatial distribution of selected miRNAs across the three patient groups was determined
by miRNA-ISH on consecutive hippocampal paraffin sections. Expression patterns (panel a:
CA1 subfield; panel b: DG and CA4) are shown for three miRNAs in one subject per patient
group (autopsy control, mTLE-HS and mTLE+HS). miR-138 and miR-92b were selected as
examples of distinct expression pattern changes (up- and down-regulation). miR-124 served
as a neuronal marker and technical control. Expression of miR-124 and miR-138 in neurons
is almost completely lost in the CA1 and CA4 regions in mTLE+HS patients. In contrast,
miR-92b expression is increased in small-sized cells in both CA1 and CA4 in mTLE+HS.
Also note the granule cell dispersion that is characteristic of mTLE+HS in panel b. 1-4,
cornu ammonis (CA) subfields 1-4; DG, dentate gyrus. Scale bar, 200μm.

Differential miRNA expression in human mTLE
The specific distribution of several regulated miRNAs (identified in the microarray)
in the control human hippocampus (Appendix 2) prompted us to examine which
cells contribute to the mTLE-associated changes in miRNA levels. Using miRNAISH, we compared the hippocampal localization of several strongly regulated
miRNAs between all patient groups. Changes in hippocampal miRNA expression
in autopsy controls, mTLE-HS and mTLE+HS patients are documented in Figure 3
for two representative miRNAs (miR-138 and miR-92b). The first change observed
was a reduction in miRNA expression in the CA1, CA3 and CA4 subfields
(observed for miR-124, miR-92b, miR-138) (Fig. 3A, B) in mTLE+HS patients.
Moreover, in mTLE+HS patients expression of the selected miRNAs in the DG was
diffuse as a result of granule cell dispersion (Fig. 3B).
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Figure 4. Expression of microRNAs in
GFAP-positive astrocytes in mTLE
To characterize the small-sized cells
expressing miR-92b, miR-637 and miR665 in the hippocampus of mTLE patients,
miRNA-ISH was combined with immunohistochemistry for glial fibrillary acidic
protein (GFAP) on hippocampal sections of
mTLE-HS and mTLE+HS patients. The
miRNA-ISH signal is pseudocolored in
green, nuclear DAPI staining in blue and
GFAP labeling in red.
The lower part of each panel shows
images of individual astrocytes at a higher
magnification.
In mTLE, but not control (not shown),
patients miR-92b (A, B), miR-637 (C, D)
and miR-665 (E, F) expression is
predominantly localized to the nucleus of
GFAP-positive astrocytes. Scale bar, 40
μm.

2

Another prominent expression change was an increase in miRNA expression in
small-sized cells in gliotic regions of the mTLE+HS hippocampus (CA1 and CA4;
observed for miR-92b, miR-637, miR-665) (Fig. 3). To characterize these cells,
miRNA-ISH was combined with immunohistochemistry for GFAP, an astrocyte
marker. As expected, many of the small-sized cells expressing miR-92b, miR-637
or miR-665 were GFAP-positive (Fig. 4). In addition, small-sized GFAP-negative
cells, possibly representing microglia, expressed the miRNAs.
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Abnormal nuclear distribution of miRNAs in neurons and astrocytes in mTLE
Most miRNAs localize and function in the cytoplasm. Analysis of miRNA
expression patterns in autopsy controls confirmed localization of miR-92b, miR-637
and miR-665 in the cytoplasm of neurons (Fig. 5A, B). In striking contrast, in mTLE
patients their expression was prominent in the nucleus (shown by the colocalization with nuclear DAPI signals) in addition to cytoplasmic labeling. Nuclear
signals for miR-92b, miR-637 and miR-665 were also observed in GFAP-positive
astrocytes in mTLE patients (Fig. 4A-C). The atypical nuclear staining was
observed in all mTLE patients, but in none of the autopsy controls. In contrast, the
signal for miR-138 and for several other miRNAs (not shown) was confined to the
cytoplasm in mTLE patients (Fig. 5A,B).

Fig 5. mTLE-associated nuclear mislocalization of miRNAs
miRNA-ISH data reveals a nuclear localization for miR-92b, miR637 and miR665 in mTLE.
In both CA1 (panel A) and CA4 (panel B) neuronal miRNA-138 expression is cytosolic in all
three patient groups. In contrast, miR-92b, miR-637 and miR-665 are also found in the
nucleus in mTLE-HS and mTLE+HS but not control patients. Double labeling with DAPI
confirms this mTLE-associated nuclear localization, which is observed both in neurons
(arrows) and small-sized cells (arrowheads). Scale bar, 40 μm.
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The immune response as a target of miRNAs in mTLE
A single miRNA can regulate multiple different mRNAs and a single mRNA can be
regulated by several miRNAs. Therefore, the mTLE-associated changes in miRNA
expression and subcellular distribution observed in this study may have profound
effects on biological functions. To study the biological significance of the most
robust miRNA expression, we focused on genes and processes with firmly
established roles in mTLE, i.e. glutamatergic/GABAergic transmission, the immune
response, and glial K+ and water homeostasis (Table 4) (Seifert et al.,
2006;Rakhade & Jensen, 2009;Vezzani et al., 2011). The predicted miRNA
interactions of the selected genes were extracted from miRecords (Online
Resource 3) and compared to the thirty most regulated miRNAs (15 up- and 15
down-regulated; Online Resource 2). Many of the selected genes contained
predicted binding sites for miRNAs regulated in mTLE. For several genes more
than 10% of the total set of miRNAs predicted to target the gene were deregulated
in mTLE. The most prominently targeted mRNAs were found in the immune
response group. For example, 50%, 31% and 14% of miRNAs predicted to target
CCL3, ICAM1 and CCL22, respectively, were deregulated in mTLE (Table 4). This
is intriguing as immune cells and their inflammatory mediators play an important
role in the pathophysiology of seizures and epilepsy (Vezzani et al., 2011).
Table 4: Deregulated miRNA target components of key pathways in mTLE.
Protein
Name

Gene
Name

o

N Predicted
miRNAs

mTLE regulated miRNAs
N

o

Name

Glutamate Transmission
GLUA1

GRIA1

7

0

GLUA2
GLUA3

GRIA2
GRIA3

48
47

1
3

miR-203,
miR-32, miR-92b, miR-203

GLUA4

GRIA4

65

3

miR-26b, miR-27a, miR-625

NR1
NR2A
NR2B

GRIN1
GRIN2A
GRIN2B

31
22
16

3
1
2

miR-16, miR-195, miR-214
miR-597
miR-625, miR-642

NR2C

GRIN2C

1

0

NR2D
mGLUR1
mGLUR5

GRIN2D
GRM1
GRM5

1
46
21

0
4
0

miR-139-5p, miR-490-3p, miR-497, miR-642

VGLUT1

SLC17A7

25

5

miR-17, miR-20a, miR-138, miR-620, miR-622

EAAT1

SLC1A3

31

2

EAAT2

SLC1A2

167

17

EAAT3
GS
PAG

SLC1A1
GLUL
GLS

36
36
37

5
1
1

miR-490-3p, miR-625
miR-16, miR-17, miR-20a, miR-27a, miR-139-5p,
miR-195, miR-203, miR-214, miR-221, miR-497, miR620, miR-625, miR-635, miR-642, miR-660, miR-665,
miR-934
miR-9, miR-26b, miR-374a, miR-374b, miR-620
miR-625
miR-660
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Table 4 continued:
Protein
Name

Gene
Name

o

N Predicted
miRNAs

mTLE regulated miRNAs
N

o

Name

GABA Transmission
miR-16, miR-129-3p, miR-139-5p, miR-195, miR-203,
miR-221, miR-222

GABAAR 1

GABRA1

48

7

GABAAR 2
GABAAR 3

GABRA2
GABRA3

5
0

0
0

GABAAR 4

GABRA4

121

6

GABAAR 5
GABAAR 6
GABAAR 1

GABRA5
GABRA6
GABRB1

9
2
6

1
0
0

GABAAR 2

GABRB2

94

4

miR-9, miR-190, miR-203, miR-637

GABAAR 3

GABRB3

89

5

GABAAR 1

GABRG1

80

6

GABAAR 2

GABRG2

32

2

miR-27a, miR-203, miR-597, miR-622, miR-642
miR-17, miR-26b, miR-135a, miR-221, miR-222, miR597
miR-203, miR-221

GABAAR 3

GABRG3

2

0

GABABR 1

GABBR1

1

1

GABABR 2

GABBR2

53

7

miR-26b, miR-203, miR-374b, miR-620, miR-642, miR660
miR-203

miR-620
let-7f, miR-9, miR-17, miR-20a, miR-106a, miR-139-5p,
miR-203

Immune response
IL-1

IL1A

24

1

IL-1

IL1B

3

0

IL-1Ra
IL-5
IL-6

IL1RN
IL5
IL6

28
7
15

0
1
1

IL-7

IL7

16

1

miR-203

IL-10
IFN-

IL10
IFNA1

26
1

3
0

let-7f, miR-27a, miR-597

TNF-

TNF

4

0

CCL2
CCL3
CCL4

CCL2
CCL3
CCL4

8
2
3

0
1
0

CCL5

CCL5

8

0

CCL22
VEGF
ICAM1

CCL22
VEGFA
ICAM1

36
73
16

5
5
5

miR-597, miR-620, miR-625, miR-635, miR-665
miR-16, miR-17, miR20a, miR106a, miR-637,
miR-203, miR-221, miR-222, miR-635, miR-637,

AQP4

93

4

miR-203, miR-597, miR-622, miR-635

miR-146b-3p

miR-642
let-7f

miR-622

+

K buffering
AQP4

miR-17, miR-20a, miR-106a, miR-298, miR-635, miR637
Table 4. Deregulated miRNAs target key pathways in mTLE
miRNA target predictions were performed for groups of genes and pathways implicated in mTLE. The number of
miRNAs predicted to interact with the mRNAs of the indicated genes is listed followed by the number and names of
mTLE deregulated miRNAs within this predicted mRNA-miRNA set. Italic miRNAs have validated interactions with the
listed target transcript. Abbreviations: AQP4 = aquaporin 4; CCL = chemokine (C-C motif) ligand; EAAT1-3 = excitatory
amino acid transporter 1-3; GABAAR 1- 3 = GABA-A receptor subunits 1- 3; GABABR 1-2 = GABA-B receptor
subunits 1-2; GLUA1-4 = glutamate receptor, ionotropic AMPA subunit 1-4; GS = glutamine synthetase; ICAM1 =
intercellular adhesion molecule 1; IFN- = Interferon- ; IL = Interleukin; Kir4.1 = glial inwardly rectifying potassium
channel Kir4.1; mGluR = metabotropic glutamate receptor; NR1-2b = NMDA subunit 1-2b; PAG = phosphate activated
glutaminase; TNF- = tumor necrosis factor; VEGF = vascular endothelial growth factor; vGLUT1 = vesicular glutamate
receptor 1.
KIR4.1

KCNJ10
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If miRNAs are important for modulating the immune response in mTLE,
changes in miRNA expression are expected to induce reciprocal changes in the
expression of immune proteins. Indeed, multiplex immunoassays (in the same
patient samples used for miRNA profiling) revealed an up-regulation of CCL3 and
CCL22 in both mTLE groups and a specific up-regulation of ICAM1 in mTLE+HS
patients (Fig. 6a-c). Having identified 1) increased expression for CCL3, CCL22,
and ICAM1, and 2) several down-regulated miRNAs that may target these cues in
the same tissue (Table 4), we tested these miRNAs for their targeting of the 3’UTR
of CCL3, CCL22 and ICAM1. One or more strong binding sites were examined for
each miRNA in luciferase assays (Table 2), excluding miRNAs with inconsistent or
low array signals (Fig. 6d-f). miR-622 did not target the 3’UTR of CCL3 (Fig. 6g). In
contrast, miR-597, miR-620, miR-625, miR-665 targeted CCL2. ICAM1 was a
target for miR-221, miR222, and miR-635 (Fig. 6h,i).
The potential regulation of ICAM1 by miRNAs is intriguing as ICAM1
protein, but not mRNA, levels are changed in human mTLE, hinting at changes at
the post-transcriptional level (Fig. 6c) (Nakahara et al., 2010;van Gassen et al.,
2008). Therefore, we tested the effect of miRNAs on endogenous ICAM1
expression. Transfection of miR-221 and miR-222 mimics into HeLa cells strongly
suppressed endogenous ICAM1 expression (Fig. 6j). A smaller but non-significant
effect was observed for miR-635 and miR637.
Increased expression of ICAM1 is associated with different cell types in
neural disorders including epilepsy (Akiyama et al., 1993;Klegeris et al.,
2006;Nakahara et al., 2010;Zattoni et al., 2011). Immunohistochemistry for ICAM1
in our mTLE patient material revealed enhanced ICAM1 expression in blood
vessels and GFAP-positive astrocytes in the mTLE+HS hippocampus (Fig. 6k).
This is reminiscent of recent observations in an experimental model of mTLE
(Zattoni et al., 2011). Microarray and qPCR experiments show that expression of
miR-221 and miR-222 is downregulated in mTLE+HS (Fig. 2b; Fig. 7a, b). In line
with these data, we found that in mTLE+HS miR-221 and miR-222 expression was
reduced in astrocytes in the CA1, CA3 and CA4 regions compared to control and
mTLE-HS patients (Online Resource 1; Fig.7b, c, e, f). No specific signals were
detected in blood vessels. In all, these experiments show a reciprocal regulation of
miR-221/222 and ICAM1 in astrocytes in mTLE+HS.
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Fig 6. microRNAs deregulated in mTLE target the immune response
ELISA measurements on the samples used for miRNA profiling show an increase in
hippocampal expression of CCL3 (A) and CCL22 (B) in mTLE patient groups, and increased
expression of ICAM1 (C) in mTLE+HS patients. Symbols represent individual patients,
horizontal lines group medians. 3’UTRs of CCL3 (D), CCL22 (E) and ICAM1 (F) with the
relative location of the strongest predicted binding sites for the miRNAs that were most
robustly regulated in mTLE. (G-I) Luciferase activity in HEK293 cells transfected with the
psiCheck-2 vector containing the binding sites indicated in d-f and corresponding miRNA
mimic, or non-targeting control mimic. Levels of renilla luciferase reporter activity were
normalized to the levels of constitutively expressed firefly luciferase. The relative normalized
means as compared to control ± SD are shown. (J) Lysates from HeLa cells transfected with
miRNA mimics for miR-221, 222, 635 or 637 or non-targeting control were subjected to
western blotting for ICAM1. Upper panel shows a representative blot incubated with
antibodies against ICAM1 and -tubulin (-Tbln). Lower panel shows normalized means of
microdensitometry from 4 independent experiments. (K) Double immunofluorescent labeling
on hippocampal tissue of a mTLE+HS patient reveals co-labeling of ICAM1 protein (green)
with the astrocyte marker glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) (red). Small panels on the right
show images of an individual astrocyte at a higher magnification. * indicates significant
change p<0.05. Scale bar, 40 μm.
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Figure 7. Decreased astrocyte-associated expression of miR-221 and miR-222 in mTLE+HS
(A, D) Scatter plots of log2 Hy3/Hy5 ratios for miR-221 and miR-222. Triangles represent
individual patients and gray horizontal bars group medians. (B, C, E, F) miRNA-ISH combined
with immunofluorescent labeling for GFAP. The miRNA-ISH signal is pseudocolored in green,
nuclear DAPI staining in blue and GFAP labeling in red. The right part of each panel shows
images of individual astrocytes at a higher magnification. miR-221 and miR-222 are detected in
GFAP-positive astrocytes in controls (not shown) and mTLE-HS patients (B, E). In contrast,
expression of miR-221 and miR-222 is absent or weak in astrocytes of the mTLE+HS
hippocampus (C, F). (G) Hypothetical model of miRNA-regulated expression of ICAM1 in
astrocytes in mTLE. In mTLE+HS, expression of miR-221 and miR-222 is downregulated in
hippocampal astrocytes. These miRNAs target the 3’UTR of ICAM1 and reduce ICAM1
expression. Therefore, reduced miR-221 and miR-222 expression in mTLE+HS may induce
enhanced astrocyte-associated expression of ICAM1. In line with this model, ICAM1 protein
expression is increased in astrocytes in mTLE+HS patients. Astrocyte-associated ICAM1 has
been associated with the recruitment, accumulation and activation of leukocytes and microglia.
These cells express ICAM1 binding partners such as LFA-1 and Mac-1 and ICAM1-LFA-1/Mac-1
interactions can trigger the production of inflammatory mediators. These effects may contribute to
the enhanced and sustained immune response observed in the mTLE+HS hippocampus. Signals
that trigger changes in astrocyte-associated miRNA expression may include factors such as IFNγ, which can regulate ICAM1 expression at the post-transcriptional level. Scale bar, 40 μm.
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Discrepancies between mTLE-associated changes at the mRNA and protein level
provide support to the idea that post-transcriptional regulation is affected in mTLE.
For example, ICAM1 protein levels are up-regulated in the sclerotic mTLE
hippocampus, but this change is not detected at the mRNA level (Fig. 6)
(Nakahara et al., 2010;van Gassen et al., 2008). In the present study, analysis of
miRNA signatures in mTLE patients revealed different levels of miRNA
deregulation (changes in expression and subcellular distribution) and led us to
identify astrocytes and the immune response as a target of deregulated miRNAs in
mTLE. These findings extend the current concepts of mTLE pathogenesis to the
level of miRNA-mediated post-transcriptional gene regulation. Because of the
central role of astrocytes and the immune response, our results may have
implications for other neurological and neurodegenerative disorders.
microRNAs target components of the immune response in mTLE
We used a selection of genes/cellular processes associated with mTLE to begin to
address the significance of our observations (Table 4). Among the selected
candidates, inflammatory mediators were most prominently targeted by
deregulated miRNAs. This is in line with the idea that inflammation may play a
central role in epilepsy (Vezzani et al., 2011).
In vitro experiments revealed that miR-221 and miR-222 target the 3’UTR
of ICAM1 (CD54). ICAM1 (CD54) mediates interactions with other (immune) cells
to influence processes such as inflammation (Dietrich, 2002). In line with previous
studies, we observed an increase in ICAM1 expression in blood vessels and
GFAP+ astrocytes in the mTLE+HS hippocampus (Akiyama et al., 1993;Zattoni et
al., 2011;Miklossy et al., 2006). Astrocytes contribute significantly to the
pathogenic process of epilepsy (Seifert et al., 2010). Although the function of
astrocyte-associated ICAM1 remains poorly understood, it has been proposed to
mediate leukocyte accumulation, microglia recruitment and cytokine production
(e.g. IL-1β, IL-6) (Akiyama et al., 1993;Lee et al., 2000;Miklossy et al.,
2006;McGeer & McGeer, 2008).
In our study, miR-221 and miR-222 were expressed in astrocytes, but not
in blood vessels, and their expression was reduced in mTLE+HS material.
Interestingly, ICAM1 has been validated as a target for miR-221 or miR-222 in
cholangiocytes, epithelial and cancer cells.
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In these cells, physiological stimuli induce different biological effects that
depend on the miRNA-mediated regulation of ICAM1 expression (Gong et al.,
2011;Ueda et al., 2009;Hu et al., 2010a). Thus, miRNAs not merely fine-tune
ICAM1 expression, but can robustly regulate ICAM1 expression to trigger
biologically meaningful effects. Based on our findings and the current knowledge of
astrocyte-associated ICAM1, we propose that the down-regulation of miR-221 and
miR-222 in mTLE+HS is linked to a local up-regulation of ICAM1 in astrocytes.
Interestingly, recent work has shown that miR-222 can regulate ICAM1 in glioma
cells (Ueda et al., 2009). Enhanced ICAM1 expression may then contribute to the
release of other inflammatory mediators and the recruitment of immune cells,
thereby augmenting and/or sustaining the immune response (Fig. 7g).
Previous work indicates that the expression of ICAM1 is regulated posttranscriptionally in mTLE. Our results provide support to this idea by revealing a
down-regulation of miRNAs that target ICAM1. The factors that trigger this
decrease, and thereby potentially enhance ICAM1 levels, are unknown. ICAM1
protein expression can be regulated by a variety of signals (Dietrich, 2002).
Intriguingly, some of these signals, such as IFN-γ, have been shown to regulate
ICAM1 at the post-transcriptional level (Lee et al., 2000).
Post-transcriptional regulation by miRNAs affects about a third of all
protein-coding genes. Given the abundant and robust changes in miRNA
expression reported in our study, one has to assume that in addition to CCL22 and
ICAM1 the expression of many other proteins is regulated by miRNAs in mTLE.
Indeed, our analysis of a limited number of genes and cellular processes (Table 4)
revealed several interesting candidates for such regulation. Further studies are
needed to establish the implications of these predicted interactions.
Nuclear mislocalization of miRNAs in human mTLE
miRNAs are generally considered to be cytoplasm-localized regulatory RNAs.
However, in our study a specific subset of miRNAs (miR-92b, miR-637, and miR665) also displayed high levels of expression in the nucleus of neurons and glial
cells in mTLE tissue but not controls. To the best of our knowledge our study is the
first to unveil a disease-associated nuclear mislocalization of miRNAs. Preliminary
studies show a similar nuclear mislocalization of miR-92b in the pilocarpineinduced status epilepticus rat model of TLE (our own unpublished observations). It
is therefore tempting to speculate that the nuclear mislocalization of miRNAs may
be part of mTLE pathogenesis. It is unclear why these miRNAs aberrantly localize
in the nucleus. One possibility is that they relocalize to the nucleus from the
cytoplasm.
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Relocalization of miRNAs from the cytoplasm to the nucleus has been reported
previously (Hwang et al., 2007). What could be the functional consequences of the
nuclear mislocalization of miRNAs? Due to their nuclear localization miR-92b, miR637 and miR-665 may fail to regulate their normal cytoplasmic target transcripts. In
addition, they may acquire new functions in the nucleus such as transcriptional
regulation. Both scenarios will have profound effects on protein expression. Future
studies will need to focus on revealing the full set of miRNAs mislocalized in the
nucleus in mTLE and on the causes and consequences of this abnormal
distribution.
Differential microRNA expression in mTLE: cause and/or consequence?
Several different patterns of miRNA expression changes were detected in mTLE
patients. It is possible that some of these changes are seizure- and/or druginduced or a consequence of the gliosis or neuron loss that characterize mTLE
(Houser, 1999;Proper et al., 2000). Nevertheless, such differences in miRNA
expression may still be relevant for the disease process, e.g. in the recurrence of
seizures or the regulation of gliosis. It is also important to note that statistical
analyses did not reveal any effect of confounding factors such as postmortem
delay or age. Other types of miRNA expression changes, e.g. a specific downregulation of astroglial miR-221 and miR-222 expression in mTLE+HS (Fig. 6) or
mTLE-HS specific alterations, do not correlate directly with gross morphological
changes, seizures or medication, the latter two of which are common to both mTLE
patient groups (Table 1). These changes indicate that while some alterations in
miRNA expression may be shared by both mTLE groups, others are unique to
mTLE-HS or mTLE+HS. This is also supported by the clearly segregated miRNA
signatures of the different patient groups in the PCA plot (Fig. 1a). Since the
human material used in this study represents an endstage of the epileptogenic
process, an important future goal is to determine whether the changes in miRNA
expression or distribution represent a cause or a consequence of the disease
process. A causal role for miRNAs in epilepsy is suggested by recent animal
studies reporting changes in miRNA levels already during the process of
epileptogenesis (Liu et al., 2010;Aronica et al., 2010;Nudelman et al., 2010;Hu et
al., 2010b). In the future, manipulation of the here identified deregulated miRNAs in
animal models of TLE will help to address the functional, and potentially
pathogenic, role of changes in the expression and subcellular distribution of these
small RNAs.
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Appendix 1:
Table 1: Strongly regulated microRNAs in mTLE
miRNA

2

mTLE-HS vs. Control
(LMR)

mTLE+HS vs. Control
(LMR)

0.33
0.52
0.47
0.44
0.45
0.21
0.34
0.51
-0.7
0.06
0.34
0.43
0.45
0.79
0.2
0.22
-1.05
-0.88
0.14
-0.97
0.65
0.3
0.21
0.81
-1.08
-1.16
0.29
0.43
0.44
0.44
0.3
-0.81
0.94
0.46
-0.93
-1.83
-1.03
0.28
-1.87
-0.73
-1.05
-0.98
-1.62
-0.61
-0.68
-0.69
-1.04
0.4
-1.13
-1.32
-0.2

1.05
1.06
1.1
1.07
1.51
1.18
1.34
1.88
-1.17
1.1
1.03
1.02
1.45
1.35
1.4
-0.85
-1.22
-1.16
-1.24
-1.49
1.62
1.53
1.08
1.06
-0.96
-1.49
1.13
1.09
1.23
1.66
1.01
-1.16
1.14
1.02
-1.22
-2.53
-1.54
1.09
-2.38
-1
-1.27
-1.31
-1.96
-1.05
-1.08
-1.09
-1.37
1.73
-1.43
-2.05
-1.09

let-7f
miR-9
miR-16
miR-17
miR-20a
miR-26b
miR-27a
miR-32
miR-32*
miR-92b
miR-99a
miR-106a
miR-126*
miR-129-3p
miR-135a
miR-138
miR-141*
miR-146b-3p
miR-184
miR-185*
miR-190
miR-193a-3p
miR-195
miR-203
miR-214
miR-220c
miR-301a
miR-340*
miR-362-3p
miR-374a
miR-374b
miR-490-3p
miR-597
miR-625
miR-635
miR-637
miR-642
miR-660
miR-665
miR-920
miR-934
miRPlus-F1021
miRPlus-E1026
miRPlus-E1185
miRPlus-E1212
miRPlus-E1232
miR-1255a
miR-1297
miR-1304
miR-1469
miR-1973
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2

Figure 3. miRNA distribution in the adult human hippocampus.
Spatial expression pattern of miRNAs determined by miRNA-ISH on consecutive paraffin
sections from hippocampal tissue of a representative control patient. The expression
patterns for each miRNA were consistent across patients. 1-4, cornu ammonis (CA)
subfields 1-4; DG, dentate gyrus. Scale bar, 1000μm.
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Abstract
Mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (mTLE) is a chronic and often treatment –refractory
brain disorder characterized by recurrent seizures originating from the
hippocampus. The pathogenic mechanisms underlying mTLE remain largely
unknown. Recent clinical and experimental evidence supports a role of various
inflammatory mediators in mTLE.
Here we performed protein expression profiling of 40 inflammatory mediators in
surgical resection material from mTLE patients with and without hippocampal
sclerosis, and autopsy controls using a multiplex bead-based immunoassay. In
mTLE patiens we identified 21 up-regulated inflammatory mediators, including 10
cytokines and 7 chemokines. Many of these up-regulated mediators have not
previously been implicated in mTLE (eg. CCL22, IL-7 and IL-25). Comparing the
three patient groups, two main hippocampal expression patterns could be
distinguished, pattern I (eg. IL-10 and IL-25) showing increased expression in
mTLE +HS patients compared to mTLE-HS and controls, and pattern II (eg. CCL4
and IL-7) showing increased expression in both mTLE groups compared to
controls. Up-regulation of a subset of inflammatory mediators (eg. IL-25 and IL-7)
could not only be detected in the hippocampus of mTLE patients, but also in the
neocortex. Principle component analysis was used to cluster the inflammatory
mediators into several components. Follow-up analyses of the identified
components revealed that the three patient groups could be discriminated based
on their unique expression profiles. Immunocytochemistry showed that IL-25 IR
(pattern I) and CCL4 IR (pattern II) were localized in astrocytes and microglia,
whereas IL-25 IR was also detected in neurons. Our data show co-activation of
multiple inflammatory mediators in hippocampus and neocortex of mTLE patients,
indicating activation of multiple pro- and anti-epileptogenic immune pathways in
this disease.
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Epilepsy is a common brain disorder that affects approximately 50 million people
worldwide (Leonardi & Ustun, 2002). Mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (mTLE) is a
type of epilepsy where seizure activity originates from the hippocampal structures,
and is the most common type of partial epilepsy (Engel, Jr., 2001). Approximately
30% of mTLE patients experience seizures that do not respond to treatment with
current anti-epileptic medication (Kwan & Brodie, 2003;Cascino, 2008). A common
hallmark of mTLE is hippocampal sclerosis, it is characterized by hippocampal
neuronal loss combined with gliosis and aberrant axonal sprouting (Houser,
1999;Proper et al., 2000). To develop new treatment strategies for drug refractory
patients, there is an urgent need to unravel the molecular mechanisms of
epileptogenesis, the complex cascade of molecular, cellular and network changes
leading to mTLE (Rakhade & Jensen, 2009). A rapidly growing body of clinical and
experimental evidence supports the involvement of the immune system in seizure
generation and epileptogenesis (Vezzani & Granata, 2005;Vezzani et al., 2011b).
For instance, genome-wide mRNA expression profiling in tissue resected from
mTLE patients revealed up-regulation of multiple genes coding for inflammatory
mediators (Lee et al., 2007;van Gassen et al., 2008). The inflammatory mediators
which have been most extensively studied in mTLE are members of the cytokine
and chemotactic cytokine (chemokine) families.
Cytokines are soluble polypeptides, that play a crucial role in mediating the
immune response in both the periphery and the central nervous system (CNS).
Prototypical proinflammatory cytokines, such as IL-6, TNF and the IL-1 family,
have been extensively studied in the CNS and are implicated in human mTLE
(Yamamoto et al., 2006;Ravizza et al., 2007;van Gassen et al., 2008;Liimatainen
et al., 2009). Rodent studies have provided evidence for a pro-epileptogenic role of
these proinflammatory cytokines (reviewed in (Li et al., 2011;Friedman &
Dingledine, 2011;Vezzani et al., 2011b)). Tissue resected from mTLE patients also
contains increased levels of chemokine transcripts, a specific class of cytokines
that provides chemoattractant cues for immune competent cells such as microglia
and leukocytes (Murdoch & Finn, 2000). Up-regulated chemokine transcripts
include CCL2, CCL3 and CCL4 (Chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 2 to 4) (Lee et al.,
2007;van Gassen et al., 2008), which are considered to be pro-inflammatory
markers in the brain (Fabene et al., 2010;Vezzani et al., 2011b).
As the inflammatory mediators mentioned above are considered to be proepileptogenic, it is expected that interference with inflammatory pathways would
ameliorate epileptogenesis and mTLE.
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However, treatment strategies employing general or specific anti-inflammatory
agents in animal models for mTLE have not been fully effective thus far (De Simoni
et al., 2000;Fabene et al., 2008;Zeng et al., 2009;Marchi et al., 2009;Huang et al.,
2010;Maroso et al., 2010;Louboutin et al., 2011). The limited success of antiinflammatory treatment could be due to the fact that the key targets in
epileptogenesis have not yet been identified. Alternatively, the treatment may not
only affect pro-inflammatory pathways, but may concomitantly inhibit beneficial
anti-inflammatory pathways. A third possibility is, that specific targeting of only one
component in the complex pathways of the innate immune response is not
sufficient to affect epileptogenesis (Vezzani, 2005;Savarin-Vuaillat & Ransohoff,
2007;Schwartz, 2010).
To address these issues it is essential to map changes in expression of multiple
immune mediators in human mTLE tissue. mRNA expression profiling studies have
provided the first insight into the regulation of immunological networks in mTLE
(Lee et al., 2007;van Gassen et al., 2008). However, these studies need
verification at the protein level, because it is not know whether changes in mRNA
expression translate into protein differences. Moreover, recent evidence indicates
that large scale post-transcriptional regulation plays a role in mTLE (McClelland et
al., 2011)(Kan et al., chapter 2)
In the present study we performed protein expression profiling of multiple immune
mediators in tissue resected from mTLE patients. We analyzed 40 proteins in
each tissue sample using a bead-based multiplex immunoassay (MIA) and
compared protein expression levels in homogenates of mTLE patients with
hippocampal sclerosis (HS, mTLE+HS), (mTLE-HS) and of non-epileptic autopsy
controls. We identified 21 differentially expressed inflammatory mediators,
predominantly cytokines and chemokines. Principal component analysis clustered
the inflammatory mediators into several components, and follow-up analysis
revealed that patient groups could be discriminated based on their unique
expression profiles. Our data indicates the up-regulation of multiple immune
pathways in mTLE and provides new targets for the development of immunological
intervention strategies.
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Materials and Methods

3

Patient selection and tissue collection
Neocortical (medial temporal gyrus) (CX) and hippocampal (HC) tissue samples of
pharmaco-resistant mTLE patients were obtained after surgery at the University
Medical Centre Utrecht. Patients were selected for surgery according to the criteria
of the Dutch Epilepsy Surgery Program (Debets et al., 1991). The excision was
based on clinical evaluations, interictal and ictal EEG studies, MRI and
intraoperative electrocorticography (iEcOG). Informed consent was obtained from
all patients and all procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board.
Immediately after resection the tissue was cooled in physiological saline (4°C) and
cut on a precooled plate. The neocortex sample was cut in half perpendicular to
the surface of the gyrus, the hippocampus into three slices perpendicular to its
longitudinal axis. One half of the neocortex sample and the two outer parts of the
hippocampus were used for clinical pathological analysis. The remaining
neocortical and hippocampal tissue samples were once more divided into a part
that was immediately frozen on powdered dry ice and a part that was immersionfixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer for 24 hrs at 4°C.
Following fixation, tissue was embedded in paraffin and stored at 4°C. Frozen
samples were stored at -80°C. Frozen and paraffin-embedded control brain tissue
samples were obtained from non-epileptic post mortem cases without hippocampal
aberrations from the Netherlands Brain Bank (NBB no. 618, www.brainbank.nl). All
control material was collected from donors with written informed consent for brain
autopsy and the use of the material and clinical information for research purposes.
Only patient samples obtained after a relatively short post-mortem delay (range 420.5h; mean 6.8 h) and with a pH value close to 6.5 (range 6.36-6.88; mean 6.68)
were used. Detailed histological examination of the brain material from all patients
used in this study showed that all samples were devoid of tumor tissue. Neocortical
samples that displayed cortical dysplasia or any other abnormalities that might
trigger an immunological response were excluded from the study (Boer et al.,
2006;Choi et al., 2009). The quality of all tissue samples was further analysed in a
parallel study (Kan et al., chapter 2), showing that after RNA isolation all samples
had RNA integrity values (RIN) >6 (range 6.4-8.4; mean 7.2) and RIN values did
not significantly differ between autopsy control and mTLE patient samples. Table 1
provides a summary of the clinical data of all patients included in the study.
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age

73
58
62
94
71
64
70
50
48
74
62
93
92
45
46
46
42
34
40
43
47
28
54
30
37
61
19
27
46
44

Patient group

1) Control
2) Control
3) Control
4) Control
5) Control
6) Control
7) Control
8) Control
9) Control
10) Control
11) Control
12) Control
13) Control
14) non-HS
15) non-HS
16) non-HS
17) non-HS
18) non-HS
19) non-HS
20) non-HS
21) non-HS
22) non-HS
23) non-HS
24) non-HS
25) non-HS
26) non-HS
27) non-HS
28) non-HS
29) non-HS
30) non-HS

F
M
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
M
F
F
F
M
F
M
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
F
M
M
F
M
M

sex

subdural hematoma
unknown. ALS patient
unknown, non-demented control
CVA
pancreas carcinoma
respiratory failure
sepsis with broncopneumonia
metastasized broncocarcinoma
DMT I induced organ failure
pulmonary carcinoma
renal carcinoma (euthanasia)
heart failure
cachexia/dehydration
W0, FCD type1 to 2A in cortex
W0, MCD type 1 in cortex
W0, epilepsy after head trauma
W0, DNT WHO grade I
W0, cortical cavernoma
W0, MCD type 1 in cortex
W0, therapy resistant epilepsy
W0, therapy resistant epilepsy
W0, MCD type 1 in cortex
W0, ganglioglioma WHO grade I
W0, therapy resistant epilepsy
W0, therapy resistant epilepsy
W0, therapy resistant epilepsy
W0, ganglioglioma WHO grade II
W0, therapy resistant epilepsy
W0, cavernoma in uncus
W0, therapy resistant epilepsy

Pathology/COD
HC
HC & CX
HC & CX
HC & CX
HC & CX
HC & CX
HC
HC & CX
HC
HC & CX
CX
CX
CX
HC
HC
HC
HC & CX
HC
HC
HC & CX
HC
HC
HC & CX
CX
CX
CX
CX
CX
CX
CX

Tissue used

Table 1: Clinical data of mTLE and control patients
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
6
12
90
1
1.5
8(C)
40 ( C )
30
60
1.5
8
1
5.5
1
16
60
18

Seizure frequency

Anti-epileptic drugs
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
LTG, PHT
CBZ, VPA
CBZ, VPA, TPR
CBZ, LTG, LEV
CBZ
LEV, LTG, CBZ
PHT, LTG
CBZ, VPA, LTG, LEV
CBZ, TPR.
OXC, LTG, CLO
OXC, LEV, CLO
LTG, CLO
PHT, CBZ
VPA, LEV
LEV
CBZ, VPA, OXC, LEV, LTG
TPR, OXC

iEcOG spikes
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
CX
CX
HC & CX
CX
HC & CX
HC & CX
HC & CX
HC
HC & CX
HC & CX
HC & CX
not measured
HC & CX
None
HC & CX
HC
HC & CX
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NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
1A
1A
1B
1A
1A
1A
1A
3A
1A
1A
1A
1A
2A
1A
1A
1A
1A

Engel score
(1 yr)

Pathology/COD

Tissue
used

Seizure
frequency
iEcOG spikes

Anti-epileptic drugs

Engel score
(1 yr)

31) HS
41
M
MTS W4
HC & CX
12
not measured
PHT, CLO, CBZ, LTG
1A
32) HS
44
F
MTS W2
HC
8(C)
not measured
CBZ, OXC, CLO
1A
33) HS
41
M
MTS W4
HC
3
not measured
CBZ
1A
34) HS
52
F
MTS W4
HC & CX
10
not measured
CBZ, CLO, DZP
2D
35) HS
50
M
MTS W4
HC
18
not measured
CBZ, GBP
2A
36) HS
36
F
MTS W4
HC & CX
2
not measured
OXC, LZP
no info
37) HS
42
M
MTS W4
HC & CX
2
not measured
LEV, LTG
2A
38) HS
36
M
MTS W4
HC & CX
10
HC & CX
OXC, PGB
1B
39) HS
49
F
MTS W4
HC
8(C)
not measured
OXC, CLO
1A
40) HS
42
F
MTS W4
HC
4.5
not measured
LEV, LTG, PBT
1A
41) HS
36
M
MTS W4
CX
5
not measured
PGB, LTG
1A
42) HS
34
F
MTS W4
CX
10 ( C )
HC & CX
LTG, CBZ, VPA,CLO
2A
43) HS
49
M
MTS W3
CX
1
None
LTG, CBZ, CLO
1A
44) HS
45
M
MTS W4
CX
0.5
not measured
GBP, LTG
1A
45) HS
48
M
MTS W4
CX
3.5
not measured
CBZ, LTG, VPA
1A
Table 1. Clinical data of mTLE and Control patients
Hippocampal (HC) and neocortical (CX) homogenates were prepared from tissue of the listed patients as indicated in column 5. All epilepsy patients suffered therapy resistant
epilepsy, any additional pathologies are listed in column 4. Seizure frequencies are listed as an average of monthly activity, patients who suffered clustered attacks are marked (C).
iEcOG spikes indicate epileptic spike activity detected by iEcOG at surgery. Engel scores were recorded 1 year after surgery (Engel et al., 1993). Abbreviations: ALS = amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis; CBZ = Carbamazepine; COD = cause of death; CLO = Clobazam; CVA = cerebrovascular accident; CX = temporal neocortex; DMT I = diabetes mellitus type I; DNT
= Dysembryonic neuroepithelial tumor; DZP =diazepam; FCD = focal cortical dysplasia; GBP =Gabapentin; HC= hippocampus; HS = hippocampal sclerosis; iEcOG = intraoperative
electrocorticography; LEV = Levetiracetam; LTG = Lamotrigine; LZP = Lorazepam; MCD = malformation of cortical development; MTS = mesial temporal sclerosis; NA = not
applicable; OXC = Oxcarbazepine; PBT = Phenobarbital; PGB = Pregabaline; PHT = Phenytoin; PMD = post mortem delay; RIN = RNA integrity number; TPR = Topiramate; VPA =
Valproinic acid; W0 till 4 = Wyler score; WHO grade = world health organization grading scale of malignancy.

sex

Patient group

64

age

Table 1 continued: Clinical data of mTLE and control patients
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Cortical and hippocampal specimens were divided into 3 groups: a non-epileptic
autopsy control group (Control, n=10), a group of mTLE patients without signs of
hippocampal sclerosis (mTLE-HS, n=10) and an mTLE group with hippocampal
sclerosis (mTLE+HS, n=10). The severity of HS was determined by a
neuropathologist using the Wyler classification method (Wyler et al., 1992) defining
W0 as hippocampal tissue without HS and W4 as tissue with the most severe type
of HS. Wyler classification was independently verified on sections of paraffinembedded tissue.
Multiplex bead-based immunoassay analysis
Nissl stained cryo-sections were generated to ensure that neocortical samples
contained 50% gray and 50% white matter, and that in hippocampal samples all
anatomical subregions were equally represented. Subsequently 25 m cryosections were cut until approximately 20 mg of tissue was collected. This material
was stored at -80°C until all samples were collected. The frozen slices were
homogenized at 4°C in 400 l lysis buffer (Lysis M, Roche), sonicated, centrifuged
and passed through a filtering column (0.22m, Spin-X, Costar), frozen and stored
(final concentration 0.5ug/ul) at -80°C (Hulse et al., 2004).
Concentrations of 39 immune modulators (listed in table 2) were measured using a
multiplex-bead-based immunoassay (MIA) as previously described. (de Jager et
al., 2003). Capture and detection antibody pairs and recombinant proteins used for
the standard curves were purchased from commercial sources as described
previously (de Jager et al., 2005) , Appendix 3). Carboxylated polysterene
microspheres were purchased from Bio-Rad Laboratories (Hercules CA, USA).
Covalent coupling of the capture antibodies to the microspheres was performed as
previously described (de Jager et al., 2003;de Jager et al., 2005). Optimal working
conditions and sample dilutions were determined for each antibody and calibration
curves from recombinant protein standards were prepared using two-fold dilution
steps in Lysis M buffer used for homogenization (de Jager et al., 2005). All assays
were carried out directly in a 96 well 1.2 m filter plate (Millipore, Billerica, MA,
USA) at room temperature and protected from light. A mixture containing 1000
microspheres per antigen (total volume 10 l/well) was incubated together with a
standard, homogenate or lysis buffer for 1 hour at room temperature. Next, 10 l of
a cocktail of biotinylated antibodies (16.5 g/ml each) was added to each well and
incubated for an additional 60 min. Beads were then washed with phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) supplemented with 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) and
0.5%-Tween 20 at pH of 7.4.
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After incubation for 10 min with 50 ng/well streptavidin R-phycoerythrin (BD
Biosciences, San Diego CA, USA) and washing twice with PBS-1% BSA- 0.5%Tween 20 pH 7.4. Fluorescence intensity of the beads was measured in a final
volume of 100 l HPE-buffer (Sanquin Reagents, Amsterdam, the Netherlands)
and buffer values were subtracted from all readings. Measurements and data
analysis were performed using the Bio-Plex system in combination with the BioPlex Manager software version 4.1 (Bio-Rad Laboratories). CCL4 levels were
measured separately using a fluorokine kit (R&D systems, UK) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.

3

Immunohistochemistry and immunofluorescence
Hippocampal immunohistochemistry (IHC) was performed on 7 μm paraffin
sections of the same patients (n=6 per group) as used in the MIA (CCL4
polyclonal goat, 1:200, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA; IL-25
monoclonal mouse, 1:800, R&D systems, Abingdon, United Kingdom). Serial
antibody dilution curves were prepared in phosphate buffered saline (PBS)
containing 0.2%Triton-X100 to determine optimal working concentrations. After
rehydration, all sections were subjected to antigen retrieval using microwave
treatment (in 0.01M, Na+ Citrate pH 6.0) , non-specific binding was blocked by
incubating sections with 0.3%H202 for 30 min at room temperature and with fetal
calf serum (IL-25) or normal rabbit serum (CCL4) for 30 min at 37°C. Sections
were incubated with primary antibodies overnight at 4°C. The secondary antibodies
used were biotinylated rabbit-anti-goat and biotinylated horse-anti-mouse (Dako
Cytomation, Glostrup, Denmark). Signals were visualized using the avidin-biotin
method (Vectastain ABC Elite kit; Vector Laboratories) with 3,3’diaminobenzidinetetrachloride (DAB) as the chromogen (Sigma Chemical Co., St.
Louis, MO). IR levels were analysed by two independent observers blinded to the
experimental design. No immunostaining was observed when the protocol was
completed with primary antibodies preabsorbed with their respective antigens, or
without the primary antibodies (data not shown).
Double immunofluorescence labelling was performed as described for ICH, but
without the 0.3%H202 blocking step. Anti-GFAP (polyclonal rabbit, 1:6000 Dako
Cytomation, Glostrup, Denmark), Iba1 (polyclonal rabbit, 1:200, WAKO Pure
chemicals, Neuss, Germany), Vimentin (monoclonal mouse,1:2400, Dako
Cytomation, Glostrup, Denmark) and NeuN (polyclonal rabbit, 1:800, Millipore,
Billerica, USA) were used as CNS cell-type markers. Secondary antibodies used
were donkey-anti-goat Alexa 488 and goat-anti-mouse Alexa 488 (Invitrogen,
Molecular Probes, Oregon, USA) for CCL4 and IL-25.
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And donkey-anti-mouse Alexa 555 and donkey-anti-rabbit Alexa 555 (Invitrogen,
Molecular Probes, Oregon, USA) for the cell-type markers. Finally, Sudan Black
dye was used to reduce autofluorescence (Romijn et al., 1999).
Statistical analyses
To determine overall statistical significance of differences in protein expression
between patient groups, data from all detectable inflammatory mediaters were
analysed using a one-way ANOVA (if normally distributed) or Kruskal-Wallis test (if
not normally distributed). When significant group differences were present
(Bonferroni corrected for multiple testing: p=<0.0015), additional post-hoc tests
were performed (Students T-test or Mann-Whitney U with Bonferroni correction:
p=<0.008).
A univariate general linear model analysis was used to assess possible
confounding effects of age and gender. Using age or gender as covariate did not
result in loss of significance for any of the previously significant group differences,
nor did age and gender significantly predict the outcome.
In the autopsy control data set Pearson’s correlation tests did not reveal significant
correlations between protein expression and brain pH or post mortem delay
(PMD), thus ruling out pH and PMD as confounders.
To assess correlations between expression levels of inflammatory mediators (all
proteins with p=<0.05) and known clinical parameters (Engel score, seizure
frequency, iEcOG spikes) we performed correlation analyses using a Pearson’s
correlation (if normally distributed) or a Spearman’s rank test (if not normally
distributed).The cut-off for a correlation was set at 0.8 with a Bonferoni corrected pvalue p= < 0.0017.
Finally, all data from the detectable inflammatory mediators were clustered into
components (factors) using an unbiased principle component analysis (PCA)
(Marengo et al., 2010)). As bivariate analyses showed that expression data for
multiple proteins were correlated, which is in line with functional relations between
cytokines, we chose the oblimin rotation which allows correlation between factors,
rather than the often used varimax rotation which does not allow correlation
between factors. The number of extracted components was based on examination
of the screeplot and eigenvalues (>1.0). Interpretation of the components was
based on mediators with factor loadings above 0.4 (16% explained variance)
(Appendix 4). All inflammatory mediators were used to calculate individual
components scores for each participant. These were saved and subsequently used
to analyze group differences and construct PCA plots.
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Programs used for the Statistical analyses and graphical representations were
SPSS (SPSS 15 for windows), Graphpad Prism 4 and Cytoscape 2.8.

Results

3

Protein expression profiling of the immune system in human mTLE
To generate protein expression profiles of inflammatory mediators in individual
mTLE patients we analyzed 40 proteins in each brain sample using a multiplexed
bead based immunoassay. To assess mTLE-associated differences in expression
profiles in hippocampus (HC) and neocortex (CX), we compared three patient
groups, mTLE patients without HS (mTLE-HS), mTLE patients with HS
(mTLE+HS), and
autopsy controls (for patient details see table 1). This
experimental setup has been previously used by us and others (Proper et al.,
2002;Aliashkevich et al., 2003;Notenboom et al., 2006;Loup et al., 2009). In
samples of mTLE patients, we could reliably detect 35 proteins, whereas due to
the lower expression levels in autopsy control tissue we could reliably detect 32
proteins. Table 2 summarizes the data set (median and concentration range) of all
inflammatory mediators measured in all HC and CX samples in the three patient
groups. Statistical analysis revealed that 21 inflammatory mediators showed
differential expression across patient groups (Bonferoni- corrected p-value
<0.0015); mediators are ranked according to level of significance. A univariate
general linear approach and Pearson’s correlation tests revealed no significant
covariate influence or correlations for gender, age, postmortem delay, anti-epileptic
drugs (AED) or pH. Post hoc testing showed that all 21 differentially expressed
mediators were up-regulated in mTLE+HS and/or mTLE-HS tissue compared to
autopsy controls. Two inflammatory mediators (MIF, p= 0.0024 and Cathepsin-S,
p= 0.0025) showed a tendency to up-regulation in autopsy controls compared to
both mTLE groups (table 2 and Appendix 1D), but this up-regulation did not pass
the strict Bonferroni correction.
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IL-7
IL-13
IL-22
IL-5
IL-25/IL-17E
IL-1RA
IL-1
IL-27
IL-10
IFN
MIF
IL-1
IL-23
IL-4
IL-6
IL-21
TNF
IL-18
IL-6R

Cytokines

0
2.6
92.5
0
726.9
13.5
0
40.9
2.2
22.5
11135.4
0.2
298.9
0
0
336.5
10.4
3.7
1.4

(0-5.6)
(0.9-6.8)
(58.3-212.2)
(0-1.2)
(273.4-1780)
(6.7-26.8)
(0-0.2)
(0-153.8)
(0-5.9)
(12.8-41.5)
(7054-13156)
(0-0.9)
(190.4-568.7)
(0-0.1)
(0-11.7)
(117.7-944.2)
(8.6-12.7)
(1.7-14.2)
(0-10)
8.3
13.4
351.2
2.8
868.3
19.0
0.3
33.7
1.4
31.5
8200.7
0.8
575.1
0.1
0
510.6
11.5
3.2
1.4

0.8
77.4
19.4
9.0
11.4
94.5
0.5
24.2
2.7
(3.8-9.6)
7.9-20.5)
(236.6-540.6)
(1.5-7.4)
(348.3-1616)
(13.5-33.4)
(0-3)
(0-133.4)
(0-3.4)
(22.7-58.5)
(6406-19843)
(0.2-1.7)
(473.2-675)
(0-0.2)
(0-3.9)
(0-944.2)
(7.0-13.2)
(1.5-5.2)
(0-5.6)

(0.4-1.6)
(40.9-238.1)
(4-122.3)
(6.7-16.7)
(2.1-52.8)
(62-177.4)
(0-1.6)
(1.8-177.4)
(0-26)
7.3
11.2
304.1
2.8
1976.4
20.7
0.3
132.1
7.8
66.3
6907.3
0.9
556.2
0
0
831.0
11.2
2.1
4.5

0.9
49.4
18.9
11.0
9.3
94.6
0
14.0
1.0
(0.6-12.2)
(8.1-17.4)
(244.8-449.9)
(0.3-5.5)
(258.5-2499)
(12.3-29)
(0-1.3)
(0-370.5)
0-12.4)
(10.1-114.3)
(4910-9650)
(0-1.7)
(311.2-691)
(0-0.2)
(0-1.1)
(55.8-1270.4)
(8.2-13.2)
(1.1-23.8)
(1.4-8.9)

(0.3-1.4)
(18.5-167.7)
(6.2-95.3)
(4.4-17.1)
(2.1-29.0)
(62-317.1)
(0-1)
(0-29.5)
(0.3-20.1)
0.9
6.4
212.2
0
303.3
15.7
0
0
0
27.0
11062.2
0.2
308.1
0
0
431.2
9.3
5.0
3.4

0.2
10.9
0
5.7
0.0
35.6
0
13.7
0.6
(0.0-4.6)
(2.6-12.5)
(122.8-359.4)
(0-1)
(109.9-757.4)
(13.5-31.2)
(0-0)
(0-42.3)
(0-2.2)
(4.1-73.1)
(4645-17980)
(0-0.9)
(238.2-717)
(0-0)
(0-2.1)
(0-1009.1)
(6.3-12.9)
(1.6-163.1)
(0-17)

(0-0.6)
(1.6-18.5)
(0-0)
(2.4-7.7)
(0-2.9)
(20.1-57.4)
(0-0)
(0-132.7)
(0-1.6)

0.3
8.1
0
3.2
1.1
44.4
0
16.6
0.8

CCL22/MDC
CCL5/RANTES
CCL4/MIP1
CXCL9/MIG
CCL2/MCP1
CCL3/MIP1
CCL19/MIP3
CCL18/PARC
CXCL8/IL-8

(0-0.7)
(4-15.8)
(0-0)
(1.1-11)
(0-4.3)
(11.2-106.2)
(0-0)
(0.2-151.6)
(0-13.8)

Cntrl
0.9
31.5
0.0
10.7
0.3
85.1
0.4
0.7
0.9
11.0
15.4
425.2
5.0
922.1
53.1
0.3
49.4
0.9
38.5
7180.8
0.9
543.2
0.1
0.0
654.1
10.5
2.9
4.5

(0.3-1.2)
(18.5-122.3)
(0-7.6)
(5.7-12)
(0-4.6)
(35.6-104.9)
(0-1.7)
(0-31.9)
(0-10.3)
(4.6-14.5)
(10.3-17.4)
(293.8-548.8)
(1-6.7)
(483.8-1234.5)
(13.5-165.2)
(0-0.9)
(0-89.7)
(0-1.9)
(26.9-51.5)
(4645-9872)
(0-1.5)
(286.7-633)
(0-0.2)
(0-0)
(0-847.1)
(6.9-12.3)
(1.7-12.4)
(0-10)

8.7
12.7
380.0
2.3
673.5
29.0
0
28.6
0.5
41.3
7112.0
0.5
500.2
0
0
415.4
10.6
2.9
3.4

(8-12.7)
(10.7-16.5)
(261.1-499.3)
(2-6.1)
(468.7-1327.5)
(26.8-92.2)
(0-1.6)
(29.4-78.7)
(0-3.4)
(30.7-59)
(5547-9470)
(0-1.7)
(372.9-710)
(0-0.2)
(0-0)
(179.9-1534)
(9.2-13.2)
(2.2-4.8)
(0-7.8)

(0.7-1.3)
(17.4-38.5)
(0-33.6)
(7.0-12.3)
(0-18.2)
(59.0-97.2)
(0-1.3)
(0-37.6)
(0-3.6)

mTLE+HS

0.6
26.0
0
8.3
0.7
62.0
0
3.3
0.5

mTLE-HS

Cortical expression (pg/ml)
mTLE+HS

Cntrl

Chemokines

mTLE-HS

Hippocampal expression (pg/ml)

Protein
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5.07E-15
7.60E-13
1.65E-12
2.06E-07
1.93E-05
2.96E-05
5.06E-05
8.93E-05
1.02E-04
3.40E-04
0.0024
0.0063
0.0063
0.0234
0.0428
0.0848
0.1341
0.1481
0.4944

1.74E-08
1.60E-08
2.11E-08
5.99E-07
4.13E-06
9.13E-05
9.90E-05
0.001966
0.02352

P-value
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(548-1722.6)
(18.6-47)
(65.8-157.4)
(3174-9985)
(129.1-525.7)
(81.6-382.5)
(193.3-1643)

Results
(364.5-1649)
(7.2-59.3)
(34.6-156.4)
(5781-26620)
(160.4-425.5)
(50.7-204)
(221-1787.4)
210.3
4.5
24.0
5039.5
350.6
81.6
722.4

67.3-527.2)
(0-12.8)
(19-50.3)
(1532-16739)
(198.2-993.6)
(53.7-137.7)
(22.4-1979.9)
817.5
22.9
71.3
3440.4
303.8
97.7
490.0

(444.9-1287)
(12.8-39.3)
(37-207.7)
(1532-10754)
(198.2-478.7)
(64.5-324.4)
(22.4-940.7)
1239.9
32.6
52.4
4698.9
327.2
112.5
349.3

(740.4-1551)
(17.1-36.3)
(32.2-83.6)
(1861-8725)
(190.4-413)
(83.5-305.6)
(0-1751)

mTLE+HS

2.71E-11
3.70E-10
1.38E-07
9.13E-05
0.0025
0.2672
0.4253

Cntrl

P-value

MIA was performed on selected chemokines, cytokines, growth factors and adhesion molecules. HC and CX protein levels were determined in controls and 2 mTLE patient groups
(- and +HS).Inflammatory proteins are listed in order of significance. Proteins in bold show significant changes between groups (ANOVA/Kruskal-Wallis, p< 0.0015). Levels are
presented as medians and range (between brackets). Abbreviations: b.d. = below detection; HGF = hepatocyte growth factor; ICAM1 = intercellular cell adhesion molecule 1; IFN =
interferon type 1; IP10 = Interferon gamma-induced protein 10; MCP1 = macrophage derived chemokine; MDC = macrophage derived chemokine; MIF = Macrophage migration
inhibitory factor; MIG = monokine induced by interferon ; MIP1 = Macrophage inflammatory protein-1; MIP1 = Macrophage inflammatory protein-1; MIP3 = Macrophage
inflammatory protein-3; PARC = pulmonary and activation-regulated chemokine; RANTES = Regulated upon activation normal T cell express sequence; TARC = thymus and
activation regulated chemokine; TIMP-1 = tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases; TNF = tumor necrosis factor; VCAM1 = vascular cell adhesion molecule 1; VEGF = vascular
endothelial growth factor.

985.5
30.3
105.2
5400.2
311.9
124.3
727.8

1181.3
31.1
90.3
16011
218.0
103.2
480.3

219.7
10.0
33.0
9099.6
463.3
101.0
415.0

VCAM1
VEGF
HGF
ICAM1
Cathepsin S
TIMP-1
Adiponectin

(33.9-828.3)
(0.4-28.8)
(26.7-54.5)
(3364-17901)
(284.2-1010)
(36.2-2243.7)
(14-1412.5)

Cntrl

mTLE-HS

Cortical expression (pg/ml)

Cntrl

Other

mTLE-HS

Hippocampal expression (pg/ml)

Protein
mTLE+HS
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Inflammatory mediators show distinct patterns of up-regulation across patient
groups and tissues.
To further analyze the up-regulation of individual inflammatory mediators between
patient groups, we generated scatter plots per mediator showing the protein
concentration in the HC and CX of each individual patient (fig. 1, supplemental fig.
1). These plots clearly showed that up-regulation of mediators in HC and CX tissue
can be divided into two patterns (classified as pattern I and II). For instance, IL-10
and IL-25 showed up-regulation in mTLE+HS tissue compared to mTLE-HS and
autopsy controls (pattern I, fig. 1A,B), whereas CCL4 and IL-7 showed upregulation in both mTLE groups compared to autopsy controls (pattern II, fig.
1C,D). Interestingly, IL-1RA was only up-regulated in the CX of mTLE+HS patients
(fig. 1E).
Up -regulation of some mediators, which we classified type A, was only found in
the hippocampus (fig. 1A,C), whereas others (classified as type B) showed upregulation in both hippocampal and neocortical tissue (fig. 1B,D). A summary of the
response types of all significantly up-regulated mediators is provided in figure 1G.
These results show that in both mTLE-HS and mTLE+HS patients multiple
components of the immune response are up-regulated. Up-regulation can be
found in the HC and the CX, and inflammatory mediators show distinct patterns of
up-regulation.
Cellular localization of IL25 and CCL4
Our next step was to independently verify up-regulation and identify the localization
of two inflammatory mediators, one of each of the two major expression patterns.
We performed immunohistochemistry (IHC) for IL-25 (pattern I) and CCL4 (pattern
II) on hippocampal sections of a subset (n=6) of patients from each of the three
groups used in the MIA. Immunoreactivity (IR) for IL-25 was increased in all
sections from mTLE+HS patients compared to mTLE-HS and autopsy control
patients, confirming our MIA data (fig. 1B).
IL-25 IR was found in all three patient groups in the principle neuronal layers of the
hippocampus (pyramidal layer of the Cornu Ammonis (CA) subfields 1 to 4) and
the granule cell layer in the dentate gyrus (DG). Increased IL-25 IR was detected in
mTLE+HS patients in cells with a glial morphology, and was most apparent in both
the CA1 area (fig. 2A) and the DG-CA4 region (fig. 2B) of the hippocampus.
Hardly any CCL4 IR was detected in sections from control hippocampi, whereas all
sections from both mTLE groups showed clear CCL4 expression (fig 2), thus
confirming our MIA data (fig. 1C). CCL4 expression in both mTLE groups was most
pronounced in the CA1 and the hilar region of the hippocampus (fig.2).
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Figure 1. HC and CX expression patterns of inflammatory proteins in mTLE
Scatterplots of protein levels per individual patient, per group. Horizontal lines represent the
median expression level of the group. Post-hoc analysis of the data revealed three
expression patterns among the patient groups. We classified them as Type I to III (I: A and
B, II: C and D, III: E). Additionally, different patterns were detected depending on the type of
tissue, hence we classified an up-regulation in HC only as A (A and C) and an up-regulation
in both HC and CX as B (B and D). All significantly changed proteins showed one of these
three expression patterns (G) * indicates a trend to expression pattern (Appendix 1).
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Figure 2. Hippocampal expression patterns of IL-25 and CCL4 in Control, mTLE-HS
and mTLE+HS patients
Photomicrographs showing typical examples of Il-25 and CCL4 staining in the hippocampal
CA1 region (A) and the DG/CA4 region (B). IL-25 immunoreactivity (IR) is evident in cells
with neuronal morphology in all three patient groups (A, B); note the increased IL-25 staining
in the mTLE+HS hippocampus in small cells. CCL4 IR is low in controls (A, B). Increased
CCL4 IR is detected in both mTLE patient groups in the DG-CA4 area (B) and in the CA1
area of mTLE+HS patients (A). Scale bar = 200m

To identify the cell types expressing IL-25 and CCL4 IR we performed double label
immunofluorescence on mTLE+HS patients (fig. 3 and 4). IL-25 IR co-localized
with Iba1 positive microglial cells, GFAP positive astrocytes and NeuN positive
neuronal cells (fig. 3). CCL4 was only detected in Vimentin-positive reactive (fig.
4A) and GFAP-positive astrocytes (fig. 4B).
Interestingly, both IL-25 and CCL4 were also detected in GFAP-positive astrocytic
endfeet surrounding blood vessels (Fig 3B & 4A, small insets).
Thus our morphological data confirmed the patterns of increased expression of IL25 and CCL4 found by MIA. Additionally, we showed that hippocampal distribution
of IL-25 and CCL4 IR differs considerably and that cell types expressing IL-25 and
CCL4 IR only partially overlap. We also performed IHC for T-cells in the HC of
these patients (data not shown) and detected only limited amount of T-cells,
confirming results of others who also investigated the presence of T-cells in mTLE
tissue (Ravizza et al., 2007;Zattoni et al., 2011). These results show that all major
CNS cell types are capable of expressing IL-25 and CCL4, and that their up-
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regulation in mTLE is likely due to the expression of these inflammatory proteins in
glial cells.
Figure 3. IL-25 IR in neurons,
astrocytes and microglia
IFC reveals IL-25 IR (in green) colocalizing with three CNS cell type
markers (red), (A) Iba1, a
microglial marker, (B) GFAP, an
astrocytic marker and (C) NeuN, a
neuronal marker.
Note that IL-25 IR is also present
in
the
astrocytic
endfeet
surrounding the bloodvessels (B).
Scale bar = 40m

3

Figure 4. CCL4 IR in astrocytes
and reactive astrocytes
IFC reveals CCL4 (in green) colocalizing with two types of glial
cell markers (red), (A) astrocytic
marker GFAP and (B) reactive
astrocytic marker Vimentin. CCL4
IR is also present in the astrocytic
endfeet of the GFAP positive
astrocytes (A), but not in the
endothelial
cells
of
the
microvasculature itself (B). Scale
bar = 40m
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Principle component analyses revealed pathology-associated immunological
profiles in mTLE.
To investigate relationships between various up-regulated mediators, we
conducted unbiased correlation network and principle component analyses on data
from all patients, irrespective of their pathology.
Firstly, correlation analyses using Pearson’s correlation showed that many
cytokines were co-regulated in patterns that were remarkably similar in the three
patient groups and segregated in two main networks (Appendix 2). In most cases,
patients with high expression of proteins in the first network had lower levels of
proteins in the second network, and vice versa (data not shown).
Principle component analyses (PCA) on all inflammatory mediators above the
detection limit (see table 2), confirmed the correlation analyses and revealed
clustering of the proteins in 8 principle components. These eight components
explained 88.5% (HC) and 84% (CX) of the variance detected in all samples
(Appendix 4A, B). The major components, which explained 63% (HC) and 50.1%
(CX) of the variance, are depicted in figure 5 with their corresponding plots. The
first and the third HC-components contained all three types of inflammatory
mediators we investigated (chemokines, interleukins, growth factors and adhesion
molecules), while the second HC-component predominantly consisted of
chemokines (figure 5A). Follow-up analysis on the individual factor scores obtained
from the PCA, revealed that HC-components 1 and 2 differed as whole clusters
between both mTLE groups and controls, whereas the HC-component 3 differed
between mTLE+HS versus mTLE-HS and controls (Appendix 4A). The PCA plots
clearly showed that patient groups can be discriminated based on the expression
patterns of inflammatory mediators in components 1, 2 and 3 (fig. 5A).
Interestingly, patient 32 of the mTLE+HS group did not cluster with the rest of the
mTLE+HS group (Fig. 5A). Neuropathological reassessment revealed only mild
sclerosis (W2 score) for this patient (Table 1). Component 1 of the CX tissue
contained 16 inflammatory mediators, of which nine overlapped with the HC first
component. Follow-up analyses of the components scores obtained from the PCA
of the neocortical expression data (fig. 5B) also showed that the three patient
groups could be discriminated, yet to a lesser degree, as only CX-component 1
differed significantly between patient groups (Appendix 4B). Interestingly, two
mTLE-HS patients clustered more with mTLE+HS patients (patients 20 and 28).
We could not find any clinical parameters to explain for this aberrant clustering
(table 1).
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Figure 5. Major components
identified
by
principle
component analyses reveal
pathology-specific
immunological networks in
the HC and the CX
PCA results for the main
components identified by the
analysis in the HC (A) and the
CX (B).
Proteins
are
depicted
in
sequence of factor loading, all
depicted
proteins
of
the
components have a factor
loading of >0.4 (is >16% of
explained variance). Individual
patient component scores were
plotted against each other and
revealed
patient
groupdependent clusters, component
1 versus 2 (A) segregated both
mTLE patient groups from
controls in HC (A) and CX (B),
whereas the PCA plot for
component 1 versus 3 in the HC
segregated all three patient
groups (A).
C-1 to 3 = component 1 to 3.
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Subsequently, we investigated possible correlations between the top three
principle components of the hippocampal PCA analysis and several clinical
parameters. Pearson’s correlation analyses revealed a significant correlation
between HC-component 3 and seizure frequency (including and excluding
clustered seizures, see table 1) in mTLE-HS patients. No correlation was found
with the occurrence of spikes on the iEcOG. Interestingly, the expression levels of
the two inflammatory mediators with the strongest loadings in HC-component 3;
CCL3 and IL-10, showed a correlation with seizure frequency (correlation
coefficient of >0.7 with a p-value below 0.05), however this correlation did not pass
the strict Bonferoni correction for multiple testing.
In all, the data obtained from the PCA analyses showed that patient groups can be
discriminated based on their expression profiles. The clustering in major
components indicates, that up-regulation of inflammatory mediators in mTLE may
involve multiple immunological pathways.

Discussion
Over the recent years, it has become apparent that the immune system plays a
role in the development of mTLE (Li et al., 2011;Friedman & Dingledine,
2011;Vezzani et al., 2011b). The focus of protein studies on the immune pathology
in mTLE thus far has mostly been on single cyto- and chemokines. However,
experimental data from microarray studies (Lee et al., 2007;van Gassen et al.,
2008) suggest that probably a whole network of cyto -and chemokines is activated
in mTLE. Therefore, this study used a multiple-immuno assay (MIA) approach to
measure multiple proteins of the immune system in the same mTLE samples.
We find a broad up-regulation of inflammatory mediators in both HC and CX tissue
of mTLE patients compared to autopsy controls. Up-regulated mediators include
inflammatory proteins previously identified in mTLE, but also proteins not
previously associated with mTLE. Network analysis showed that within patient
groups there are two main protein networks with a high degree of co-regulation.
Three components, obtained with principle component analyses on data of protein
expression in the hippocampus, revealed that the three studied groups could be
distinguished based on their expression profile.
Our data indicate, that in human mTLE there are complex networks of up-regulated
inflammatory mediators which may exert both pro- and anti-epileptogenic
influences on the brain.
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Distinct expression patterns of up-regulated inflammatory mediators.
We measured 40 inflammatory proteins in the hippocampus and neocortex of
autopsy control and mTLE patients. In mTLE tissue 35 of these proteins were
expressed above the detection limit. Sixty percent of these detectable mediators
were significantly up-regulated in mTLE tissue compared to autopsy controls, the
remaining 40% showed no significant difference between the 3 patient groups
(table 2). We could distinguish two main patterns of up-regulation in mTLE
patients. Inflammatory mediators showing the first pattern (eg. IL-10 and IL-25)
were up-regulated in mTLE +HS patients (Fig. 1 A,B,G) compared to mTLE-HS
and autopsy controls. Mediators showing the second pattern (eg. CCL4 and IL-7)
were up-regulated in both mTLE patient groups (+ and –HS) compared to controls
(Fig. 1 C,D,G). Significantly more proteins (71.4%) showed the second pattern
than the first (23.8%). Thus, more inflammatory mediators are up-regulated in both
mTLE groups, than are up-regulated in the mTLE+HS group only. This shows that
up-regulation of inflammatory mediators in mTLE is not restricted to tissue with
hippocampal sclerosis. This notion is further substantiated by the fact that upregulation was also frequently found in neocortical tissue in both mTLE groups (the
type B pattern). In 76% of the mTLE patients we found up-regulation of
inflammatory mediators in both hippocampus and neocortex tissue samples,
whereas only in 19% up-regulation was confined to the hippocampus.(Fig. 1G,
type A pattern). These results show that in mTLE patients, activation of
inflammatory mediators is more widespread, and not restricted to the
hippocampus, which often is the primary source of epileptic activity. Interestingly,
IL1ra was up-regulated only in the neocortex, but not in the hippocampus. The
significance of the up-regulation of this endogenous anti-inflammatory protein
(Dinarello, 1994) remains to be determined. Up-regulation may be a response of
the cortex to seizure activity. Alternatively, the lack of IL1ra up-regulation in the
hippocampus may contribute to the epileptic properties of the hippocampus. Our
results show that there is a robust activation of inflammatory mediators in the
hippocampus and the neocortex in mTLE patients. A specific subset of
inflammatory mediators is only up-regulated in the hippocampus of mTLE+HS
patients, indicating a relationship with hippocampal sclerosis. The human tissue
samples used in our study are from patients suffering of repetitive seizures over a
prolonged period. Therefore, part of the effects observed may be seizure-induced
rather than specific for the mTLE pathogenesis. Moreover, we cannot rule out
effects of antiepileptic drugs when comparing autopsy control patients with mTLE
patients, although no correlations with any AED were found in our study.
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“Pro-epileptogenic”

“Anti-epileptogenic”

Protein

Function in CNS

Ref.

Protein

Function in CNS

Ref.

CCL2

- contributes to immune-cell
recruitment across the BBB

23

IL-1RA

- An anti-infllammatory protein
with seizure inhibiting properties
in experimental TLE

CCL3

- Capable of inducing Ca
transients in neuronal and
microglial cultures.
- Inhibition of systemic receptor
leads to decrease in seizure
activity
2+
- Capable of inducing Ca
transients in neuronal and
microglial cultures.
- Inhibition of systemic receptor
leads to decrease in seizure
activity

7,
53

IL-7

-Neurotrophic actions in
embryonic brain cultures

4,
35,
100,
101
5, 6,
64

7,
53

IL-10

7,
23,
34,
53

IL-13

- Inhibits development of seizures
in FS and a hypoxia model for
epilepsy.
- SNPs that result in increased IL10 are decreased in FS patients.
-Can give trophic support to
neurons
- Protects BBB integrity.

3,
14
21,
33
42,
68,
90
22,
75,
84
5,
24,
35,
59,
102
52,
50,
82
73

IL-25

- Protects BBB integrity

IL-27

-Marked anti-inflammatory actions
in EAE.
- Suppression of hippocampal
CA1 neurons

CCL4

CCL5

CCL19
CCL22
CXCL9

IL-1

IL-1

IL-5

IL-7
IL-22
VEGF

ICAM-1
VCAM-1

2+

2+

- Capable of inducing Ca
transients in neuronal and
microglial cultures
- Glut release from CNS cells in
hypothalamus
- contributes to immune-cell
recruitment across the BBB
- Inhibition of systemic receptor
leads to decrease in seizure
activity
-immune-cell recruitment across
the BBB.
-Immune-cell recruitment across
the BBB.
-Immune-cell recruitment across
the BBB.
-Polymorphisms that lead to
increased transcription are
associated with TLE
- Increased NMDA R subunit
NR2B phosphorylation leading to
2+
increased Ca influx
- Higher levels correlate with
increased SRS after eFS
- Implicated in BBB disruption in
CNS tumor bloodvessels
- Induces microglial proliferation
-Induces neuronal apoptosis in
human NT2 cells
- BBB disruption through downregulation of occludin.
-BBB disruption reduction in
tight junction proteins in kainate
model for TLE
- implicated in BBB disruption
- Immune-cell recruitment across
the BBB

39,
43,
48,
107

41

3

IFN

41,
89
30,
92
10,
63

HGF

- Enhances neuronal survival

1,
93

VEGF

- neuroprotective after
experimental seizures
- reduces hippocampal excitability

11,
61,
71

IL-5

- Anti-inflammatory actions in the
periphery as a Th2 cytokine
- Induces microglial activation

52,
67,
82

40
66,
91
28
28

Table 3: Summary of potential pro-and anti-epileptogenic properties of inflammatory mediators.
Inflammatory mediators previously implicated in mTLE are depicted in grey boxes. Abbreviations: BBB = blood brain
barrier; CNS = central nervous system; SRS = spontaneous recurrent seizure activity; NMDA = N-methyl Daspartate; NR2B = N-methyl D-aspartate receptor subtype 2B; eFS = experimental febrile seizures; NT2 = neuronal
teratocarcinoma Tera 2; FS = febrile seizures; LTP = long term potentiation; EAE = experimental autoimmune
encephalitis; SNP = single nucleotide polymorphism
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Further studies, particularly in animal models for TLE will be required to analyze
the role of individual or groups of inflammatory mediators in epileptogenesis.
Animal studies will also be essential to establish whether up-regulation of specific
inflammatory mediators have epileptogenic or rather anti-epileptogenic properties.
Our data show up-regulation of protein levels of several inflammatory mediators,
which previously have been found up-regulated in human mTLE tissue. These
include IL1, CCL2, CCL3, CCL4, VCAM1, ICAM1, and VEGF (Lee et al.,
2007;Rigau et al., 2007;van Gassen et al., 2008;Fabene et al., 2008;Nakahara et
al., 2010;Fabene et al., 2010), which were found to have pro-epileptogenic
properties in animal models for TLE (for references: see table 3). Particularly IL-1
has frequently been associated with pro-epileptogenic properties, a protein which
affects neuronal Ca2+ influx through NMDA dependent signalling. As mentioned

3

above, the endogenous antagonist of IL-1, IL-1ra, has been attributed with
seizure inhibiting properties (table 3).
Two proteins identified in this study have been described in human genetic studies
before; single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP’s) present in IL-1 and IL-10 genes
are associated with TLE and febrile seizures respectively (table 3).
Our data showing up-regulation of these pro-epileptogenic proteins in mTLE
confirm that these genes are regulated, and that up-regulation of transcripts
translates into increased production of protein in mTLE tissue.
In this study we identified a series of new inflammatory mediators which show
increased protein levels in human mTLE tissue. These include CCL5, CCL19,
CCL22, CXCL9, IL-5, IL-7, IL-13, IL-22, IL-25, IL-27, IFN and HGF. As the
majority of these new mTLE associated inflammatory mediators have not been
studied in animal models of TLE, information on pro- or anti-epileptogenic
properties is limited. However, most of these proteins have previously been studied
in relationship to other CNS pathologies. Processes such as neuroprotection,
excitotoxicity through Ca2+ influx, glutamate/GABA signaling and disruption of the
BBB, have been studied. These processes potentially can influence
epileptogenesis (Bittigau & Ikonomidou, 1997;Seiffert et al., 2004;van Vliet et al.,
2007;Marchi et al., 2007). Based on these studies we categorized the newly
identified inflammatory mediators in mTLE as potentially pro-epileptogenic or antiepileptogenic (table 3). Potentially pro-epileptogenic are all chemokines, the
interleukins IL-5, 7 and 22, and the adhesion molecules VCAM1 and ICAM1.
Potentially anti-epileptogenic are IL-1ra, IL-10, 13 and 25, IFN and HGF. Studies
on the potential role of IL-5, IL-7 and VEGF in processes related to epileptogenesis
provide inconsistent information. (Croll et al., 2004;Rigau et al., 2007).
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IL-6 or TNF protein levels did not differ between the three patient groups.
Eventhough both cytokines have been implicated in epilepsy before (Vezzani &
Granata, 2005;Li et al., 2011;Vezzani et al., 2011a;Vezzani et al., 2011b). As we
did not repeat the experiment with multiple antibodies we cannot rule out technical
issues. Our results however, are in line with data from mRNA profiling studies on
human TLE tissue (Lukasiuk et al., 2006;Yamamoto et al., 2006;Lee et al.,
2007;van Gassen et al., 2008;Li et al., 2011) as in these studies no significant
differences in mRNA or protein were detected in brain tissue. Increased levels of
IL-6, but not of TNF, were found in plasma or CSF of TLE patients (Peltola et al.,
2000;Bauer et al., 2009). Therefore increased IL-6 levels might not arise from brain
tissue (Febbraio & Pedersen, 2002;Frost et al., 2004;Meisel et al., 2005) but more
likely from peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PMBCs). Indeed, upon stimulation,
PMBC’s from epileptic patients released increased amounts of IL-6 compared to
controls (Pacifici et al., 1995).
Thus, our total set of up-regulated inflammatory mediators comprises (potentially)
pro- as well as and anti-epileptogenic proteins in both mTLE patient groups.
Interestingly, we detected both CCL4 and IL-25 in glial cells surrounding
bloodvessels (Fig. 3). Here these proteins probably exert opposing influences on
epileptogenesis, as CCL4 is thought to disrupt the blood brain barrier (BBB) and
attract immune cells across the BBB while IL-25 has been proposed to have a
protective effect on the BBB (table 3).
Correlation and principle component analyses reveal complex immune networks in
mTLE
To study co-regulation of inflammatory mediators we first performed bivariate
correlation network analysis on the datasets within each patient group. This
analysis revealed co-regulation of inflammatory mediators in one large and one
small network in each patient group (Appendix 2). We observed that in most cases,
patients with high levels of the smaller network components (eg. CCL2, CCL4, IL8) had lower expression levels of larger network components (eg. IL-13, IL-5
CCL9) and vice versa. Subsequent PCAs on all investigated brain samples
confirmed these networks and revealed 8 components of clustered inflammatory
proteins in both the HC and the CX separately (Fig 5, Supplementary table 3A, B).
Each component typically contained both putative pro- and anti-epileptogenic
proteins suggesting that these proteins are co-regulated in all patient groups. We
detected the majority of mTLE-specific differences in the HC of mTLE patients.
Further analysis of the HC components shows that individual patients segregate
into the three patient groups (Fig. 5A), indicating that each patient group has a
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unique immune profile. The first two components, which explained the greatest
variance of protein expression in the HC, contained only proteins of a type II
pattern (ie. up-regulated in both mTLE patient groups), whereas the majority of
component 3 exists of proteins with a type I expression pattern, and this clearly
showed in the PCA plots (Fig. 5A). As expected the majority of HC-component 1
consisted of proteins also detected in the large network detected in the bivariate
correlation network analysis. HC Component 2 comprises chemokines represented
in the smaller correlation network (Appendix 2).
Also the PCA analysis on the data set from the CX tissue showed segregation of
patients into patient groups (Fig. 5B), although less pronounced, possibly due to
the smaller number of regulated proteins. As expected there was substantial
overlap between the major clusters found in the HC and CX, as 9 of the 10
inflammatory mediators clustered in the HC-component 1 were also present in the
CX-component 1 (Figure 5, Appendix 4).
The data obtained from the PCA’s suggest, that the activated immune system in
mTLE is complex and may comprise different networks and pathways. The
biological function and pathological outcome of activation of the immunological
networks needs to be further investigated. Surprisingly, pro- and anti-epileptogenic
inflammatory mediators cluster together, suggesting co-regulation of these two
types of responses. Correlation analysis of up-regulated whole networks with
clinical parameters, revealed a significant correlation between the HC-component
3 and seizure frequency in the hippocampus of mTLE-HS patients. Indeed, the top
two proteins in this component (CCL3 and IL-10) showed a weak correlation with
seizure frequency in the hippocampi of mTLE-HS patients only. No correlations
were found with iEcOG spikes. Larger patient populations will be required to further
elucidate the relevance of up-regulation of inflammatory networks or specific
inflammatory mediators for patient pathology.
In summary, we observed a wide-spread up-regulation of inflammatory mediators
in the mTLE brain. Co-regulation of up-regulated mediators indicates that they
cluster in complex immunological networks. Within these networks we identified
both pro- and anti-inflammatory mediators. Detailed analysis of these complex
pathways in animal models will be required to assess their putative role in
epileptogenesis. Our data suggests, that the success of any future therapeutic
strategies to treat mTLE will require a multi-factorial approach aimed at blocking
detrimental effects of pro-inflammatory pathways while promoting endogenous
anti-inflammatory pathways. Promising targets for treatment would be for instance
CCR5 receptors, which can be activated by a number of chemokines (Biber et al.,
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2006). CCR5 inhibitors are currently tested in clinical trials for HIV/AIDS treatment
(Sayana & Khanlou, 2009;Lenz & Rockstroh, 2010). Treatment with CCR5
antagonists will inhibit the action of pro-epileptogenic chemokines CCL3, 4 and 5,
the major chemokines in the second immunological network we identified in the
HC. Inhibition of CCL3,4 and 5 signaling, and in general pro-inflammatory
pathways, may contribute to tipping the balance from a perturbed pro-epileptogenic
to a more protective and anti-epileptogenic immune system in mTLE patients.
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Appendix 1A

3

1A) scatter plot of HC and CX expression levels of inflammatory proteins in mTLE
All significant Interleukins that are not depicted in figure 1. Scatter plots of individual protein
levels per patient group. Horizontal lines represent the median expression level of the group.
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Appendix 1B

3

1B) scatter plot of HC and CX expression levels of inflammatory proteins in mTLE
All significant chemokines that are not depicted in figure 1. Scatterplots of individual protein
levels per patient group. Horizontal lines represent the median expression level of the group.
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Appendix 1C

3

1C) scatter plot of HC and CX expression levels of inflammatory proteins in mTLE
The remaining significant inflammatory mediators that are not depicted in figure 1. Scatter
plots of individual protein levels per patient group. Horizontal lines represent the median
expression level of the group.
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Appendix 1D

3

1D) scatterplot of HC and CX expression levels of inflammatory proteins in mTLE
Inflammatory mediators that differ with a p-value between 0.0017 and 0.05, and hence were
not tested post-hoc. Scatterplots of individual protein levels per patient group. Horizontal
lines represent the median expression level of the group.
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Cytokines in TLE tissue

Supplementary figure S2. Correlation network plots for control, mTLE- and +HS patients.
Network plots depicting significant correlations between levels of protein expression of A) Control patient group, B) mTLE-HS patients. C)
mTLE+HS patients. Line colour corresponds to the type of tissue the correlation exists in: red= HC, blue = CX, green = HC & CX. Only
proteins that were in a network >6 nodes are depicted. 5 more correlations were significant in total, namely; Control HC: IL-10 & CCL3
correlated with IL-25 and mTLE-HS CX: Cathepsin-S correlated with ICAM1. All correlations had a correlation coefficient > 0.85 with a
Bonferoni corrected p-value < 0.0017.
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Appendix 3

3

Recombinant proteins and antibody sets used in MIA
Antigen
Protein
Antibody set
source
CCL4
R&D
R&D
CCL19
R&D
R&D
IL-1RA
R&D
Bioledgend
IL-6R
R&D
Sanquin
IL-7
BD
BD
IL-21
Abnova
eBioscience
IL-22
Peprotech
Peprotech
IL-23
R&D
eBioscience
IL-25
R&D
R&D
IL-27
R&D
R&D
IFNa
eBioscience
eBioscience
VEGF
R&D
R&D
HGF
R&D
R&D
Cathepsin S
R&D
R&D
TIMP1
R&D
R&D
Adiponectin
R&D
R&D
R&D systems, UK; Biolegend, USA; Sanquin, the Netherlands;
Abnova, Taiwan; Peprotech, USA; eBioscience, USA.
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Appendix 4
Appendix 4A: Hippocampus (88.5% of the variance explained by 8 components)
Component
1
37.7%
IL-13
IL-5
IL-22
CCL19
VEGF
CCL22
CXCL9
VCAM1
IL-7
HGF

2
13.4%
CCL4
CCL2
IL-1
CXCL8
CCL3
CCL5

mTLE 
control

mTLE 
control

3
11.1%
CCL3
IL-10
ICAM1
IL-27
IL-25
IL-21
IFN
IL-6R

mTLE+HS 
-HS &
control

4
7.5%
IL-6R
IL-18
Adiponectin
IL-1

5
6.7%
TIMP1
IL-6
Cathepsin-S

ND

ND

6
5.3%
CCL19
CCL5*
IL-1 *
MIF

mTLE+HS 
& control

7
3.7%
TNF
IL-1RA
IL-4

8
3.2%
IL-23
CCL18

ND

ND

3

Appendix 4B: Cortex (84% of the variance explained by 8 components)
Component
1
40.1%
IL-5
VEGF
VCAM1
CCL3
CCL19
IL-1RA
IL-27
IL-22
IL-13
IL-25
CCL22
IL-7
CXCL9
IL-1
IL-23
TNF
mTLE 
control

2
10%
IL-18
IL-6R
MIF
IL-1
TNF

3
8.4%
CCL2
CCL4
Adiponectin
CXCL8.IL-8

4
8%
Adiponectin
ICAM1
Cathepsin-S
CCL18

ND

ND

ND

5
5.8%
CXCL9
CCL5
HGF

6
5%
TIMP1
CXCL8.IL-8
IL-1
TNF
IL-4

mTLE 
control

mTLE+HS 
& control

7
4%
IL-1
IL-6
IFN
IL-23

8
3.3%
IL-25
IL-21
IL-4
IL-10

ND

mTLE+HS 
-HS &
control

The 8 components identified by PCA in HC(A) and CX (B) that explain 88.5% and 84%
respectively of all the variance detected in the inflammatory mediators. The percentage of the
component’s contribution to the variance is depicted under each component number.
Inflammatory mediators are listed in order of the magnitude of the factor loading. ND = no
difference detected between component scores among the three patient groups
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Abstract
Recent clinical and experimental evidence supports a role of immune system in the
pathophysiology of TLE. Previously, we showed up-regulation of multiple proteins
of the immune system in the hippocampus and neocortex of TLE patients. To
determine whether activation of inflammatory mediators can be detected in
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of TLE patients, we simultaneously measured protein
levels of 24 selected inflammatory mediators by multiplex bead-based assay in
CSF of patients with epilepsy originating in (TLE) or outside (extra-TLE) the
temporal lobe and in non-epileptic controls. We observed an up-regulation of IL-1,
IL-1, IL-5, IL-7, IL-10, IL-27, CCL5 and sVCAM1 in the CSF of TLE patients in
comparison to controls. TLE patients have higher CSF levels of IL-7 than extraTLE patients. Unbiased principle component analysis revealed that regulated
inflammatory mediators cluster in 5 main components and based on their
expression profile, most patients segregate into the two patients groups and the
controls. Thus, we show that up-regulation of inflammatory mediators can be
detected in CSF of TLE patients and that the detection of TLE-specific
immunological profiles is not limited to TLE brain tissue. Our data illustrates that
valuable information on the immunological state of the TLE brain can be obtained
by analyzing CSF.

Introduction

4

In the past decade it has become apparent that the immune system plays a role in
the pathophysiology of temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) (Fabene et al., 2010;Li et al.,
2011;Friedman & Dingledine, 2011;Vezzani et al., 2011a;Vezzani et al., 2011b).
Multiple studies have shown activation of immune system components in human
TLE patients (Lee et al., 2007;Ravizza et al., 2007;Rigau et al., 2007;van Gassen
et al., 2008;Nakahara et al., 2010). Moreover, experimental studies in animal
models for TLE have shown that activation of the immune system persists after
epileptogenic events and can exacerbate the development of spontaneous seizure
activity (Gorter et al., 2006;Ravizza et al., 2007;Fabene et al., 2008;Louboutin et
al., 2011). To profile the activated immune system in human TLE we recently
performed a bead-based multiplex-bead based immuno-assay for multiple
components of the immune system in TLE brain tissue (Kan et al., chapter 3).
Using this proteomic approach we identified multiple inflammatory mediators upregulated in the hippocampus and the neocortex of TLE patients. We observed
that these mediators cluster together in immunological networks, and that patient
groups could be identified solely on the basis of their expression of the
immunological networks. It is not known whether the up-regulation of inflammatory
mediators, or networks, in brain tissue of TLE patients can also be measured in
their cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). Detection of up-regulated inflammatory mediators
in CSF would provide valuable information about the pathophysiology of TLE, and
could potentially be relevant for diagnosis.
CSF studies in other neurological diseases have shown that some CNS disease
states can be accompanied by changes in the CSF levels of chemokines, for
instance CCL2 (MCP1) and CCL5 (RANTES) in multiple sclerosis, or cytokines (for
instance TNF, IL-12 and IFN) in Rasmussen’s encephalitis (Sorensen et al.,
1999;Bartosik-Psujek & Stelmasiak, 2005;Takahashi et al., 2009). A CSF study in
children with refractory epilepsy described a correlation between CSF IL-8 levels
and the effectiveness of intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) treatment (Billiau et al.,
2007), illustrating the potential predictive value of cytokine measurements in CSF.
To date, levels of individual cytokines, such as IL-1, IL-1ra and IL-6 (Lehtimaki et
al., 2004;Lehtimaki et al., 2010), in CSF of TLE patients have only been assessed
acutely after seizures.
The aim of the present study was to investigate whether the immunological profiles
detected in the brain tissue of TLE patients are reflected in CSF. Therefore, we
performed protein expression profiling of multiple inflammatory mediators in CSF of
epilepsy patients and compared them to CSF profiles of non-epileptic controls.
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We simultaneously measured 24 inflammatory mediators, selected on the basis of
their expression levels in brain tissue of TLE patients, using a multiplex beadbased immunoassay. CSF was collected from the subarachnoid space (SAS)
during surgical treatment or by lumbar puncture.
We showed up-regulation of multiple inflammatory mediators in CSF of TLE
patients, several of which have previously been identified in brain tissue of TLE
patients. Unbiased principle component analysis reveals that based on their
inflammatory mediator expression profile, most patients segregate into distinct
patient groups.

Materials & Methods
Patient selection & CSF collection
Fifty-seven patients admitted to the University Medical Center Utrecht between
December 2009 and April 2011 were included in this study. Patients were divided
into four groups, two epilepsy groups and two non-epileptic control groups.
Patients operated to treat refractory epilepsy, selected for surgery according to the
criteria of the Dutch Epilepsy Surgery Program(Debets et al., 1991), were divided
in patients with temporal lobe epilepsy (n=18) and patients with extra-temporal lobe
epilepsy (n=15). As a non-epileptic control group we included patients subjected to
brain surgery to remove non-epileptic tumours (n=11; Control-SAS). A second nonepileptic control group consisted of patients undergoing spinal anaesthesia for
minor lower limb orthopaedic surgery (n=12; Control-Lumbar). Informed consent
was obtained from all patients and all procedures were approved by the
Institutional board. From brain surgery patients CSF was collected from the
subarachnoid space (SAS), from orthopaedic surgery patients CSF was collected
by lumbar puncture. Table 1 provides a summary of the clinical data for all patients
included in the study.
CSF samples (100-200 l) were collected during opening of the sub-arachnoid
space with minimal blood contamination (only samples with an erythrocyte count
below 200 ery/l were included in the study). Both lumbar and sub-arachnoid CSF
were cooled to 4°C immediately after collection and centrifuged for 10 min at 700g
to remove cells. The cell-free supernatant was snap-frozen. All samples were
stored at -80 0C.
Multiplex bead-based immunoassay analysis
Samples were measured using a multiplex-bead-based immunoassay (MIA)
according to de Jager et al(de Jager et al., 2003).
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All immunological parameters measured are listed in table 1. All antibodies, except
CCL4, were measured in one multiplex-bead based assay.
Capture and detection antibody pairs and recombinant proteins for the standard
curves used, were purchased from commercial sources as described previously
(de Jager et al., 2005) (and Appendix 3 of chapter 3). Carboxylated polysterene
microspheres were purchased from Bio-Rad Laboratories (Hercules CA, USA).
Covalent coupling of the capture antibodies to the microspheres was performed as
previously described (de Jager et al., 2003;de Jager et al., 2005). Measurements
and data analysis of all assays were performed using the Bio-Plex system in
combination with the Bio-Plex Manager software version 6.0 (Bio-Rad
Laboratories). CCL4 levels were measured separately using a fluorokine kit (R&D
systems, UK) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

4

Statistical analyses
To determine overall statistical significance of differences in protein expression
between patient groups, data from all detectable inflammatory mediators were
analysed using a one-way ANOVA (if normally distributed) or Kruskal-Wallis test (if
not normally distributed). When significant group differences were present,
additional post-hoc tests were performed (Students T-test or Mann-Whitney U).
Significance was set at p<0.05. Data points deviating > 3 times the standard
deviation of the mean were considered outliers, and were excluded from the
dataset. A univariate general linear model analysis was used to assess possible
confounding effects of age, gender and erythrocyte count. Using these three
parameters as covariates, did not result in loss of significance for any of the
previously significant group differences, nor did they significantly predict the
outcome.
Additionally, all data from the detectable inflammatory mediators in SAS-CSF were
clustered into components (factors) using an unbiased principle component
analysis (PCA) (see Marengo et al., 2010)). As we expected proteins of the
immune system to correlate with one another, we chose the oblimin rotation which
allows for this correlation, rather than the often used varimax rotation which does
not allow correlation between factors. The number of extracted components was
based on examination of the screeplot and eigenvalues (>1.0). Interpretation of the
components was based on mediators with factor loadings above 0.4 (16%
explained variance). All inflammatory mediators were used to calculate individual
components scores for each participant. These were saved and subsequently used
to analyze group differences and construct PCA plots.
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Table 1: Clinical and pathological data of included patients
#

sex

age

pathology

Seizure Frequency

Control-Lumbar
1
F
53
Orthopaedic surgery
n.a.
2
F
45
Orthopaedic surgery
n.a.
3
F
50
Orthopaedic surgery
n.a.
4
M
48
Orthopaedic surgery
n.a.
5
M
26
Orthopaedic surgery
n.a.
6
M
32
Orthopaedic surgery
n.a.
7
M
45
Orthopaedic surgery
n.a.
8
F
49
Orthopaedic surgery
n.a.
9
M
22
Orthopaedic surgery
n.a.
10
F
27
Orthopaedic surgery
n.a.
11
M
29
Orthopaedic surgery
n.a.
12
F
37
transphenoidal resection pituitary epidermoidcyst
n.a.
Control-SAS
13
M
38
pituitary epidermoidcyst
n.a.
14
F
78
pituitary craniofaryngioma
n.a.
15
M
54
Glioblastoma multiforme, WHO grade IV, left parietal
n.a.
16
F/M
46
Meningioma, WHO grade I, L transcranial
n.a.
17
F
75
Glioblastoma multiforme, WHO grade IV, L frontal
n.a.
18
F
68
Glioblastoma multiforme WHO grade IV, R parietal
n.a.
19
M
48
Glioblastoma multiforme, R frontal
n.a.
20
M
46
low grade astrocytoma WHO grade II, L parietal
n.a.
21
F
38
low grade astrocytoma WHO grade II, L frontal
n.a.
22
F
75
Meningioma WHO grade II, L frontal
n.a.
23
F
63
Glioblastoma multiforme WHO grade IV, R parietal
n.a.
Extra-temporal lobe epilepsy
24
M
42
Ganglioglioma WHI grade I, parietal
112
Astrocytoma WHO grade II, focally WHO grade III, R fronto25
F
37
temp
112 ( C )
26
M
25
Venous angioma R frontobasal
112 ( C )
27
M
14
DNT WHO I, L parietaal
4
28
M
53
Cavernous haemangioma, R central
12
29
F
8
FCD type 2a, frontal
2800 ( C )
30
M
25
oligo-astrocytoma WHO grade II, L frontal
0.5
31
M
44
Epileptic focus parietal, midline of R precentral
2800 ( C )
31
M
17
Mature teratoma, fronto-basal
56
33
F
19
grid implantation, ictal zone L frontal
14
34
M
23
Cyst R frontal
196
35
F
33
frontal FCD type IIb
42
36
M
16
Ganglioma WHO grade I, R parietal
8
37
F
38
Astrocytoma WHO grade II
6
38
M
13
Refractory epilepsy focus L frontal
112
Mesial temporal lobe epilepsy
39
F
34
Cavernoma, R temporal
1.5
40
M
54
Astrocytoma WHO grade II
0.2
41
M
28
Refractory epilepsy focus
60
42
M
29
Cavernoma R temporal
4
43
F
49
Hippocampal sclerosis, W4
8(C)
44
M
42
Hippocampal sclerosis, W4
4
45
F
39
High-grade astrocytoma WHO grade III
140
46
F
20
Hippocampal sclerosis, W2-3
112 ( C )
47
M
31
Hippocampal sclerosis, W4
84
48
F
21
FCD type 2B
112
49
F
47
Refractory epilepsy focus R temporal
70
50
M
60
Hippocampal epidermoid cyst
28 ( C )
51
M
34
Cavernous hemangioma
8.8
52
M
25
Ganglioglioma WHO grade I
0.8
53
M
49
Hippocampal sclerosis, W4
28
54
M
50
Anaplastic astrocytoma WHO grade III
4
55
M
25
Astrocytoma WHO grade II
98
56
F
23
W0 and FCD type 1
4
Table 1: Clinical and pathological data of included patients.
Sub-arachnoid CSF was collected from patients 1-50, lumbar CSF was collected from patients 51 – 62 .Seizure
frequencies represent average frequency activity per month. C: patients with clustered attacks. Abbreviations: DNT =
Dysembryonic neuroepithelial tumor; FCD = focal cortical dysplasia; n.a. = not applicable; WHO grade = world health
organization grading scale of malignancy.
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Individual protein values as well as component scores were correlated with seizure
frequency, surgery outcome (Engel score), Weiler score and tumour type using
Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation tests, but no significant correlations were
detected.
Programs used for the statistical analyses and graphical representations were
SPSS (SPSS 15 for windows) and Graphpad Prism 5.
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4

Up-regulation of eight inflammatory mediators in CSF of TLE patients
To assess whether changes in cytokine expression in the brain tissue of TLE
patients could also be detected in their sub-arachnoidal CSF (SAS-CSF), we
measured inflammatory mediators that were previously shown to be up-regulated
in brain tissue or CSF from mTLE patients (Li et al., 2011;Vezzani et al., 2011b)
(Kan et al, chapter 3). Table 1 shows the clinical data of all patients included in this
study. All 24 inflammatory mediators were detectable in the CSF and within the
linear range of the protein curve, with the exception of sVCAM1 (patient numbers:
50, 29, 31, 37, 15, 17-19 and 22). Table 2 summarizes the protein levels found in
the 4 different patient groups. Out of the 24 inflammatory mediators investigated,
11 proteins showed differences between the four investigated patient groups
(ANOVA p<0.05). Post-hoc testing revealed that out of these 11, eight showed
increased expression when comparing TLE patients to both control groups (Table
2 and Fig. 1). Five proteins (IL-1, IL-1, IL-5, IL-7 and IL-10) out of these eight
were up-regulated in TLE patients in comparison to control-SAS patients, and
three proteins (IL-27, CCL5 and sVCAM1) were up-regulated in TLE patients in
comparison to lumbar controls. IL-7 levels were also significantly higher in TLE
patients when compared to extra-TLE patients.
The remaining 3 proteins that showed significantly different levels between groups
were IL-22, CXCL9 and CCL2. These proteins differed significantly between the
two control groups (Table 2 and Appendix 1A,B).
In summary, in CSF of TLE patients we find eight inflammatory mediators upregulated in comparison to non-epileptic controls. This is one-third of the 24 upregulated inflammatory mediators we detected previously in brain tissue of TLE
patients. Interestingly, the expression levels in the extra-TLE group were often
between the TLE and the SAS-control groups. The only inflammatory mediator
significantly different in extra-TLE patients was IL-7.
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433.3
6.7
19.2
4.7
114.0
281.1
28.0

Control (Lumbar)

Expression (pg/ml)
Control (SAS)

Extra-TLE

TLE

Type of expression change
TLE 
TLE 
Control
extraTLE
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

 Controls

(209-2195.9)
257.6
(161.7-875.9)
397.2
(223.5-772.6)
547.7
(250-1016.3)
(5.1-9.3)
5.4
(3.1-5.9)
5.6
(4.6-6.6)
5.8
(5.3-10.0)
+
(13.2-26.7)
17.0
(4.9-20.4)
19.4
(15.0-22.7)
20.8
(11.9-34.1)
(3.8-9.9)
4.0
(2.0-4.7)
4.6
(3.9-6.2)
5.6
(4.5-8.0)
+
(96.4-141.6)
101.1
(71.1-122.4)
109.7
(91.0-127.1)
110.5
(98.7-154.5)
+
(218.5-354.5)
447.3
(291.0-862.4)
306.1
(259.9-508.3)
345.1
(273.7-493.3)
+
(23.3-34.8)
27.8
(16.9-56.4)
31.4
(25.8-39.4)
33.8
(29.5-45.0)
(3E+06(7E+06(6E+06(4E+06sVCAM1
9E+06
3E+07
8E+07
6E+07
+
2E+08)
7E+07)
2E+11)
5E+08)
IL-22
30.4
(26.5-43.4)
25.3
(15.0-29.2)
25.7
(20.3-35.4)
27.4
(23.8-42.4)
+
CXCL9
21.2
(19.2-32.5)
18.4
(12.0-26.1)
19.0
(16.2-22.2)
20.4
(17.3-23.8)
+
CCL2
120.0
(97.9-174.8)
99.6
(53.8-118.7)
81.8
(52.1-176.6)
96.7
(64.3-183.2)
+
(1689.4(1694.9(1648.2(1680.4n.a.
IL-1ra
n.a.
1827.9
1792.0
1807.0
1797.7
1959.7)
2024.4)
1943.1)
2109.1)
IL-6
30.5
(27.9-50.0)
35.0
(24.7-51.0)
35.0
(24.6-50.0)
35.2
(23.4-63.1)
n.a.
n.a.
IL-13
124.7
(110.8-140.0)
118.3
(77.7-134.6)
122.0
(99.5-138.2)
129.2
(103.3-169.4)
n.a.
n.a.
+
(1599.7(1107.5(1418.1(1535.3n.a.
IL-25
1867.6
2789.2)
1593.9
3288.4)
1652.4
1851.5)
1778.3
2425.7)
n.a.
TNF
57.5
(47.3-112.4)
53.2
(34.9-74.6)
56.5
(48.4-80.7)
64.6
(42.6-99.5)
n.a.
n.a.
IFN
242.8
(75.5-316.3)
193.8
(105.7-257.6)
201.9
(42.3-266.9)
232.7
(104.1-299.5)
n.a.
n.a.
CCL3
142.5
(120.7-215.3)
135.8
(107.3-230.6)
141.4
(120.7-171.8)
143.9
(131.3-201.0)
n.a.
n.a.
CCL4
7.8
(6.3-27.5)
17.1
(0.0-100.5)
9.9
(4.1-31.7)
8.7
(4.1-31.9)
n.a.
n.a.
CCL19
88.8
(21.0-258.4)
136.9
(55.1-225.8)
147.4
(25.4-438.8)
125.3
(28.7-307.6)
n.a.
n.a.
CCL22
2.5
(1.6-3.8)
2.5
(2.1-5.2)
2.7
(1.9-7.6)
2.6
(2.0-3.7)
n.a.
n.a.
HGF
569.4
(305.1-818.3)
507.0
(445.2-920.8)
456.4
(334.5-1385)
538.3
(272.0-775.8)
n.a.
n.a.
sICAM1
4048.0
(2035.7-6322) 6051.9
(2384-17311)
3994.9
(2713-10337)
4166.3
(2741.7-8050)
n.a.
n.a.
+
VEGF
52.2
(40.9-77.0)
47.8
(37.6-142.0)
44.1
(35.6-68.8)
49.0
(41.4-66.1)
n.a.
n.a.
Table 2. Protein levels of inflammatory mediators
MIA was performed on selected chemokines, cytokines, growth factors and adhesion molecules in CSF of lumbar controls, subarachnoid controls, patients with extra-temporal
epilepsy and patients with temporal lobe epilepsy. The measured inflammatory proteins are listed in order of significance. Proteins in bold show significant changes between groups
(ANOVA/Kruskal-Wallis, p< 0.05). Levels are presented as medians and range (between brackets) Abbreviations: CCL = chemokine (C-C motif) ligand; CXCL = chemokine (C-X-C
motif) ligand; HGF = hepatocyte growth factor; IL= interleukin; IFN = interferon type 1; sICAM1 = soluble intercellular cell adhesion molecule 1; sVCAM1 = soluble vascular cell
adhesion molecule 1; TNF = tumor necrosis factor; VEGF = vascular endothelial growth factor;

IL-1
IL-1
IL-5
IL-7
IL-10
IL-27
CCL5

Protein

Table 2: Protein levels of inflammatory mediators.
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Figure 1: Scatter plots showing up-regulation and variation in levels of inflammatory
mediators per patient group.
Scatter plots showing protein concentration of inflammatory mediator per individual patient.
CSF was collected from four patient groups: lumbar CSF from non-epileptic controls
(lumbar-controls or Cntrl-L), sub-arachnoid CSF from non-epileptic controls (SAS-controls or
Cntrl-A), from extra-TLE patients (extra-TLE) and from TLE patients (TLE). Levels of IL-1,
IL-1, IL-5, IL-7 and IL-10 are up-regulated in TLE patients compared to SAS-Controls.
IL-27, CCL5 and sVCAM1 are up-regulated in TLE patients compared to lumbar controls.
Horizontal lines represent the median protein concentration per patient group. *p<0.05
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Levels of individual inflammatory mediators per patient group.
To further analyse the up-regulation of inflammatory mediators we plotted their
individual concentrations per patient group (Fig. 1). These scatter plots showed
that there were different degrees of variation between the patient groups,
depending on the inflammatory mediator measured. For example, the variation in
IL-5 and IL-10 expression in the TLE patient group was high, while the variation in
IL-27 and CCL5 was considerably less. Interestingly, patient number 54 had the
highest levels of IL-1, IL-10 and CCL5, and the second highest for IL-5 and IL-7.
Also within the lumbar control group there was for example a high variation
between patients in IL-1 and lower variation in CCL5 levels. Careful analysis of
the data revealed that this variation did not originate from technical measurement
problems, but the recorded clinical parameters did not provide an explanation for
this variation either. Interestingly, the levels of IL-27 and sICAM1 were significantly
higher in sub-arachnoid than in lumbar controls, (Table 2). The scatter plots
subsequently showed that this was due to higher levels of these two proteins in
five patients (Figure 1, Appendix 1B). Four of these five patients (patients 15, 1719) were diagnosed with a glioblastoma (Table 1).
In all, scatter plots of the inflammatory mediators per patient showed different
degrees of patient group variation, and suggest that individual patients have
distinct inflammatory profiles (eg. patient number 54)
Principle component analysis
To analyse the complex expression profiles of individual patients, we performed an
unbiased principle component analysis (PCA) on all the CSF samples collected
from the subarachnoid space. This analysis revealed 5 principle components that
together explained 69.4% of the variance detected in all samples (Fig. 2). The first
main component contained the largest number of cytokines and was significantly
different between TLE and control-SAS patients (Fig. 2A). Four proteins in this
component were each significantly different between TLE and controls (IL-1,
IL-10, IL-5 and IL-7). Several other proteins in this first component (IL-13, IL-22,
and CCL5) showed a tendency toward higher levels in the TLE patients, explaining
their inclusion in this cluster (Appendix 1A). Interestingly component 4, containing
CCL2, IFN and TNF, differed significantly as a cluster between TLE and extraTLE patients (Fig. 2A). Thus, although individually these proteins do not differ
significantly between TLE and extra-TLE patients (table 1 and Appendix 1A,B), as
a cluster they do. Surprisingly, component 4 did not contain IL-7, even though this
was the only individual protein that differed significantly between TLE and extraTLE patients.
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Figure 2: Principle component analysis of levels of inflammatory mediators in subarachnoid CSF.
Panel A) the inflammatory mediator composition of the 5 principle components identified by
PCA. The contribution (expressed as % of total variance) of each component is depicted on
top of each component. Inflammatory mediators are listed in order of the significance level
of their contribution to the component (factor loading). Component 1 and 4 are differently
expressed between the patient groups.
Panel B) PCA plot of the individual component scores of the 1st component against the 4th.
Each point represents a single patient (see table 1). Cntrl-A: sub-arachnoid controls; extraTLE: patients with extra-temporal epilepsy; TLE: patients with temporal lobe epilepsy.
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The PCA plots of the individual component 1 scores against the component 4
scores (Fig 2B) showed that most patients segregate into their respective patient
groups. For instance patients 13, 17, 18 and 22 of the control-SAS group
segregate to the left, while extra-TLE patients 27, 30, 29 and 37 segregate to the
bottom. Most TLE patients segregate to the top right corner (46, 47, 50, 53, 54).
Several patients within each group did not segregate as much. Careful statistical
analysis did not identify any clinical parameters correlating with the degree of
segregation of these patients.

Discussion
Up-regulation of inflammatory mediators in CSF of TLE patients
Previous studies, investigating brain tissue resected from human TLE patients
have shown an up-regulation of a wide range of transcripts and proteins of the
immune system (Lee et al., 2007;Ravizza et al., 2007;Rigau et al., 2007;van
Gassen et al., 2008;Fabene et al., 2008;Nakahara et al., 2010;Fabene et al.,
2010). Here we investigated whether this up-regulation of the immune system can
be detected in CSF of epilepsy patients. We compared inflammatory protein levels
of TLE, extra-TLE and two non-epileptic control groups (sub-arachnoid and lumbar
CSF). Detecting immunological profiles in CSF of TLE patients may be of
diagnostic value, when immunological signatures can be linked to the pathological
state of the TLE brain.
In each CSF sample we simultaneously determined protein levels of 24
inflammatory mediators using a multiplex bead-based immunoassay. We found
eight up-regulated inflammatory mediators in the CSF of TLE patients compared to
controls. IL-1, IL-1, IL-5, IL-7 and IL-10 levels were increased in TLE versus
SAS-control patients, and IL-27, CCL5 and sVCAM1 showed increased levels in
comparison to the lumbar control group.
In CSF one- third of the inflammatory mediators previously identified up-regulated
in TLE tissue, where also found to be up-regulated. Previous studies in TLE
patients have shown increased CSF levels of IL-6, IL-1 and IL-1ra within 24 hours
after seizure activity (Lehtimaki et al., 2004;Lehtimaki et al., 2010). We also
detected increased levels of IL-1, however not of IL-1ra or IL-6. This discrepancy
might be due to technical issues such as the use of different antibodies, but
another explanation could be that up-regulated levels of IL-1ra and IL-6 are more
related to recent seizure activity.
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This suggests that up-regulation of IL-1 we find in the chronic TLE patients may
be the sum of TLE pathology and seizure activity, while the IL-6 and IL-1ra upregulation that others reported is more seizure related and transient.
Up-regulation of IL-1, and sVCAM1 levels in mTLE tissue has been reported
several times before (Lee et al., 2007;Ravizza et al., 2007;Rigau et al.,
2007;Vezzani et al., 2011b). However up-regulation of IL-1 IL-5, 7,10 and 27 and
CCL5 protein levels in TLE tissue was only found in our recent study (Kan et al,
chapter 3). Thus, besides confirming that TLE is associated with increased protein
levels of IL1 and sVCAM1, we could also verify the up-regulation of five recently
identified inflammatory proteins in TLE patients.
Interestingly, several of these inflammatory mediators may have opposing roles in
epileptogenesis. For instance IL1, IL-1 and sVCAM1 are thought to be proepileptogenic in animal models (Fabene et al., 2008;Balosso et al., 2008;Maroso et
al., 2010;Dube et al., 2010), whereas increased levels of IL-10 and IL1-ra appear
to have anti-epileptogenic properties (Vezzani et al., 2000;Vezzani et al.,
2002;Kurreeman et al., 2004;Heida & Pittman, 2005;Levin & Godukhin,
2007;Ishizaki et al., 2008;Auvin et al., 2010). The roles of IL-5, 7, and 27 in
epileptogenesis and TLE have not yet been investigated. CCL5 might well have
pro-epileptogenic properties, as inhibiting of CCR5, the receptor for CCL5, has
protective effects in an animal model for TLE (Louboutin et al., 2011).
In all, our data is in line with an up-regulation of components of the immune system
in TLE, and shows that part of the inflammatory response in the TLE brain can be
detected as changes in the profile of a specific set of inflammatory mediators in
CSF.
Differences in levels of inflammatory mediators between control groups.
Two types of non-epileptic control CSF samples were used in this study. Both
control patient groups were selected because they did not suffer from epilepsy.
However, due to the difference in clinical diagnosis and in source of the CSF
between these control groups, several limitations of the study need to be
considered. In the lumbar CSF control group, patients without CNS pathology,
CSF was collected relatively far away from the brain. The composition of subarachnoid and lumbar CSF is known to differ in protein as well as IgG
concentration (Conly & Ronald, 1983). Indeed, approximately a third of the
inflammatory mediators we measured had a significantly higher protein level in
lumbar than in sub-arachnoid CSF. Over the groups this amounted to factor 1.2,
which is in line with the difference in total protein content between sub-arachnoid
and lumbar CSF (Conn, 2008).
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The amount of SAS-CSF obtained did not allow for additional protein concentration
measurements, thus we could not correct our data directly for total protein
concentration. In the SAS-control group CSF was collected according to the same
protocol as our epilepsy patients. Although these patients did not suffer from
epilepsy, they underwent brain surgery for other CNS pathology. Interestingly, IL27 and sICAM1 levels in the SAS-control group were significantly increased
compared to the lumbar controls. The scatter plots show this increase is caused by
5 patients in this group, four of which suffered from glioblastoma (patients 15, 1719) and one from a meningioma (patient 22). Glioblastoma’s may indeed contain
elevated levels of sICAM1 (Lossinsky et al., 1995;Choi et al., 2003) and in one
study levels of sICAM1 tended to correlate with the malignancy of the tumour (Choi
et al., 2003). This glioblastoma-associated increase in sICAM1 appears to be
absent in the serum of these patients (Salmaggi et al., 1999;Nano et al., 2003). It
is worthwhile to determine sICAM1 and IL-27 levels in CSF of a larger patient
cohort with glioblastoma’s, to assess any correlation with malignancy and its
diagnostic potential.
In summary, the design of the study with two non-epileptic control groups allowed
firm conclusions, despite shortcomings of each individual control group.
Principle Component Analysis reveals clustered inflammatory mediators and
segregation of patient groups
To analyse the expression profiles of inflammatory mediators in the CSF, and to
assess whether individual patients could be segregated on the basis of these
profiles, we performed a principle component analysis (PCA). This analysis
revealed 5 inflammatory mediator networks or components that together explained
69.4% of the variance detected in all sub-arachnoid samples (Fig. 2). Interestingly,
66% of the mediators in the first component were also present in the first
component identified by PCA in expression data of the neocortex of a similar TLE
patient cohort (Kan et al. submitted, Appendix 2). This suggests that not only the
up-regulation of individual cytokines, but also up-regulation of coherent networks
identified in TLE tissue, are detectable in the CSF of TLE patients. This first CSF
component explained 31.2% of the variance, and was significantly different
between TLE patients and subarachnoid controls. The fourth component was
significantly different between the two epilepsy groups. The PCA plot of component
one against component four (Fig 2B) revealed that most patients segregated into
their respective patient groups. However, not all patients followed that pattern. To
assess possible correlations with clinical parameters larger patient cohorts will be
required.
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In all, we show that a significant proportion of inflammatory mediators up-regulated
in brain tissue of TLE patients, are also up-regulated in the sub-arachnoid CSF of
TLE patients. These findings may have diagnostic potential. Profiling inflammatory
mediators in SAS-CSF could provide a tool to (sub)classify TLE patients and may
have prognostic value in terms of surgery outcome. An interesting possibility would
be the use of lumbar CSF profiling in patients undergoing pre-surgical evaluation.
Particularly, if based on the expression profile patients could be selected that may
benefit from immune-modulatory therapy. Animal studies will be required to
investigate to what degree alterations in inflammatory mediator expression predict
susceptibility to immune therapy. These studies are also necessary to establish a
causal relationship between expression changes and epileptogenesis. In such
studies it will be important to perform protein expression profiling of inflammatory
mediators, rather than for instance mRNA expression profiling. Based on protein
profiling studies in animal models, pro-epileptogenic inflammatory pathways
involved in the epileptogenic process may be identified. Identification of these
pathways will be crucial to the development of new treatment strategies and to
develop suitable diagnostic tools to identify patients susceptible to specific
immuno-therapy.
We also observed that the individual variation in levels of certain proteins can be
quite large, while the fold increase per individual inflammatory protein between the
patient groups are small. It is therefore unlikely that a single inflammatory mediator
can be used to determine the inflammatory or epileptogenic state of the brain in
CSF. We therefore propose that the use of PCA in combination with the MIA
measured in larger patient populations could give valuable information about the
CNS immunological profile of individual patients. This information coupled to the
epileptogenicity of the activated network could influence the treatment a patient
needs in order to achieve seizure-freedom.
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Supplementary figure 1: Scatter plots of inflammatory mediators.
Scatter plots show concentration per individual patient for the four patients groups for each
of the regulated inflammatory mediators. Control Lumbal (Cntrl-L), control-SAS (Cntrl-A),
extra-TLE patients (extra-TLE) and from TLE patients (TLE). Horizontal lines represent the
median protein concentration per patient group. *p<0.05.
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4

Supplementary figure 1: Scatter plots of inflammatory mediators.
Scatter plots show concentration per individual patient for the four patients groups for each
of the regulated inflammatory mediators. Control Lumbal (Cntrl-L), control-SAS (Cntrl-A),
extra-TLE patients (extra-TLE) and from TLE patients (TLE). Horizontal lines represent the
median protein concentration per patient group. *p<0.05.
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Appendix 2
Component
1
40.1%

2
10%

3
8.4%

IL-5

IL-18

CCL2

4
8%
Adiponectin

VEGF

IL-6R

CCL4

ICAM1

VCAM1

MIF

Adiponectin

Cathepsin-S

CCL3

IL-1

CXCL8.IL-8

CCL18

CCL19

TNF

No differences

No differences

IL-1ra
IL-27
IL-22
IL-13
IL-25
CCL22
IL-7
CXCL9
IL-1
IL-23

4

TNF
mTLE  control

No differences

Supplementary table 2: Principle components of the PCA analysis of inflammatory
mediators measured in homogenates of temporal neocortex tissue of mTLE patients
(Kan et al., chapter 3).
The first four components are depicted that together explain 66.5% of the variance detected
in the cortical homogenates. The contribution (expressed as % of the total variance) of each
component is depicted on top of each component. Inflammatory mediators are listed in order
of the significance level of their contribution to the component (factor loading). Only proteins
with a factor loading of > 0.4 (= >16% of explained variance) are shown. Component 1 is
significantly different between mTLE and control tissue. Proteins depicted in bold are also
present in the primary component in CSF.
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Abstract
Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is one of the most common focal epilepsy
syndromes. In a genome-wide expression study of the human TLE hippocampus
we previously showed up-regulation of genes involved in chemokine signalling.
Here we investigate in the rat pilocarpine model for TLE, whether changes in
chemokine signalling occur during epileptogenesis and are persistent. Therefore
we analyzed hippocampal protein expression and cellular localisation of CCL2,
CCL4, CCR1 and CCR5 after status epilepticus. We found increased CCL4 (but
not CCL2) expression in specific populations of hilar astrocytes at 2 and 19 weeks
after SE concomitant with a persistent up-regulation of its receptor CCR5. Our
results show an early and persistent up-regulation of CCL4/CCR5 signalling during
epileptogenesis and suggest that CCL4 signalling, rather than CCL2 signalling,
could have a role in the epileptogenic process.
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5

Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is a debilitating disease with a high percentage of
patients that do not respond to the conventional anti-epileptic drugs (Kwan &
Brodie, 2003;Cascino, 2008). Current anti-epileptic drug treatment is limited to
suppressing seizure activity, and does not interfere with the actual disease process
(Temkin, 2001;Loscher & Schmidt, 2006;Stafstrom, 2010). TLE is a type of
epilepsy that can involve an early precipitating event such as head trauma, febrile
seizures and sometimes status epilepticus (SE), this event is subsequently
followed by a latent phase in which no clinical seizure activity is present (Hauser et
al., 1991;Mathern et al., 1995;Pitkanen & Sutula, 2002;Buchhalter, 2011). During
this latent phase epileptogenic processes are progressing however, and eventually
lead to spontaneous recurrent seizures (SRS). The nature of the epileptogenic
molecular changes during the latent phase are largely unknown. It has been
proposed that activation of the immune system is involved in epileptogenesis
(Vezzani & Granata, 2005;Vezzani et al., 2011). Findings in both TLE patients and
experimental animal models indicate a rapid increase in expression of components
of the innate immune system in response to seizure activity (Vezzani & Granata,
2005;Ravizza et al., 2005;Gorter et al., 2006;Ravizza et al., 2007). This increase
can persist for days, even weeks after an epileptic insult, thus exceeding the time
course of conventional pro-inflammatory expression experienced after nonepileptic brain insults such as ischemia or lipopolysaccharide injection (Rivest,
2003;Vezzani & Granata, 2005). Genome-wide expression profiling of the human
mTLE hippocampus revealed activation of the innate immune system (Lee et al.,
2007;van Gassen et al., 2008) with a marked increase in mRNA expression of
members of the CC chemokine family.
Chemokines are small secreted proteins that are typically known for their strong
chemotactic properties toward immune cells (Murdoch & Finn, 2000). The family is
divided into 4 groups based on the relative position of the first N-terminal cysteine
(CC, CXC, CX3X and C or  families), with the CC and CXC being the largest
subgroups (Bajetto et al., 2002). Chemokines activate target cells through Gprotein coupled receptors, often causing an influx of Ca2+ and the activation of
numerous signal transduction pathways (Biber et al., 2006). Aside from their
immunological function, chemokines have been implicated in neural progenitor
proliferation and migration during in the central nervous system (CNS)
development (Tran & Miller, 2003).
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In the adult CNS some chemokines remain expressed in selected areas where
they are thought to play a role in regulation of neuronal and glial signalling and
promotion of cell survival (Biber et al., 2002;van Gassen et al., 2005;Ransohoff,
2009;Kuijpers et al., 2010).
Although evidence for a role of chemokine signaling in the pathogenesis of
epilepsy is accumulating (Fabene et al., 2010), more experimental evidence in
support of this hypothesis is required. Most studies so far report increased
chemokine mRNA levels in human TLE tissue (Lee et al., 2007;van Gassen et al.,
2008) or in experimental models for TLE shortly after SE (Galasso et al.,
1998;Mennicken et al., 2002;Manley et al., 2007;Foresti et al., 2009;Louboutin et
al., 2011). Only a limited number of studies monitored chemokine mRNA
expression profiles during the latent and chronic phase (Gorter et al., 2006;GuzikKornacka et al., 2011). Longitudinal studies in experimental TLE on chemokine
protein expression are even more sparse (Guzik-Kornacka et al., 2011).
In the present study we investigated protein expression of chemokines CCL2 and
CCL4 and their receptors CCR1 (receptor for CCL2 and 4) and CCR5 (preferred
receptor for CCL4) during the latent and chronic phase of experimental TLE using
immunohistochemistry. We determined hippocampal expression of these
chemokines and their receptors 2, 4, 8 and 19 weeks after Li+/pilocarpine-induced
status epilepticus (SE) in rats (Sankar et al., 1998;Roch et al., 2002;Sloviter,
2008;Leroy et al., 2011) and identified the cell types expressing them. To allow
comparison with cytokine expression, we also determined immunoreactivity in the
same hippocampi for interleukin IL-6, which has previously been implicated in both
human and animal TLE (Peltola et al., 2000;Vezzani & Granata, 2005;Liimatainen
et al., 2009;Vezzani et al., 2011). We show a prolonged up-regulation of CCL4 (but
not CCL2) and its receptors CCR5, and of interleukin IL-6 after SE.
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Li / pilocarpine-induced status epilepticus
Male Wistar rats (Charles River Laboratories, Schulzfield, Germany) arrived at
postnatal day 8 (P8) in litters of ten pups. Rats were weaned and housed
individually at P21 and kept in temperature and humidity controlled rooms on a 12h normal light schedule (lights on at 7:00 AM) with food (normal lab chow) and
water ad libitum. All experimental procedures were approved and performed in
accordance with the regulations of the Ethical Committee for Animal Experiments
of Utrecht University, The Netherlands.
Experimental SE was induced as described by Sankar et al (Sankar et al., 1998).
Briefly, Lithium chloride (Li+) (3 mg/kg; Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) was
administered by intra peritoneal (i.p.) injection to all rats 18-20 h before the
subcutaneous injection of pilocarpine (40 mg/kg; Sigma, St. Louis, MO USA).
At P21 the animals were injected i.p. with methyl-scopolamine (1 mg/kg; Sigma, St.
Louis, MO USA) to reduce peripheral effects of pilocarpine administration. Rats
were placed individually in high plastic cages for behavioural observation. Thirty
minutes later pilocarpine or an equal volume of saline was administered
subcutaneously. Rat behaviour was classified in six stages according to Racine
(Racine, 1972). After one hour of SE, rats received an injection with diazepam
(4mg/kg i.p., Centrafarm Services BV, Etten-Leur, The Netherlands) to suppress
seizures and reduce mortality rate. Only rats that reached stage 6 seizures (71%)
were included as SE animals in this study. SRS were detected after a period of 1518 weeks using daily video monitoring. Animals were also checked several times a
day for handling-induced seizures. SRS were detected in 44% of SE animals. It
should be noted that this percentage probably is an underestimation as in some
animals subclinical seizures occur.
Immunohistochemistry
Rats were sacrificed 2, 4, 8 and 19 weeks after SE (n=6 per time point) or saline
treatment (n=5 per time point) by i.p. injection of pentobarbital (300 mg/kg i.p.
Pentobarbital, Ceva Sante Animale, Maassluis, The Netherlands) and perfused
transcardially with saline containing 500 Units heparin (Leo Pharmaceurical
Products, Weesp, The Netherlands) followed by ice-cold fixative (4%
paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4). Brains were dissected
immediately after perfusion, and post-fixed in the same fixative at 4°C, dehydrated
and embedded in paraffin.
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Immunohistochemistry (IHC) was performed on 7 μm adjacent sections with
commercially available polyclonal goat antibodies for CCL2 (1:300), CCL4 (1:300),
CCR1 (1:200), CCR5 (1:400), IL-6 (1:300) (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz,
USA) and polyclonal rabbit anti-Iba1 (WAKO Pure chemicals, Neuss, Germany).
Antibody dilution curves were prepared to determine optimal working
concentrations. No immunoreactivity (IR) was observed when testing the immuneantibodies for their specificity by incubating sections with primary antibodies
preabsorped with excess of their respective antigen, or completing the protocol
without the primary antibody (data not shown).
After rehydration, all sections were subjected to antigen retrieval using microwave
treatment (in 0.01M, sodium citrate pH 6.0). Non-specific binding was blocked with
0.3%H202 for 30 min at room temperature, followed by incubation with fetal calf
serum (CCL2, CCR1 & 5 and Il-6) or normal rabbit serum (CCL4) for 30 min at 37
°C. The primary antibodies were diluted in phosphate buffered saline (PBS)
containing 0.2%Triton-X100/0.1% bovine serum albumine and sections were
incubated overnight at 4°C. The secondary antibody was biotinylated rabbit-antigoat (Dako Cytomation, Glostrup, Denmark). IR was visualized using the avidinbiotin method (Vectastain ABC Elite kit; Vector Laboratories) with 3,3’diaminobenzidinetetrachloride (DAB) as the chromogen (Sigma Chemical Co., St.
Louis, MO). Sections were either counterstained briefly with haematoxylin (CCL4,
CCR5), or directly dehydrated and coverslipped.
Quantification of immunohistochemistry
All sections at each time point were first analysed by two independent observers
blinded for the experimental design. Sections were ranked according to the
intensity of IR in a particular hippocampal subfield. This analysis revealed that SEinduced expression differences were most pronounced in the hilar region. IR in this
region of the hippocampus (defined as the area between the two arms of the
granular layer of the dentate gyrus (DG)) was quantified by computerized
densitometry using Image J (Image processing and analysis in JAVA, version
1.44p). After background correction, relative optical densities (RODs) were
determined and normalized to the respective age-matched control group. RODs
were expressed as mean +/- standard error of the mean (SEM). Statistical
significance was tested within the age group using a 2-tailed students T-test
(normally distributed data) or a Mann-Whitney U test (not normally distributed data)
using SPSS (15.0 for windows).
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Immunofluorescence
Double immunofluorescence labelling was performed with a protocol similar to that
for IHC (omitting the 0.3% H202 blocking step). The secondary antibodies were
donkey-anti-goat Alexa 488 (Invitrogen, Molecular Probes, Oregon, USA) for CCL2
(1:100) & 4 (1:150), CCR5 (1:120) and IL-6 (1:100), donkey-anti-rabbit Alexa 555
(Invitrogen, Molecular Probes, Oregon, USA) for GFAP (1:6000 Dako Cytomation,
Glostrup, Denmark) and Iba1 (1:1500), and donkey-anti-mouse Alexa 555
(Invitrogen, Molecular Probes, Oregon, USA) for NeuN (1:800, Chemicon, Illinois,
USA) and Vimentin (1:600, Dako Cytomation, Glostrup, Denmark).
Microscopy
Images were taken using Axioscop 1 and Axiovert 2 microscopes (Carl Zeiss).
Confocal images were collected in 0.94 μm stacks by a Confocal Laser Scanning
Microscope (CSLM; Olympus FV1000) equipped with an argon/krypton laser, using
a 60x 1.4 NA oil objective.

Results

5

CCL2
Hippocampal CCL2 IR was predominantly detected in the granular layer of the
dentate gyrus (DG) and pyramidal layers of all the Cornu Ammonis regions (CA) in
both control and SE rats (fig. 1A). Visual assessment of CCL2 IR did not reveal
differences in any subfield of the hippocampus between SE animals and agematched controls at any time-point after SE. Furthermore, quantification of CCL2
IR in the hilus did not reveal differences between SE animals and age-matched
controls at any of the time-points after SE (fig. 2A).
To identify the cell types expressing CCL2 we performed double labelling
experiments using markers for four major CNS cell types. The majority of CCL2 IR
cells also expressed the neuronal marker NeuN, 2 and 19 weeks after SE (fig. 3A
and B). GFAP-positive glial cells and Vimentin-positive reactive astroglia were
found in very close proximity to CCL2-positive cells, yet no actual co-labelling was
detected. Additionally, Iba1-positive microglia almost enveloped CCL2 IR cells. At
2 and 19 weeks after SE a small percentage of Iba1-positive cells expressed both
markers (fig. 3A, B). This co-expression was only detected in the hilar region of the
hippocampus.
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Figure 1: Longitudinal expression patterns of IR for chemokine signalling proteins
after SE.
Photomicrographs of the hippocampus showing typical examples of IR of chemokines CCL2
(A) and CCL4 (B), chemokine receptors CCR1 (C) and CCR5 (D), interleukin IL-6 (E) and
microglial marker Iba1(F) at 2, 8 and 19 weeks (2 w, 8 w and 19 w) after SE and saline
treated controls (2w). Note IR up-regulation is predominantly found in the hilar region (h).
CCR5 and IL-6 IR up-regulation is also found in the molecular layer (ML) and the stratum
radiatum (SR) 8 and 19 weeks after SE. CCL4 and CCR5 IR is counterstained with
haematoxylin. Scale bar = 500μm.

These findings show that in the rat hippocampus CCL2 is predominantly expressed
in neurons and that its expression is not affected 2 to 9 weeks after SE.
Interestingly, a small hilar subpopulation of reactive microglia also expresses
CCL2, both in the latent and chronic phase of experimental TLE.
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CCL4
In control animals the hippocampus was almost devoid of CCL4 IR at all
investigated time-points (fig.1B). After SE, expression of CCL4 IR could be
observed in the hilar region of the hippocampus and was most pronounced at 2
and 19 weeks (fig. 1B). Indeed, quantification of CCL4 IR in the hilus revealed a
more than 2-fold increase in ROD, 2 and 19 weeks after SE (fig. 2B). Although
visual inspection indicated increased CCL4 expression in the hilus also 4 and 8
weeks after SE, this effect did not reach significance upon quantification (fig. 2B).
Immunofluorescence revealed that CCL4 IR co-localized mostly with GFAPpositive astrocytes at both time points investigated (fig. 3C and D). Two weeks
after SE, CCL4 IR was also detected in a number of Vimentin-positive reactive
astrocytes and endothelial cells of the microvasculature (fig. 3C). 19 weeks after
SE, when most Vimentin-positive reactive glia had disappeared, CCL4 IR was still
expressed in the Vimentin-positive endothelial cells (fig. 3D). CCL4 IR did not colocalize with neuronal marker NeuN nor with the microglial marker Iba1.
Interestingly, some CCL4 IR cells were found in close proximity to neurons or
microglia.
Our findings indicate that there is a biphasic up-regulation of CCL4 after SE. At 2
weeks after SE CCL4 is expressed by both reactive and GFAP positive astrocytes,
whereas at 19 weeks after SE only GFAP-positive astrocytes and the lining of
blood vessels express CCL4.

5

CCR5
CCR5 IR in controls and SE animals was predominantly found in the hilar region of
the hippocampus (fig. 1D). Visual inspection revealed increased hilar CCR5 IR at
all time-points after SE. At 8 and 19 weeks after SE we also observed increased
CCR5 IR in the molecular layer (ML) and the stratum radiatum (SR) of the
hippocampus. Quantification of CCR5 IR in the hilar region of the hippocampus
revealed a significant up-regulation of CCR5 at all time points investigated (fig.
2D). Double-labelling experiments showed that the majority of GFAP-positive cells
in the hilar region were CCR5-positive 2 and 19 weeks after SE (fig. 4A,B). Some
of the Vimentin-positive cells detected in the hilus 2 weeks after SE also colabelled with CCR5.
At 19 weeks after SE no co-localization was detected anymore between CCR5 and
Vimentin concomitant with the general loss of Vimentin-positive reactive glial cells.
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Figure 2: Quantification of hilar IR for chemokine signalling proteins at various timepoints after SE.
Relative optical densities (ROD) of the hilar IR for CCL2 (A), CCL4 (B), CCR1 (C), CCR5
(D), IL-6 (E) and Iba1 (F) were determined at 2w, 4w, 8 w and 19 weeks after SE (n=6 per
timepoint). Data were normalized to time-matched controls (n=5 per timepoint).
* significantly different P<0.05, ** significantly different P<0.01.

Even though Iba1-positive microglial cells were found virtually hugging CCR5 positive cells, no actual co-localization of these parameters was found at the two
time points investigated. Additionally, CCR5 IR did not co-localize with NeuN (fig.
4A,B)
These findings show a long-term up-regulation of CCR5 IR in reactive- and GFAPpositive astrocytes at least up to 19 weeks after SE.
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Figure 3: CCL2 IR was predominantly found in neurons and CCL4 IR predominantly in
(reactive) astrocytes and vascular endothelial cells.
Fluorescent micrographs showing typical examples of double label immunofluorescent (IF)
experiments in the hilar region of the hippocampus 2 (A,C) and 19 weeks (B,D) after SE.
Chemokines are in green, cell markers in red. Insets (green, red, and merge) are confocal
images of representative cells in the same region. CCL2 IF (A and B) co-localized mostly
with neuronal marker NeuN and was also found in a small subset of hilar Iba1-positive cells.
CCL4 IF (C,D) was predominantly found in GFAP-positive astrocytes. CCL4 IF was also
detected in a subset of Vimentin-positive cells; at 2w these were both activated astrocytes
and endothelial cells and at 19 w only endothelial cells of the microvasculature showed IF
for both. Scale bar = 100 μm.

CCR1
CCR1 IR was mostly detected in the hilar region of the hippocampus in both SE
and control animals (fig. 1C). Quantification revealed that CCR1 IR was
significantly up-regulated 2, 4 and 8 weeks after SE (fig. 2D). This up-regulation
was almost 5-fold 2 weeks after SE, declined to about 2.5-fold after 8 weeks and
was no longer significant 19 weeks after SE (where only 3 of the 6 animals showed
a moderate increase in CCR1 expression). The pattern of CCR1 IR was highly
similar to that of CCR5 and IL-6 (compare fig. 1C to fig.1D,E).
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Indeed, CCR1 IR was found in the same glial subpopulations as CCR5,
predominantly in GFAP-positive and reactive astrocytes (data not shown). Our
findings show an up-regulation of hilar CCR1 expression after SE that dissipates
over time.

Figure 4: CCR5 and IL-6 IR was mainly found in GFAP- and Vimentin-positive glial
cells.
Fluorescent micrographs showing typical examples of double label immunofluorescence (IF)
experiments in the hilar region of the hippocampus 2 and 19 weeks after SE. CCR5 and IL6 are in green, cell markers in red. Insets are confocal images of representative cells in the
same region. CCR5 and IL-6 IF co-localized with GFAP- and Vimentin-positive astrocytes 2
w after SE. 19 w after SE CCR5 and IL-6 IF was found in GFAP-positive astrocytes and IL-6
was also detected in the Vimentin positive endothelial cells of the microvasculature. Scale
bar = 100 μm.

IL-6
IL-6 IR was predominantly detected in the hilar region of the hippocampus in all SE
and control animals (fig. 1E). Visual inspection revealed increased hilar Il-6 IR at all
time-points after SE. Interestingly, at 8 and 19 weeks after SE we also observed
increased Il-6 IR in the molecular layer (ML) and the stratum radiatum (SR) of the
hippocampus (fig. 1E).
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This expression pattern is very similar to that of CCR5 IR (compare fig. 1D).
Quantification showed a marked increase in IL-6 IR in the hilar region of the
hippocampus at all four time points after SE (fig. 2E). This up-regulation was
highest at 2 and 19 weeks after SE, indicating a biphasic effect. IL-6 IR cells colabelled with both GFAP and Vimentin (fig. 4C and D) two weeks after SE. At 19
weeks after SE the only Vimentin-positive cells that expressed IL-6 IR were the
cells lining the blood vessels of the hippocampus. No co-localization of Il-6 IR was
observed in the hippocampus with either microglial or neuronal markers, although
sometimes IL-6 IR and NeuN- or Iba1-positive cells were detected in close
proximity. Our findings show persistent astroglial up-regulation of IL-6 after SE.
Additionally, we show that in response to SE, endothelial cells of the
microvasculature also express IL-6 at 2 and 19 weeks after the treatment.

5

Microglia cell marker Iba1
Using Iba1 as a microglial marker in the double label immunofluorescence study
we noticed a marked increase of Iba1 IR cells 2 weeks after SE. This prompted us
to investigate microgliosis during epileptogenesis in this animal model. Iba1positive microglial cells were seen scattered across the hippocampus in all animals
investigated (fig. 1F). Most of these Iba1 IR cells displayed a resting ramified
morphology (Ladeby et al., 2005;Kadowaki et al., 2007). An up-regulation of Iba1
IR cells was detected 2 and 4 weeks after SE (fig. 2F). This increase was most
apparent in the hilar region of the hippocampus. A significant proportion of these
hilar Iba1 IR cells showed an amoeboid morphology indicative of activated
microglia.
At 8 and 19 weeks after SE no differences were detected between SE and control
animals in neither the number nor the morphology of Iba1 IR cells. Our data shows
microglial activation up to four weeks after SE.
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Discussion
Several lines of evidence indicate that the innate immune system is up-regulated
after seizures and in TLE (Vezzani, 2005;Fabene et al., 2010;Vezzani et al., 2011).
This up-regulation is thought to include cytokines as well as chemokines. Data on
up-regulation of chemokines largely arises from studies where chemokine mRNA
expression was measured acutely after SE (hours, days) (Galasso et al.,
1998;Mennicken et al., 2002;Lee et al., 2007;van Gassen et al., 2008;Wu et al.,
2008;Louboutin et al., 2011). These studies indicate that mRNA levels of particular
chemokines are up-regulated acutely after SE. It is important to show how such
changes in mRNA translate into effects on chemokine protein expression and to
identify the cell types responsible for their production. Therefore, the aim of the
present study was to monitor protein expression of key components in chemokine
signalling at the cellular level during the latent (2-4 weeks) and chronic phase (19
weeks) in an experimental model for TLE.
SE induced an increase in CCL4, but not CCL2 expression
Our data show that protein levels of CCL4, but not CCL2, are up-regulated in the
hilus after SE (fig. 2A, B). This shows that there is specificity in the chemokine
response following SE. In human TLE samples, which are most comparable to the
chronic phase in our epilepsy model, we previously found up-regulation of both
CCL2 and CCL4 mRNA (van Gassen et al., 2008). Our longitudinal data indicates
that CCL4, but not CCL2 signalling is involved in epileptogenesis. Interestingly, we
found a biphasic up-regulation of CCL4 in SE animals. The first up-regulation is in
the early latent phase (2 weeks after SE) and appears to be due to increased
expression in Vimentin-positive (reactive) astrocytes, endothelial cells and GFAPpositive astrocytes. The second CCL4 up-regulation is in the chronic phase (19
weeks after SE) when a significant proportion of the animals suffer from SRS. This
second increase in CCL4 can be attributed to expression in GFAP-positive
astrocytes and Vimentin-positive endothelial cells lining blood vessels and could be
related to SRS activity. We have recently shown that CCL4 protein expression in
hippocampal homogenates of patients with mTLE is also strongly up-regulated
(Kan and de Graan, unpublished), yet the cellular localisation of the increase in
CCL4 mRNA (Lee et al., 2007;van Gassen et al., 2008) and protein expression in
this tissue remains to be determined. Based on our rat data it is likely that this will
be in reactive and in GFAP-positive astrocytes, and in vascular endothelial cells.
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In contrast to CCL4, we did not find a significant increase in CCL2 protein
expression in the hilus following SE (fig. 2B). CCL2 expression was largely found
in neurons at all time-points investigated and not in glial cells like CCL4. It is worth
noting that we noticed a small number of activated microglial cells positive for
CCL2 IR in the hilus of SE animals (and not in their age-matched controls), but this
increase was not detectable by computerized image quantification.
Previous animal studies have shown that up-regulation of CCL2 mRNA and protein
occurs acutely after experimental SE in rats (Gorter et al., 2006;Manley et al.,
2007;Foresti et al., 2009). Gorter and colleagues showed an initial increase in
CCL2 mRNA in a longitudinal expression profiling study of the rat hippocampus
which, in line with our results, disappeared in the latent and chronic phase of
experimental TLE (Gorter et al., 2006). In human mTLE patients, hippocampal
CCL2 mRNA (Lee et al., 2007;van Gassen et al., 2008;Wu et al., 2008) and protein
(Kan and de Graan, unpublished) expression is also significantly increased
compared to autopsy controls. Possibly this increase in CCL2 expression in TLE
patients and acutely after SE in animal models, is related to the immediate, most
likely microglial, reaction to seizure activity.
Taken together, our study shows that only CCL4 expression is up-regulated during
the latent and chronic phase following SE and that the site of chemokine
production differs between CCL4 (mainly astrocytes) and CCL2 (mainly neurons).
Thus, our data reveals specificity in the chemokine response following SE in this
animal model, and favour a role of CCL4 in the process of epileptogenesis.

5

SE induced a sustained increase in CCR5 and a transient increase in CCR1
expression.
To further investigate the possible role of CCL4 signalling in epileptogenesis we
analysed CCR1 and CCR5 expression at different times after SE. Our data show
that CCR5, the preferred receptor for CCL4 (Murphy et al., 2000) is up-regulated at
all time-points after SE, thus in the latent as well as in the chronic phase. In
contrast, CCR1, a receptor with high affinity for CCL2 (but also binding a fragment
of CCL4, (Guan et al., 2002)), was highly up-regulated at 2 and 4 weeks after SE,
but returned to control levels in the chronic phase (19 weeks after SE; fig. 2C,D).
We are not aware of other studies reporting CCR1 expression after SE. Our data
show that the increase in CCR1 receptor expression is transient. This indicates
that a possible involvement of CCR1 in epileptogenesis is restricted to the latent
phase.
Up-regulation of CCR5 has previously been shown acutely after SE (Galasso et
al., 1998;Mennicken et al., 2002;Louboutin et al., 2011).
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These authors found the up-regulation of CCR5 predominantly in neurons and
microglia, whereas in our study we only detected CCR5 protein in glial cells in the
latent and chronic phase of TLE. Interestingly, Liu et al. (2007) reported increased
expression of another CCL4 receptor, CCR8 after SE (Liu et al., 2007). This
increase was observed in interneurons acutely after SE, and in the chronic phase
also in GFAP positive glial cells. It remains to be determined whether CCR5
expression shows a similar shift in cell type expression, as our data does not
exclude CCR5 expression in other cell types before the first 2 week time point.
Our data show that the CCR5 receptor is constitutively expressed in the latent and
chronic phase after SE. CCR5 is the preferred receptor for CCL4, the chemokine
which is also increased in the latent and the chronic phase. Thus, our data indicate
that CCL4/CCR5 signalling may be important during epileptogenesis in the period
before SRS occur, as well as in the chronic epileptic phase. Interestingly, both
CCL4 and CCR5 are expressed in GFAP-positive astrocytes. Further evidence for
a role of astrocytes in epileptogenesis is the prolonged up-regulation of IL-6, a
cytokine previously implicated in experimental and human TLE (Peltola et al.,
2000;Liimatainen et al., 2009;Vezzani et al., 2011). Our data is in line with several
recent studies emphasizing a role of astrocytes in epileptogenesis (Schwarcz,
2008;Seifert et al., 2010).
Potential role of CCL4 signalling in TLE
Expression levels of CCL4 and CCR5 in the healthy brain are very low (fig. 1B and
D) (Biber et al., 2006). Our data suggests that SE induces an increase in
CCL4/CCR5 signalling both in the latent and chronic phase of TLE. Based on
literature this increased CCL4 signalling may relate to two processes implicated in
epileptogenesis: increased glial glutamate release and disruption of the blood brain
barrier (BBB). Increased glial CCL4 signalling may result in increased Ca2+ influx
triggering glial glutamate release (Parpura et al., 1994;Allen & Attwell, 2001;Biber
et al., 2006;Kuijpers et al., 2010). Interestingly, the hilar astrocytes showing
increased CCL4/CCR5 expression also display a marked reduction in expression
of the glutamate converting enzyme glutamine synthetase (GS) (Van der Hel, de
Graan, unpublished). Reduced GS expression is also found in the human mTLE
hippocampus (van der Hel et al., 2005). This suggests that hilar astrocytes in TLE
have reduced glutamate converting capacity, and hence could secrete more
glutamate in response to CCL4 signalling, thus contributing to hyperexcitability.
Increased CCL4 signalling may also relate to a loss of BBB integrity, which has
been implicated in epileptogenesis (Oby & Janigro, 2006;van Vliet et al.,
2007;Friedman et al., 2009).
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In human brain endothelial cell cultures CCL4 has strong chemotactic properties
toward T-cells (Taub et al., 1993;Quandt & Dorovini-Zis, 2004). This process can
be triggered by TNF and IL1 (Shukaliak & Dorovini-Zis, 2000), two inflammatory
factors previously implicated in TLE (Vezzani & Baram, 2007;Ravizza et al., 2007).
Thus, the increase in CCL4 expression we detected in vascular endothelial cells
may relate to loss of BBB integrity by facilitating leukocyte entry through the BBB
(Fabene et al., 2008). A recent study by Louboutin et al. (2011) provides
compelling evidence that CCR5 signalling indeed affects BBB integrity and
epileptogenesis. These authors show in a rat model for TLE that a reduction in
CCR5 expression in circulating systemic cells leads to a decrease in BBB
disruption, neuronal death and inflammation (Louboutin et al., 2011).
Although the pathways activated by CCL4/CCR5 signalling remain to be
elucidated, our data suggests a possible role for CCL4/CCR5 signalling in
epileptogenesis. Our data supports the idea that CCR5 is a target for the
development of drugs to inhibit epileptogenesis. A class of drugs of particular
interest may be the CCR5 antagonists currently under investigation for HIV/AIDS
therapy (Sayana & Khanlou, 2009;Lenz & Rockstroh, 2010).
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Chapter 6
Summary and general discussion

1. Summary

6

Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is one of the most common types of partial epilepsy
with a high percentage of patients that do not respond to ant-epileptic drug
treatments. Therefore identification of new drug targets to treat TLE is imperative.
To identify these new targets, detailed knowledge of the pathophysiology of TLE is
crucial. The aim of this thesis was to increase the current knowledge of the
processes that take place in the human TLE brain, through profiling of surgical
brain tissue and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of TLE patients. Beside investigating the
final chronic human epileptic stage (Figure 1), we also investigated whether some
of the changes detected in immune profiled human brain precede the occurrence
of spontaneous recurrent seizures (SRS) in an animal model for TLE, and thus
could be causally related to the process of epileptogenesis. The results of these
studies are summarized in figure 1, and discussed below.
mRNA profiling studies have provided a wealth of information about differentially
transcribed genes in TLE (Lee et al., 2007;van Gassen et al., 2008). There are
however many posttranscriptional processes that can influence the translation of
transcribed mRNA into protein (Aronica et al., 2010;McClelland et al., 2011).
microRNA’s (miRNA’s) are such posttranscriptional regulators. Their role as
important biological regulators was not recognized until the early 2000’s, yet
presently they are thought to be involved in most biological processes (Bartel,
2004;Kosik, 2006;Filipowicz et al., 2008). We set out to profile the microRNA
expression in the TLE brain (Chapter 2), as these important regulators of
transcription have not been investigated in this tissue before. We discovered that
miRNA profiles differ significantly between the three groups that we investigated;
non-epileptic controls, mTLE patients without hippocampal sclerosis or HS (mTLEHS) and with HS (mTLE+HS). The differences we identified were not limited to
increased or decreased levels of miRNA among the groups, as we also identified 3
microRNA’s (miR-92b, 665 and 637) with a different sub-cellular (largely nuclear)
distribution in both mTLE groups in comparison to controls. Additionally we noticed
that many of the regulated miRNA’s could potentially target the translation of
inflammatory mediators. To determine whether differential levels of microRNA’s
could actually lead to alternative levels of protein expression, we further
investigated the microRNA’s 221 and 222, and identified these two microRNA’s as
potential regulators of astrocytic ICAM1 in the mTLE+HS hippocampus. With this
finding we could link the down-regulation of the microRNA’s 221 and 222 directly to
the up-regulation of ICAM1 that we also identified in mTLE+HS astrocytes.
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Thus implicating these microRNA’s in pro-epileptogenic blood brain barrier (BBB)
disruption. This chapter shows that microRNA’s can significantly influence the
expression of multiple proteins in TLE, and suggests that this posttranscriptional
regulation takes place in TLE, specifically also at the level of the CNS immune
system.
In Chapter 3 we focus on the activated immune system in TLE using another
profiling approach. Chapter 2 clearly illustrated that many post-transcriptional
processes can be involved in TLE, therefore it was pivotal to study the brain at the
level of protein expression. Hence, in this chapter we used a relatively new
technique where levels of multiple proteins can be measured in one sample, the
multiplex bead-based immunoassay (MIA). Using this high-throughput ELISA
system we measured 40 inflammatory mediators simultaneously in neocortical and
hippocampal tissue of mTLE patients. This study not only verified the up-regulation
of a number of inflammatory mediators previously implicated in TLE studies, but
also identified a significant number of new inflammatory proteins up-regulated in
the TLE brain. As all inflammatory mediators were measured in one sample per
patient, we were able to perform a principle component analysis (PCA). This
analysis showed that the up-regulation of the immune system in TLE occurs in
clusters or networks. Moreover, follow-up analysis revealed unique expression of
these putative inflammatory networks for both TLE patient groups and controls. A
literature search on the possible functions of these immunological proteins in
mTLE uncovered, that the up-regulated networks of immunological mediators
contained both potentially pro- and anti-epileptogenic proteins.
The next question addressed (in chapter 4) was whether immunological changes
identified in brain tissue of mTLE patients could also be detected in CSF of
epilepsy patients. Using the subarachnoid CSF (SAS-CSF) this study
independently confirmed the up-regulation of a number of proteins that we
identified in the brain tissue of TLE patients. Moreover, a PCA of this data showed
substantial overlap with the results of the cortical PCA described in the previous
chapter. Further analysis showed, that also in CSF, patient groups segregated on
the basis of their immunological profile. Suggesting that not only the up-regulation
of single cytokines, but also the up-regulation of putative inflammatory networks,
can be measured in CSF of TLE patients.
In the final experimental chapter of this thesis, chapter 5, we show that the upregulation of CCL4 that was detected by us and others in the human mTLE brain
(Lee et al., 2007;van Gassen et al., 2008) is most likely part of the epileptogenic
process, rather than merely a consequence of seizure activity.
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In this chapter we followed the protein expression of CCL2 and 4 and two of their
receptors longitudinally after a precipitating event in an animal model for TLE. The
results of the study show that CCL4, but not CCL2, and its receptor CCR5 are upregulated in the latent phase that precedes spontaneous recurrent seizures (SRS)
in these animals. Additionally it localizes these proteins in hippocampal glial cells in
both the latent and the phase with SRS.
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Figure 1: Epileptogenic timeline with the main findings of this thesis in human and
animal TLE
This thesis investigates a number of inflammatory mediators and miRNA’s along the TLE
timeline. An animal model for TLE shows specific activation of components of the immune
system in both the latent and the SRS phase of TLE (chapter 5). Human TLE studies of
inflammatory mediators show a widespread up-regulation of multiple components of the
immune system in the TLE hippocampus, neocortex and in CSF (chapters 3 and 4). In the
hippocampus of same TLE patients this thesis also describes the differential expression of
miRNA’s, and a number of miRNA’s that localize to a different sub-cellular compartment
(chapter 2).

6

In all, this thesis constructs a detailed picture of the posttranscriptional TLE brain.
We profile the pathophysiological process of an activated immune system in
multiple brain tissues and fluids (neocortical, hippocampal tissue and CSF) and
investigate chemokine signalling through different stages of epileptogenesis using
an animal model (Fig. 1). We show a widespread activation of immune system that
at least in part, as shown in animal model, is not a direct consequence of seizure
activity and could possibly contribute to epileptogenesis. With the profiling studies
we show that each patient group has a unique immunological and a miRNA profile,
and on the basis of this profile we can segregate each patient into their respective
patient group.
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We can do this unbiased, without prior knowledge of the patients clinical picture,
MRI, Weiler score or EEG. These profiles give valuable information about the
immunological state of the TLE patients’ brain.
This information can hopefully in the future be used to aid diagnosis and possibly
devise treatment strategies. This discussion will further focus on the relevance of
the different profiles with regard to epileptogenesis, and the questions and
possibilities these findings generate for future research.

2. The activated immune system in TLE: a dichotomous
system?
2.1. The CNS is not an immuno-privileged site
The fact that the brain is not a immuno-privileged site became apparent
approximately a decade ago (Schwartz, 2010). Soon after that, it was discovered
that the activation of the immune system can be induced by seizure activity, and
that an activated CNS immune system can influence epileptogenesis (Vezzani et
al., 2011). Studies of the activated immune system in TLE have predominantly
been performed using animal models. Most studies have focussed thus far on a
small group of pro-inflammatory mediators (summarized in table 1 of the General
Introduction). These studies mostly describe pro-epileptogenic consequences of
up-regulation of these proteins. However, inflammatory proteins that can exert antiepileptogenic influences on the brain do also exist. A marked example of this is IL10, which has been shown in both animal and human studies to inhibit seizure
activity (Kurreeman et al., 2004;Levin & Godukhin, 2007;Ishizaki et al.,
2008;Godukhin et al., 2009). Thus the immune system activated in TLE might
influence epileptogenesis in a positive as well as in a negative direction.
2.2 Regulated inflammatory mediators influence epileptogenic processes
In chapter 3 and 4 we show that in addition to the previously identified
inflammatory mediators, such as the IL-1 family, many more proteins of the
immune system are up-regulated in the mTLE brain. Many inflammatory mediators
previously identified have been shown to directly influence the epileptogenic
process. It is therefore likely that the up-regulation of the newly identified
inflammatory mediators also influence the excitability of the epileptic brain. The
discussion of chapter 3 hypothesizes how different inflammatory mediators could
influence the process of epileptogenesis.
Several mechanisms can contribute to hyperexcitability in the brain and thus
potentially influence epileptogenesis (Pitkanen & Lukasiuk, 2011). Based on the
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physiological CNS functions of the inflammatory mediators shown up-regulated in
this thesis, three main epileptogenic processes were identified that could be
influenced by these inflammatory mediators;1) increased excitatory currents
2+
(including Ca influx) (Bittigau & Ikonomidou, 1997;Hertz et al., 1999); 2)
disturbance of the blood brain barrier (BBB) (Seiffert et al., 2004;van Vliet et al.,
2007;Marchi et al., 2007); and 3) excitotoxicity and neuronal death (Baram et al.,
2002;Dudek et al., 2010). Whether neuronal cell death is a pre-requisite for
epileptogenesis is still controversial, yet we included this process as neuronal cell
death and concomitant aberrant sprouting have been shown to be proepileptogenic processes (Santhakumar et al., 2005;Dyhrfjeld-Johnsen et al., 2007).
The three epileptogenic processes are depicted schematically in figure 2. They
likely involve the main CNS cell types, as many of the identified inflammatory
mediators can be expressed by neurons and/or glial cells (Becher et al.,
2000;Biber et al., 2006;Ravizza et al., 2007). In figure 2B the inflammatory
mediators we identified are listed according to the process they might influence,
and whether this influence is potentially pro- or anti-epileptogenic.
Proteins that could contribute to increased excitatory currents (1) are IL-1, and
the chemokines CCL3, 4 and 5. These proteins can cause an increase in
neurotransmission and glutamate release, either through affecting the NMDA
receptor in neurons (Fig. 2, 1a), and increasing Ca2+ currents (IL-1) (Viviani et al.,
2+
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2003) or directly through inducing Ca currents through binding to their G-coupled
receptors (Fig 2, 1b) (Biber et al., 2006). The naturally occurring antagonist for IL1, IL-1ra, has been shown to have seizure inhibiting properties in experimental
TLE, and this is probably due to inhibition of this first process.
BBB disruption (2) can be influenced by all chemokines, as these proteins can
chemotactically attract responsive immune- competent cells from the bloodstream
(Fig. 2, 2a) (Fabene et al., 2010). The adhesion molecules ICAM1 and VCAM1 are
also implicated in BBB disruption (Fig. 2, 2b) as their up-regulation leads to
increased attraction of immune-competent cells. Additionally, interaction of
adhesion molecules with their receptors can also trigger production of inflammatory
mediators (Dietrich, 2002;Greenwood et al., 2011). IL-22 and VEGF have both
been proposed to down-regulate tight junction proteins of the BBB, and thus can
compromise the integrity of the BBB (Kebir et al., 2007;Suidan et al., 2010;MorinBrureau et al., 2011). Additionally, IL-5 has been shown to increase vascular
permeability through VEGF dependent pathways (Nishigaki et al., 2003;Li et al.,
2009).
The third process that can be influenced by proteins that we identified is
excitotoxicity and neuronal death (3). IL-10, VEGF and HGF have all been shown
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to exhibit neuroprotective properties. The role of IL-7 in this third process is
controversial as this interleukin has been shown to induce apoptosis in a neuronal
culture, as well as exert neurotrophic actions in embryonic brain cultures
(Michaelson et al., 1996;Nunnari et al., 2005;Moors et al., 2010).
In all, this thesis shows that the inflammatory proteins up-regulated in the mTLE
brain potentially exert both pro- and anti- epileptogenic influences. The precise
influence of each inflammatory mediator is not known. Thus additional studies
aimed specifically at unravelling their roles in TLE are necessary. The results in
this thesis strongly suggest that the up-regulated immune system in the TLE brain
is out of balance, this unbalance likely contributes to epileptogenic processes.
2.3 CCL4 and IL-25 as specific examples of an unbalanced immune system in TLE
A specific example of this unbalanced CNS in the TLE brain is suggested by the
results in chapters 3 and 5 where the cytokines CCL4 and IL-25 are investigated in
more detail. Immunohistochemical localization of these two inflammatory mediators
revealed that major CNS cell types can express these inflammatory proteins, as IL25 protein expression was localized in neurons, microglia and astrocytes whereas
CCL4 was localized to astrocytes. Interestingly, previous studies suggest that
CCL4 exerts pro-epileptogenic influences on the brain (Biber et al., 2006;Louboutin
et al., 2011), whereas IL-25 inhibits BBB disruption and hence is capable of
exerting an anti-epileptogenic influence (Figure 2 and table 1) (Kleinschek et al.,
2007;Sonobe et al., 2009). These two opposing actions might be exerted by the
same cell type, as we detected immunoreactivity for both proteins in hippocampal
astrocytes, including the astrocytes that are lining the bloodvessels. Additionally,
up-regulated CCL4 expression has been shown in experimental TLE to precede
the onset of SRS (chapter 5). It would be very interesting to study whether IL-25 is
also up-regulated during this latent phase of epileptogenesis.
Thus, data in chapter 3 shows that IL-25 and CCL4 are both expressed in
astrocytes in human TLE, and chapter 5 shows that in an animal model CCL4 upregulation precedes the onset of SRS. Together with literature this suggests that
within one cell type both BBB protection and BBB disruption can occur
simultaneously in TLE, influencing the epileptogenic process.
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of three main processes that can be influenced by
inflammatory mediators identified in this thesis
There are three main epileptogenic processes that inflammatory mediators can influence. A)
schematic representation of the processes with specific examples of IL-25 and CCL4. IL-25
has been localized to neurons, microglia and astrocytes in the human TLE hippocampus.
Literature suggests IL-25 can influence the integrity of the BBB positively, and thus exerts a
negative influence on this pro-epileptogenic process. CCL4 has been localized to astrocytes
in the human TLE hippocampus, here it can exert putative pro-epileptogenic influences
through chemotactic BBB disruption. (B) shows a list of all inflammatory mediators identified
as up-regulated in this thesis (chapters 3 and 4). Proteins depicted in italic are attributed to
both pro- and anti- epileptogenic processes. Proteins depicted in bold are up-regulated in
both mTLE brain tissue as well as CSF.
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2.4 Inflammatory mediators in TLE are regulated in immunological networks
Chapters 3 and 4 were both profiling studies of the immune system in TLE, and
used the bead-based multiplex immunoassay. As this method allowed for
measurements of multiple proteins in one sample, we could investigate possible
co-regulation and clustering of the immunological proteins further. For this we
utilized the PCA. This unbiased clustering analysis revealed that the data of
individual patients and controls segregated into their respective patient groups on
the basis of their immunological profile. Chapter 3 specifically illustrated that based
on the hippocampal expression of immunological networks, the two patient groups
of TLE (with and without HS) segregated from each other and from the controls
(chapter 3, figure 5A). Chapters 3 and 4 showed that in cortical tissue and CSF it
was more difficult to separate the two patient groups, yet TLE patients still
segregated significantly from the control group (chapter 3, figure 5B, chapter 4
figure 2B). To investigate further whether also in CSF and cortical tissue individual
patients can be segregated fully into their respective groups, larger patient
numbers will be required.
The immunological proteins that were present in clustered networks that we
identified with the PCA, showed overlap between the tissues and CSF studied.
Thus the CSF results in chapter 4 confirmed the data obtained in tissue in chapter
3. This firstly validates the activation of immunological networks TLE in a study
without the use of post-mortem controls. Secondly, it indicates that there is partial
convergence in the networks that are activated across the TLE brain.
Interestingly, the immunological networks indentified contained both pro- and antiinflammatory and potentially epileptogenic proteins. This suggests that these
proteins are co-regulated. Therefore, the activated immune system in TLE is a
complex network of pro- and anti-inflammatory and epileptogenic proteins.
2.5 miRNA’s can influence the CNS immune system in TLE
In chapter 2 we showed that miRNA’s differentially expressed in mTLE tissue have
many putative mRNA targets of the immune system. To uncover whether there are
putative targets among the proteins identified up-regulated in chapters 3 and 4,
additional target predictions were made (Table 1). Interestingly, quite a lot of
variation in the degree of predicted regulation is present. For example, proteins upregulated at the mRNA level such as IL-1, CCL2, CCL4 and VCAM1 (Lee et al.,
2007;van Gassen et al., 2008) have no overlap between miRNA’s that might
influence their translation and miRNA’s alternatively expressed in mTLE (Table 1,
3rd column).
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Table 1: mTLE deregulated miRNA’s potentially target multiple
immunological mediators identified in this thesis
mTLE regulated miRNAs
o
N -%
Name
IL-1
24
1 - 4%
miR-146b-3p
IL-1
3
0 - 0%
IL-1Ra
28
0 - 0%
IL-5
7
1 - 14%
miR-642
IL-6
15
1 - 7%
let-7f
IL-7
16
1 - 6%
miR-203
IL-10
26
3 - 12%
let-7f, miR-27a, miR-597
IL-13
20
1 - 5%
let-7f
IL-22
1
0 - 0%
IL-25
13
3 - 23%
miR-17, miR-20a, miR-625
IL-27
4
0 - 0%
IFN-
1
0 - 0%
TNF-
4
0 - 0%
CCL2
8
0 - 0%
CCL3
2
1 - 50%
miR-622
CCL4
3
0 - 0%
CCL5
8
0 - 0%
CCL19
2
0 - 0%
CCL22
36
5 - 14%
miR-597, miR-620, miR-625, miR-635, miR-665
CXCL9
24
1 - 4%
miR-9
HGF
32
4 - 13%
miR-190, miR-26b, miR-597, miR-625
VEGF
73
5 - 7%
miR-16, miR-17, miR20a, miR106a, miR-637,
ICAM1
16
5 - 31%
miR-203, miR-221, miR-222, miR-635, miR-637,
VCAM1
9
0 - 0%
Table 1: mTLE deregulated miRNA’s potentially target multiple immunological mediators identified in this
thesis
The table depicts a list of all proteins that we showed up-regulated in mTLE tissue in chapters 3 and 4. The second
column shows the miRNA’s that are predicted to target the mRNA of these proteins with a minimal overlap of 4
prediction algorithms. The fourth and fifth column show the amount and percentage of which of these miRNA’s are
found differentially expressed in mTLE (chapter 2). Italic miRNAs have validated interactions with the listed target
transcript.
Protein Name

6

o

N Predicted miRNAs

This suggests that the up-regulation of mRNA is translated to an up-regulation of
functional protein, without the direct influence of miRNA’s. And indeed increased
protein levels of IL-1, CCL2, CCL4 and VCAM1 are detected in human TLE tissue
(Ravizza et al., 2007). ICAM1 however, is up-regulated in mTLE+HS tissue at
protein level (Nakahara et al., 2010) in comparison to mTLE-HS and controls. Yet,
no corresponding significant difference is detected at the mRNA level (Lee et al.,
2007;van Gassen et al., 2008). This inflammatory mediator has many miRNA’s
identified in our miRNA profiling study that can potentially influence the translation
its mRNA to protein. In chapter 2 we confirmed the predicted interaction of ICAM1
mRNA and miRNA-221 and miRNA-222 in vitro.
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Suggesting that the down-regulation of miRNA’s 221 and 222 that we identified in
this study in the mTLE+HS astrocytes leads to an increased expression of the
ICAM1 protein in these cells. Thus, the down-regulation of miRNA’s 221 and 222
likely contributes to the second epileptic process of increased permeability of the
BBB described earlier (Figure 2). The contribution of the remaining miRNA’s to the
up-regulation of the inflammatory mediators we observed in the same tissue needs
to be further investigated. Interestingly, miRNA 146a was earlier described to be
up-regulated in the mTLE+HS hippocampus and in an animal model for TLE
(Aronica et al., 2010). This miRNA has been implicated in the regulation of several
modulators of the innate immune response (Taganov et al., 2006;Pedersen &
David, 2008). The miRNA microarray of chapter 2 also showed an increase of this
miRNA in mTLE+HS, although this up-regulation did not pass the Bonferoni
correction for multiple testing (a difference with a p-value of 0.007).
Thus, evidence from literature and the profiling study of chapter 2, suggests that
the immune system in TLE could be significantly influenced by miRNA’s. Further
research is necessary to investigate the importance and the extent of the influence.
The first step to be taken is to confirm the interaction, and regulation of the mRNA
translation by the respective miRNA’s. Unravelling the consequences of the
differentially regulated miRNA’s in TLE on de-regulation of the immune system, or
even the whole process of epileptogenesis, can significantly contribute to
understanding the pathophysiology of TLE. Restoring a brain that is out of
balance,might well require multiple area’s of interference in order to revert it back
to its original balanced state. miRNA’s, with their multiple targets, can act as
molecular switches controlling many different processes (Czech, 2006;Baek et al.,
2008) and are therefore good candidates for interference in this disease.

3. Clinical implications
3.1 Immuno-modulating therapy for refractory TLE patients?
This thesis shows that there is a robust activation of the immune system in the
human mTLE brain. Previous studies have attributed a pro-epileptic role to
selected immunological mediators. Thus, the obvious clinical question is whether
the whole immune system should be inhibited in mTLE patients, as drugs that
inhibit the immune system as a whole are already readily available.The question
whether a clinician should treat refractory TLE patients with anti-inflammatory
agents cannot be directly answered with the results of this thesis.
The results of this thesis, in combination with previous studies, do however give
valuable insight into the pathophysiology of a perturbed immune system in TLE.
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This in turn provides important clues for the direct questions that need to be
answered before a proper immuno-modulatory treatment can be devised that might
have a beneficiary outcome for drug refractory TLE patients.
Since the discovery of the involvement of the immune system in epileptogenesis
many pharmacological studies have been performed in an array of experimental
TLE animal models (Vezzani et al., 2011;Ravizza et al., 2011). Different strategies
to modulate the immune system have been attempted. Some strategies influenced
the immune system broadly. For example non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
(NSAID’s) and other immunosuppressant agents such as Rapamycin, Tacromilus
and Cyclosporin (Ravizza et al., 2011). These strategies of broad interference
exerted anticonvulsant actions in many studies, yet interference with the actual
process of epileptogenesis remains controversial, as opposite outcomes have also
been reported (Ravizza et al., 2011). The broad-immunosuppressive approach has
also been therapeutically used in certain human epilepsy syndromes. ACTH and
steroid treatments have been shown to be effective in some epileptic
encephalopathies (Vezzani & Granata, 2005;Vezzani et al., 2011). Furthermore,
intravenous administration of immunoglobulins (IVIG) has been used in intractable
childhood epilepsies (Mikati et al., 2010).
Attempts to promote single anti-inflammatory proteins such as IL-10, or inhibit proinflammatory mediators such as IL-1 or CCR5 have also been made in animal
models (Godukhin et al., 2009;Louboutin et al., 2011). These treatments directed
at single inflammatory mediators have also reported a decrease in seizure activity,
yet no abolishment of the process of epileptogenesis. The only two compounds
that have shown a diminishing effect on epileptogenesis thus far are the Toll-like
receptor 3 antagonist Resveratrol (Wu et al., 2009) and the hormone erythropoietin
(Chu et al., 2008). Neither of these two compounds have been studied in human
epilepsies yet. In TLE no study has been completed using immuno-modulatory
agents in therapy-refractory patients thus far. Recently, a clinical trial has started
however, using the IL-1 synthesis inhibitor in patients with treatment resistant
partial epilepsy, which includes TLE patients (Vezzani et al., 2011). No results
have been reported for this study thus far.
In all, both animal and human studies have shown that immune-modulatory
treatments can have seizure modifying effects. Yet, the results remain
controversial as the outcomes of both human and animal studies often contradict
one another. The efficacy of treatment in animal models appears to depend on the
type of model used. It seems that the the activated immune system in TLE is a
very complex multi-factorial phenomenon that is difficult to target in such a way
that it is both beneficial and anti-epileptogenic.
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This thesis shows, that the up-regulated immune system is highly clustered and
that these clusters contain both pro-and anti-epileptogenic proteins. This implies
that when immune modulating agents are administered that reduce one (proepileptogenic) protein of a cluster, co-regulated anti- epileptogenic protein might
also be down-regulated, resulting in no disease modifying effect. Therefore, this
thesis proposes that the future of any anti-epileptic immune therapy, lies in a
targeted and multi-factorial approach to restore the imbalanced immune system in
the TLE brain.

4. Outlook & future direction
Through profiling of the human TLE brain the work described in this thesis gives
additional insight in the pathophysiological processes taking place in this
chronically epileptic brain. In chapter 2 it furthers the understanding of
posttranscriptional processes that might occur in TLE through miRNA profiling.
Chapters 3 and 4 show that activation of the immune system is widespread, and
not limited to the mTLE+HS hippocampus. Finally, in the last experimental chapter
it shows that at least part of this immunological activation occurs in the
epileptogenesis phase, when no SRS activity is present yet.
In all, this thesis generates 3 main research questions that warrant future
investigations.
1) What are the pathophysiological roles of the TLE-specific profiles identified in
human TLE? Having now profiled the TLE brain, and suggested that this brain is
out of balance, it is time to investigate the function of the different clusters in the
epileptogenic process. Some immunological proteins have been investigated as
single proteins, yet this thesis suggests that whole complex pathways are affected,
and therefore calls for studies that can manipulate immune clusters, not only single
immune factors. The second important question that arises is 2) Can we interfere
with the putative pro-epileptogenic processes that we detected in the profiles? As
mentioned above, interference with the immune system has been shown to have
some effect, yet this success is currently limited to a few epileptic syndromes and
has not been tested in human TLE. The profiles we detected suggest that
specificity in interference might be more successful.
Results from this thesis point towards interference with the chemokine system with
for example a CCR5 inhibitor, as this inhibitor would not interfere with only one
chemokine; it will interfere with CCL3, 4 and 5, chemokines that cluster and can
exert pro-epileptogenic influences.
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Moreover, having identified the miRNA profile of TLE patients, this opens the door
for potential interference using these small RNA’s. These miRNA’s are promising
therapeutic targets. A single miRNA can be responsible for post-transcriptional
regulation of a variety of proteins, thus it can act as a molecular switch affecting
multiple processes (Czech, 2006;Elmen et al., 2008;Roshan et al., 2009). Finally;
3) Can we utilize the identified profiles clinically? The main profiles we have
identified in this study, were obtained using brain tissue from the rather invasive
procedure of resective TLE surgery. Some of the changes in inflammatory proteins
could also be measured in the subarachnoid CSF (SAS-CSF) of these patients.
These findings suggest that the inflammatory state of the TLE brain can at least in
part be measured in the SAS-CSF. This opens the possibilities of immunological
profiling of an epileptic brain when invasive diagnostics are required, such a grid
implantations. The important question that remains is whether the TLE specific
immune profiles can also be detected in lumbar CSF. If this is the case, then
immunological profiling could be available for a much larger number of refractory
patients, beyond the surgical candidates. Ideally, inflammatory or miRNA profiles
could for example, be utilized to either identify different disease states or predict
which anti-epileptic therapy might be beneficial. Billieau et al have demonstrated
that a the CSF levels of IL-8 correlate to the efficacy of IVIG treatment in children
refractory for other anti-epileptic treatments (Billiau et al., 2007). Additionally, CSF
miRNA’s have been proposed to reflect the pathological state of the brain in certain
CNS pathologies such as glioma and Alzheimers disease (Ghidoni et al.,
2011;Baraniskin et al., 2011;Baraniskin et al., 2012). This thesis proposes that this
might be possible for a wider array of refractory patients using whole profiles
instead of single miRNA’s or cytokines. Larger scale studies on sub-arachnoid
CSF or even lumbar CSF are necessary to test these promising hypotheses.
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Addendum
Samenvatting in het Nederlands
Dankwoord
Publications & Curriculum Vitae

Samenvatting in het Nederlands
Temporaalkwab epilepsie
Epilepsie is een veelvoorkomende neurologische aandoening die gekarakteriseerd
wordt door spontane epileptische activiteit in de hersenen. Deze activiteit bestaat
uit ongecontroleerde ritmische activiteit van zenuwcellen. De consequentie van
deze spontane epileptische activiteit is afhankelijk de locatie van de focus van
deze pathologische activiteit, de epileptische focus.
De meest voorkomende vorm van epilepsie bij volwassenen is temporaalkwab
epilepsie (TLE). Zoals de naam al suggereert ligt de focus van de epileptische
activiteit in de temporaalkwab van deze patiënten (ook wel slaapkwab genoemd,
aan de zijkant van het hoofd). Bij deze vorm van epilepsie is vaak de hippocampus
betrokken. Dit is een hersenorgaan dat in de temporaalkwab ligt (figuur 2,
hoofdstuk 1).
Een groot aantal patiënten met TLE reageert slecht op anti-epileptica. Een
subpopulatie van deze anti-epileptica resistente patiënten heeft baat bij een
chirurgische aanpak. Het chirurgisch verwijderen van de epileptische focus leidt in
40 tot 70% van de patiënten tot significante vermindering van epileptische
aanvallen, of zelfs tot het volledig uitblijven van verdere epileptische activiteit. Een
groot deel van het onderzoek dat is beschreven in dit proefschrift is gebaseerd op
bevindingen

in

hersenweefsel

en/of

hersenvocht

van

temporaalkwab

epilepsiepatiënten die in het UMC Utrecht geopereerd zijn.
Epileptogenese
Het is bekend dat ongecontroleerde ritmische activiteit van de hersenen kan leiden
tot epileptische aanvallen. Het is echter niet altijd bekend waardoor die
ongecontroleerde activiteit ontstaat bij epilepsiepatiënten. Het proces dat leidt tot
een epileptisch brein wordt ook wel epileptogenese genoemd. De moleculaire
processen die bijdragen aan epileptogenese zijn nog niet volledig ontrafeld. De
laatste experimentele data suggereren dat processen als celproliferatie, neuronale
plasticiteit en het immuunsysteem een belangrijke rol spelen. In een eerdere studie
is op mRNA niveau de genexpressie in epileptisch hersenweefsel van
temporaalkwab epilepsiepatiënten onderzocht. Uit deze studie kwam naar voren
dat veel genen van het immuunsysteem anders gereguleerd zijn. Er zijn ook posttranscriptionele processen, zoals microRNA’s die de vertaling van RNA kunnen
beïnvloeden. De rol van deze kleine posttranscriptionele modulatoren in TLE is
nog maar weinig bestudeerd.
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Om meer te weten te komen over hoe epilepsie ontstaat in het brein is er in dit
proefschrift uitgebreid onderzoek gedaan naar ontstekingseiwitten en microRNA’s
in hersenweefsel van TLE patiënten. Daarnaast is onderzocht of het geactiveerde
immuunsysteem ook te meten is in het hersenvocht van TLE patiënten. En in een
diermodel is gekeken of chemokine expressie (een onderdeel van het
immuunsysteem) ook al plaatsvindt voordat aanvallen zich manifesteren.
Karakterisering van cytokines in Temporaalkwabepilepsie; Samenvatting:
Hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift start met de karakterisering van de humane TLE
hippocampus met een profielstudie van microRNA’s (miRNA’s). De expressie
niveaus van alle bekende humane miRNA sequenties zijn in deze studie gemeten
in de hippocampi van controles en vergeleken met TLE patiënten. De epilepsie
patiënten groep is verder nog in tweeën gedeeld; patiënten met en zonder
hippocampale sclerose (HS). HS is een pathologisch kenmerk dat vaak voorkomt
bij TLE, en is gekarakteriseerd door celdood, gliose en structurele veranderingen.
Deze miRNA studie liet duidelijk drie verschillende miRNA profielen zien van de
drie onderzochte groepen. Naast expressie verschillen is in deze studie ook
onderzocht welke mRNA targets de miRNA’s kunnen beïnvloeden, en wat de
cellulaire lokalisatie is van miRNA’s die anders tot expressie komen in TLE. De
miRNA’s die anders tot expressie komen in de TLE hippocampus zijn verder
onderzocht in vitro en in silico. Deze vervolgstudies laten zien dat veel anders
gereguleerde miRNA’s de expressie kunnen beïnvloeden van mRNA targets van
het immuunsysteem. Ook laten de vervolgexperimenten zien dat de vermindering
van miRNA’s 221 en 222 in astrocyten (steuncellen) van mTLE-HS patiënten
verantwoordelijk kan zijn voor de verhoging van het immuun eiwit ICAM1 in deze
cellen, doordat ze de vertaling van het ICAM1 mRNA minder blokkeren. Het
onderzoek in hoofdstuk 2 laat zien dat miRNA’s anders tot expressie komen in de
TLE hippocampus en dat dit de vertaling van mRNA significant kan beïnvloeden.
Hoofdstuk 3 is wederom een profielstudie, maar dan met de focus op het
immuunsysteem. De bevindingen in hoofdstuk 2 lieten al zien dat miRNA’s eiwit
expressie significant kunnen beïnvloeden in TLE, en dat dit ook kan voorkomen
met eiwitten van het immuunsysteem. Door middel van een relatief nieuwe ELISA
techniek zijn 40 immuun eiwitten gemeten in neo-corticaal en hippocampaal
weefsel van TLE patiënten (met en zonder HS) en controles. Met deze methode
werden zowel immuun eiwitten gevonden die al eerder geïmpliceerd waren in TLE,
als eiwitten die nog niet eerder gelieerd waren aan deze ziekte. Een principaal
componenten analyse (PCA) wees uit dat de verhoogde expressie van het
immuunsysteem in het TLE brein in clusters plaats vindt. Deze clusters bestaan uit
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zowel potentiële pro als anti-epileptogene eiwitten. Hoofdstuk 3 laat zien dat er
een brede activatie is van immuun eiwitten in TLE patiënte, en suggereert dat
immuuntherapie die toegespitst is op het pro-epileptogene gedeelte van het
geactiveerde immuunsysteem succesvol zou kunnen zijn in het bestrijden van
spontane epileptische activiteit.
Het onderzoek in hoofdstuk 4 laat zien dat een gedeelte van de immuun-activatie
gemeten in hoofdstuk 3 in hersenweefsel, ook gedetecteerd kan worden in het
hersenvocht. In deze studie is gebruik gemaakt van hersenvocht, ofwel liquor, dat
vrijkomt tijdens hersenoperaties. Als deze bevindingen ook aanwezig zijn in het
makkelijker beschikbare lumbale liquor dan heeft dit significante diagnostische
potentie in de toekomst.
In hoofdstuk 5 is er met behulp van een diermodel longitudinaal onderzocht
wanneer chemokine eiwit expressie (onderdeel van de immuun-activatie gemeten
in TLE patiënten) plaatsvindt. De resultaten laten zien dat chemokine expressie al
verhoogd aanwezig is voordat epileptische activiteit zich manifesteert. Dit
suggereert dat deze chemokines een rol spelen in de ontwikkeling van spontane
epileptische activiteit in het brein.
Dit proefschrift Karakterisering van cytokines in Temporaalkwabepilepsie geeft een
gedetailleerd beeld van het post-transcriptionele TLE brein. Het immuun systeem
wordt breder dan ooit gekarakteriseerd in zowel hersenweefsel als hersenvocht.
Ook longitudinaal wordt er chemokine activatie beschreven met behulp van een
diermodel. Er wordt uiteengezet dat er een uitgebreide activatie is van het
immuunsysteem en de longitudinale studie suggereert dat dit niet het gevolg is van
epilepstische aanvallen, en dus een onderdeel zou kunnen zijn van het proces van
epileptogenese. De twee profielstudies laten zien dat TLE patiënten een uniek
expressie profiel hebben van miRNA’s en immuun eiwitten. Deze profielen geven
waardevolle informatie over de processen die gaande zijn in het brein van TLE
patiënten. Deze informatie zal hopelijk in de toekomst leiden tot diagnostische
toepassing en de ontwikkeling van betere medicatie.
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Dankwoord
En dan nu het dankwoord. Als ik de impact factor binnen dit

boekje uit zou rekenen, dan zou dit ‘hoofdstuk’ het hoogste
scoren denk ik!

Er zijn een aantal mensen die mij door weer en wind hebben
bijgestaan bij het tot stand komen van dit proefschrift. Deze
mensen wil ik hier graag extra bedanken:

Ten eerste Pierre de G raan, als dagelijks begeleider heb je

mij deze AIO periode door heel wat zware momenten heen

geholpen. Met name tijdens het moeilijke begin, kon ik altijd
naar binnen lopen. Je hebt veel geduld en begrip getoond
voor mijn

situatie. Verder vond

ik

de

samenwerking

erg

prettig en heb ik op wetenschappelijk en persoonlijk niveau
veel

van

je

geleerd.

samenwerkingsproject

van

Mijn

jou

AIO
en

positie

prof.

was

een

O nno

van

Nieuwenhuizen. Hem wil ik ook hartelijk bedanken voor alle

input, en de zeer prettige gesprekken op de vrijdag ochtend
in

het

WKZ.

Die

waren

op

meerdere

fronten

altijd

zeer

leerzaam. Ook de betrokkenheid Onno, bij de laatste loodjes
waren zeer motiverend en leerzaam. Ik heb u nooit durven

tutoyeren op papier, maar tijdens de werkbesprekingen waren
de discussies altijd zo gelijkwaardig, dat ik dan ‘u’ weer niet
over mijn lippen kreeg. Het toont aan hoe ik de begeleiding
altijd

heb

ervaren;

als

een

zeer

begeleiden en samenwerken/denken.
De

epilepsie

groep.

Met

in

den

prettige

beginne

combinatie

Saskia,

van

Koen

Marije die me geholpen hebben met het onderzoek opzetten.
En verder de steun en toe verlaten van het begin tot de
laatste loodjes; M arina, Inge, Bart en natuurlijk E llen.
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Ik zal van Inge, de coaching bij de muizen EN met borrels
niet vergeten! Marina haar acteertalent en enthousiasme zal
me ook altijd bijblijven ☺. Bart kwam er wat later bij, en ik

kan er niets aan doen, maar ik zal je limbo-dansen toch het
meeste herinneren denk ik.. Van het a natom ie lab wil ik

ook graag Suzanne en Jan-Willem bedanken! Met Suzanne
heb ik hele fijne en goede gesprekken gehad. Daar beneden,
bij Jan-Willem en Suzanne kon ik altijd terecht, voor vrijwel
alles. Inclusief zingen en dansen in dat heerlijk opgeruimde
lab!

De studenten die ik begeleid heb zal ik ook niet vergeten!

Jan, Merel, Jorien en Anneke ik vond het super om jullie

te begeleiden. Ik heb ook heel veel van jullie geleerd!

Op de labs op de 4 e en 5 e verdiepingen heb ik ook met veel

plezier gewerkt, er was (en is) een gezellige sfeer, en het was
altijd

leuk

om

met

iedereen

te

ouwehoeren.

Speciaal

bedanken wil ik de volgende mensen (ik hoop dat ik niemand
vergeet): L eo, Henk, Jan, Alwin, Lars, Roger K, Sharon en

Susan. Ik heb heel erg fijn met jullie samengewerkt en ik

kon altijd aankloppen voor hulp, advies en andere dingen ☺.

Ook op diverse secretariaten kon ik altijd terecht voor van
alles; van kleurenprintjes, bedelbrieven tot een luisterend oor

en een strenge blik voor te laat ingeleverde formulieren.
Krista, Vicky, Ria, Sandra en Maarten-Jan, dank jullie
wel!

De hersenchirurgen Peter van Rijen, Peter G osselaar en

Pierre Robe wil ik ook graag bedanken. Met name, voor het
meedenken met de experimenten en de prettige sfeer op de
OK. Ik hoop op de receptie misschien wat ‘liquor’ terug te

kunnen schenken ;). Ook de mensen van de EEG registratie
nu onder de noemer van C yril en Frans konden mij op de
OK in ‘leken’ taal uitleggen waar de epileptische activiteit zat.

Jammer dat we te kleine aantallen patiënten hadden om echt
een correlatie te kunnen vinden.
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Nu

ben

ik

aanbeland

bij

mijn

k am ergenoten

en

lunchm aatjes. Met die mensen heb ik mijn lief en leed

gedeeld.

Het is erg fijn om de AIO ‘pains and perks’ te delen met
mede-AIO’s. Jules, met altijd aandacht voor de ander, Petra,

we hebben altijd leuk gediscussieerd ☺, Marek, my favourite

Polish roommate! Eneda, sorry that I always start talking to

you

in

English!

Terwijl

je

gewoon

in

het

Nederlands

meepraat… Ellen, we waren al collega’s en vriendinnen op
stage en zijn dat gebleven. Super bedankt voor alle steun, het
was fijn om tijdens al die fietstochtjes lekker te mekkeren

over alles. Mariken, ik vind het superleuk dat we ‘chocolade

melk’ zijn blijven drinken, laten we vooral niet ophouden.
Ria! De laatste loodjes hebben significant (met een p-waarde

van…) minder gewogen, doordat we ze samen konden dragen.

Extra super respect dat jij zelfs nog meer gedragen hebt
tijdens die loodjes.
Van

mijn

familie

wil

ik

graag

de

Hoekstra-Kan

kant

bedanken voor de steun en het uitgebreid vertellen van de

verre en dichtbije historie van de familie (de eerste die C.A.
Pekelharing spot in de senaatzaal krijgt extra punten).

Kees Kan wil ik extra bedanken voor het proeflezen van het
hele proefschrift! De tips en correcties waren A) heel prettig

geformuleerd, en B) heel nuttig! Kees van der Meulen is de

andere Kees die mijn proefschrift helemaal gelezen heeft! En
dank voor het corrigeren van de Nederlandse samenvatting

met Karin. De andere kant; de familie Boot wil ik danken

voor de steun, interesse en fijne (culinaire) momenten van
rust,

op

en

buiten

de

Meintjes.

Jullie

spelen

ook

een

significante rol in het feit dat dit boekje zoveel kleur bevat!

De muziek wil ik ook danken! Leden van de D om cantorij,

Cantores

Martini,

MUSA

en

Sanne

projectjes die er dan tussendoor fietsen.

met

de

fantastische
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De essentiële ontspanning, het heerlijke samenzingen en de
biertjes na afloop. Dat wil ik nooit meer missen.

Liselore, Laura en Ellen! We zien elkaar niet mega veel,

maar hebben altijd zo ontzettend veel lol. Ik hoop dat we
nog jaren zullen blijven datumprikken. Ook met de luitjes

uit G roningen (4 plus aanhang) is het altijd ontspannen,
gek en gezellig.

Siets en Maris! Mijn 2 beste vriendinnen. Ik kan altijd mijn

ei bij jullie kwijt. Zonder jullie ben ik niet compleet.

Dan de mensen die het dichtste bij me staan. Mam , Mien &

Alex, Kees & G retha, Karin & Eric, Niec! Bij jullie kan ik
schuilen. Ma m bij jou ben ik nog altijd thuis. En Mien als
steun,

vraagbaak,

paranimf

en

grote

zus.

Bij

mijn

‘schoonfamilie” in het Noorden is het ook altijd heerlijk

vertoeven. En N iec, ik weet niet waar ik moet beginnen. Wij
hebben het samen gewoon heerlijk.

Pap, je hebt me in deze AIO periode vanaf je wolkje zien

groeien.

Van

volwaardig

en

een

tijdelijk

tevreden

gebroken

persoon.

Ik

iemand

heb

je

naar

‘stem’

een

veel

gehoord. “niets is voor niets”, “wel blijven musiceren”, en “het
was net kots, er zaten hele gave stukken in….”
Ik hoop dat je trots op me bent.
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